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,COURSE ,DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE

.f.

i

/ ,
._

Training of Trainers describes the content and activities that constitute training
delivery; identifies and describes the behaviors and skills associated with training
delivery as a task area; identifies and elabOrates -on the major considerations of train:____
ing program_ design__anci modification; and providet opportunities for participants 'to
develop and refine those skills required fo,r effective *training delivery.

.

AUDIENCE

Thi primary focus of the course is toward' those individuals who deliver or will
-deliver courses developed within the National Training System (NTS) of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). Those skills presented and developed in the course,
have broad applicability in the general field of training. Therefore, anyone wishing
to up-date their skills and knowledge of delivery techniques for training programs
can benefit from taking thls course.

PREREQUISITES

The design of Training of Trainers assumes that each participant will have, success-
fully completed the folloWing NTS courses or their equivalents:.

Drugs in Perspective, NTS, 1979
. .

Group Facilitator Training Package, NTS, 197a.

TRAINING STAFF QUALIFICATIONS

i

The team that delivers Training of Trainers should, in addition to meeting the pre-
requisites required for participants, be-certified as trainers according to the current
NTS criteria; this assumes the trainers have an understanding of how people learn

, and the ability to work as part of a team, when necessary.

REQUIRED MATERIALS
. .

Trainer Manual

The Trairkx Manual is to be 'used by the traiher(s) in conjunction with the
Participant Manual. The manual includes a sequence of topical areas and.,-.
exercises, instructions for conducting the various activities, and the
approximate time and materials required for each activity.

(CONTINUED, ON INSIDE BACK COVER)
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INTRODUCTION

In 1974, the first version of the course Training of Trainers was produced by the,
National Drug Abuse Center for Training and Resource Development (NDACTRD) to
provide a means for trainers In the drug abuse field to develop skills in training pro-
gram delivery. The, emphasis of that course was on teaching principles and -manage-
mtnt of the dynamic processes associated with learning in groups.

In 1975, under the sponsorship of the Manpower and Training Branch of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), the course was revised sdbthat emphasis was placed
on the principles of Adult learning and on a major theoretical development of the
group process as supports for learning and skill development. More consideration
was given to areas related to, the design of new training programs and to the modifi-
cation of existing ones.

This 'versipn of Training of Trainers reflects the results of the recommendations of
-selected elements of the National Training System (such as Single State Agencies,
State Training 'Support Programs, and Regional Support Centers) in response to a
1979 NDACTRD survey. Recommendations from the Materials Development Advisory
Group (MDAG) were also taken into account. Another source of input for this revi-
sion was the outcome of a review of the pertinent literature in the field, of training
and adult education.

a

40-

1
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RATIONALE

4

MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE-COURSE
AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY

r

to. learn, adults. must understand the relevance to the personal and professional lives
of what will be presented. 'To Be comfortable In a learning environment, adults need
to know the ground rules, the. physical setup, and the schedule. Module I contains
information designed-,to meet those needs. in the initial sections of the module, the
trainer will give whatever informatibn is needed about training; setting logistics, and
schedUle. Ile or she will then provide a fairly .detailed. presentation - -or overviewof
the organization and', content of Training .of Trainers (TOT)* so that participants will
have realis.tic.expectitions as to what they will learn practice.

, . 1
.. .

, ..

it
, ,

The, 'major", didactic 4critent of this module centers on learning .theory as t applies to
adults. It.. is important for trainers to realize that they themselves cannot motivate
peolile to learn: potivation, comes from within individuals, not from Outside people or
forces. trainers can, howevelk, through an /understanding of the factors that moti-
vate adults to learn, arrange circumstances o as to increase the likelihood that par-
ticipants will not-lose their motivation' to leprn in. their training programs., .. I

,

SYNOPStS , , , , , .- 4
. 1

a
. . & , ..-- '...

.

This 'session opens with participant -registratiOn and pretesting. (The Pretest- and.

. Posttest/ section appears at .thq back of the Traiter Manual.) A brief overview of
module objectives, content, 'and activities is then given. An iceb.cipker activity is %-

facilitated by the trainer to enable participants to,begin to get to now One another.
The trainer, pis° takes .care:isf "business," discussing the facility, scheduling, ground
rules, and other logistical issues, of which participants should be aware. Expectations.for the course are discU. ssed, and then approximately 30 minutes are ,in giving
a course overview. - . t"----4.---___

0, y.,
. ,

-e . --;'-------- -v
The remainder .of the module Id Ci;)01-,cerned With adUlt.--karning theory. An

.
experiential

exercise is the first content-related activity of the toui-'t This exercises used to
got .participants in touch +kith their own experiences as learn \. A b

is
presenta-A.Son follows on. learning' theory, as applied to adults. Participants then engage in a

brief self-diagnosis, applying adult learning theory. to their own behaviors as train-
ers. . .

.
r . . . 7'-------

r The module closes with a brief summary that covers two e?ctremely important aspects
of the training: -.the extent to which objectives were met by module content and
activities, and the extent to. which participants find the module to 'be a model training
event.

ft

e

S
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,

I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO
4 HOURSMODULE , ADULT LEARNING THEORY

-, TIME'

GOALS

it

To enable participants to begin to get to know each other

To help participants ,see how this course will meet their needs in becoming more
effective trainers

To enable participant to see- the link between adult learning 'theory and the
design of the content, organization, and methodology of this course -

-
To lay the groundwork for the application of concepts related to learning theory

. and adult learning to the delivery and facilitation of training.

OBJECTIVES .

,

At the end of this module, participants will be able to: .

Identify other participants .by name
-.

.
Name the four basic variables in the adult learning process

Discuss principles .o1 adult learning in terms of how they learn best

Diagnose ,those aspects of their own trainer style that enhance or detract from
adult learning

Name three domains of learning . .

List at least three principles from any combination of learning theory orientation

Describe at least four assumptions about adult learners
*

Describe or give an example of, the relationship between the kinds of learning
activities participants will experience and theil retention of 'earnings.

MATERIALS . .

e

.

'Flip chart or newsprint ,

Easel/tape
Felt-tip markerS
Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)
Participant: Manual- .
Photocopies of the Pretest
Registration sheet .

Participant list "
Name tags optional)

.
. .

. .
.

7
..
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MODULE
I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

THEORY

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS

,.
.

,-,
OUTLINE OF TRAINING AdTIVITIES

30 MINUTES

1,.

Registration Sheet. .

Participant List
.

Name Tags (Optional)

.

1. REGISTRATION AND WELCO E,
, -Greet participants al they arrive.

,/Ask each participant to sign a registration,'sheet.

zCheck names off of your list participants.. .

.

Ask each participant to fill out .and .wear a
n4me tag (optional).

.

After all participants are present in the large
group, briefly welcome participants.

,

.

s

30 MINUTES.

. -

Photocopies of Pretest

.
..

.

.

ADMINISTERING THE PRETEST
.

.

NOTE: All materials for the Pretest and Posttest4

of this course are contained in the back
ofthe Trainer Manual only. You will need
to have adequate numbers of photocopies
of the Pretest, Posttest, and Posttest
Answer Sheet made in advance of deliver-
ing Module.l and Module X.

.
Explain why the cour) has a Pretest and Post-
test:

_

Pass out photocopies of the Pretest.
.

Read the Pretest instructions. and answer any
questions.

.

As,k .participants to individually take the Pre-
test and return it to you. Remind them to
write their names on ,the top of the test before
turning it in.

- .
1land out Participant Manuals.

_

10 MINUTES

t.
.

, 3. MODULE OBJECTIVES
.

.Open each module of the course with a discus-
sion of the goals and objectives of the module
and a brief description of what participants will
be called upon to do to gain the knowledge or
skills that meet the. objectives.

.
,

. ,
8
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
THEORY -

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING

= .

,

..)

.

,

.

s

,

,

.

.
.,....36,,

.
.. .

Provide a rationale for the content or exercises
in the module; the rationale may be found in
the front matter of each module of the Trainer
Manual.

...

Refer participants to the list of module goals
. and objectives in their Participant Manuals and

ask participants to examine them closely. (The,
goals and objectives for each module appear on
the first page of that module in the Participant
Manual:)

,-
Entertain__participant__qUestions --about module
contents, rationale, or activities.

.

NOTE: As you initiate the training session, you

.

i

,

..

must stay alert and responsive to the
group's entry process. Foiemost among
the posiibilities that may occur are:

- Initial discomfort or anxiety attendant
"' upon bging in a new situation with

unfamilit people.-

* - Lack of familiarity- With the setting,
. the ground rules, etc..

- Expectations that may or may not be
,....,---met

You may also encounter initial skepticism, reserve,
or hostility that is related to previous learning
experiehces.

,,
. ..

To counter all of these difficulties, it is important
that you facilitate a constructive means of helping
participants "break the ice" and begin get corn-
fortable in the training setting. ,

The Entry Process '.

.

Be alert for special problems th.t have to be
dealt with

.

Encourage people to talk. abou' feelings that
'' may keep them from committing themselves to

learning

. Lieten carefully ...

,-

,

9
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
THEOR

TIME, MEDIA,,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OFTRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

-

.

.

.

-

,

.

.

.

_.

,

.

,

. . . 0' .

Take feelings seriously . .

vShow understanding

Discuss what can be done about any problems
... .

Point out those problems that the trainer and
the group can do something about (maybe some
of them can be built into the training program),
and the ones that must be handled outside of ,
training: -. .

NOTE: It is during the initial stages of the group
that a learning contract is formed. It is
necessary to make clear to the group what

.. the. trainer is prepared to offer in time,
information, and skills to determine

' whether. this meets participants' expecta-
. tions.

, .

To begin to get these issues of comfort, familiarity,
and expectations out in the open, an icebreaker
activity is suggested in the next section of this
module.

. .it is appropriate to discuss the ac al training
1 schedule later in conjunction with the overview" of

each mddulp of the course before gettin into logis-
, tical issues such at:

/

Where meeting will be held on subsequent
.,.days, 1 .

.

' Location of rest rooms, meals, transportation,
_and , '

. % , .

; Beginning, ending, and break times;
Is,' .

and ground rules such as that:

of Training sessions wilt begin on time_
l

Participants will learn from and e with each
other :

../-

Different points of view can be explored non-
judgmentally ,

.

'10
-71.111111=0
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- MODULE I: -INTRODUCTION
T : v

, ........

TO THE COURSE AND TO 'ADULT LEARNING

MEDIATIME, MEDIA, .

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES.

. Questions about things that are unclear are wel-
--...

come.come.

40 MINUTES

'

A

.

.

-

,

. __ ---

- '

.,

,

.

.

,

.

4. ,,EXERCISE: ICEBREAKER

.Participant& Introduction

It is customary to begin most training with an exer-
cise that helps participants begin to get to know
each other in qrder to start the process of group
cohesion, discussion of expectations, and contracting
to meet learning goals and expectations. To this
end, an "icebreaker" exercise is usually the firSA
activity of any course. Use one of the two icebreak-
ers given below. Or, you may choose any Ice-
breaker activity with which you are faithilar.

Icebreaker 1: Name Game
....-- ,

Explain that each 'person will state his or her
first name and one descriptive comment abdut
himself' or Herself. -The next person will repeat
the previous person's name and comments before
adding his or hei own. After six ,people have
'spoken, the seventh person will begin' a new

t round until all trainees have hid an opportunity
to speak. .0

Lead of by giVing your name and an adjective.
.

___

-4--- The. following is an example Sf this exercise:

Trainer A: Pat, hungry

Trainee 1: Pat, hungry; Alice, tired

Trainee '2: Pat, hungry; Alice, tired; Bill,
. - ,, toothache ..

.,

Trainep 3: Etc. .

..

Trainee 4: Etc.
W

1' -

Trainee 5: Etc. v ,
Trainee 6: Etc.

Trainee 7: Joe, forgetful
. .

.
11
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO 'ADULT LEARNING
THEORY

TIME, MEDIA,
AND 114ATERIALS

I.

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Trainee 8: Joe, forgetful; Jerry, nervous

Trainee 9: Etc.

Icebreaker 2'

Introduce yourself in accordance with the out-
line below.

State- your name, particularly whdt you
wish to be called by other participants, as
in: "I'm James Evan Alexander, Jr., but
please call me Jimmy."

.State what training you have attended or
conducted..

Complete t ence "As a trainer, I Mt
," or "I want 11

Ask each participant in turno to do

Discussiot

Upon .completion of the icebrealser activity,
involve group members in either:

A discussion of the purpose of icebreik-
ers, or

Sharing of fav,.ocite icebreaker activities
from participants' own experiences. ,

.-

Involve participants in a .brief discussion of
their expectations of the course as a part of
the introduction of participants to each other
and to the training event. "

Record on newsprint what each participant, in
turn, states he or she expects from the training
event.

Let participants know that many of the expecta-
tions listed will be covered in the overview of
the course (which is the next activity).;

12.
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MODULE I:

THEORY
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,,

AND MATERIALS
,

. ,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

30 MINUTES 5. OVERVIEW OF THE COURSE ,
..

In this overview, you will:

'

.

. ,

.

/ .
.

'Visual 1-1 (With Overlays)''
.

.

.. .

'

.

.

,

a
Present the four basic variables on which adult
learning theory is based.

.

Describe each module of the course.
,

Describe the interrelationship between modules
and the four variables as described in e-out---
line below. .-

..- ..-
,.....

. .
Let participahis-Anow that as you discuss adult
learringtWeory, course modules and organiza-
tion will also be covered so that the partici-

>pants will have a very definite idea of how the
course' is organized, the major content areas,
and some of the specific content and activities.

"In giving the overview, do the following:

i Begin the overview with a discussion of four
basic variables that have an impact on the adult,
learhing process:

.
4

si ..
- 'Learner ..

- Trainer .

vironment
- ethOdoloty 2

.

Describe each variable briefly, using Visual 1-i'
and its overlays. State that although each vari-
able may sound simple, it is actually quite com-
plex. For example: ..

- The learner is an adult, so 'special atten-
tion should be given to the ways adults
learn. (Use the,-Visual 1-1, .Base, at the

o end of this module.)

- The learner may also be a member of a
particular ethnic grobp or minority group
which may further affect how he or she
learns.

.,

- The tr ?iner may be one, two,` or even
three persons. Trainer& individual styles
and the combination of their styles and

.

13
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MODULE Is \ INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
's THEORY

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS ,

. .

OUTUNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES 't

.

.

-..

Visual 1-2

_....

Flip Chart/Easel
NewsprintNewsprint
Felt-tip Markers

,

4

\
$ 0

. .
.

:

. ,

-

,
1

,

,

-

0 .

expertise greatly affect the learningsitua:
tion. (Use Visual 1-1, Overlay 1.)

- The environment has many aspects - -the
physical space, the emotional climate, and
the group's characteristics. (Use Visual
1-1, Overlay 2.)

. i
- Methods are multitudinous; some more and

some less appropriate to adult learners
% (Visual 1-1, Overlay 3.) 4.

Ditplay Visual 1-2, which shows the building
blocks that make up thiS course.

NOTE: cif this course has been adapted for a par-
ticular group or schedule, you will need

. to make flip charts that reflect this
reorganizdtion, rather than using the pre-

- pared visuals.
..

-

Relate each, of the four varia I of the adult
learning process to the appropriate "blocks"

.
. shown in Visual 1-2.

.

Visual 1-2 helps the trainer get acrass the 'I atge
units' of -the subject matte,--the nodules of the

. course. It would be helpful to let participants know
the overall goals of each module as the trainer
-describe; the content. (You can get aci-oss the spe-
cific ,objectives of each module with the introduction
of each module in proper sequence. )

. .

For example, state the following: -.
.

.

"Althpugh information about the trainer is
woven into the course throughout, it is largely
cor.:entrited in Modules II, V, VI, VII, and X.
In Module II, trainer style--its effect on the
group and on individual, learners--is examined.
In 'Moduleg VI, VII, and X, var,c4t16 aspects of
facilitatiori skills are attended tsr,t.while Module
'V concentrates on many aspects of trainer-
delivery skills. .

, .

The environment is, in major part) dealt with in
Module II. The small group, also discussed in
Module II, becomes the major environmental
factor. The physical environment and the

14
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MODULE -

I:
......_

THEOR
INTRO UCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

---,
TIME, MEDIA, .

AND MATERIALS
'

.

0 NE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

../

.

.,,\
.

.

.

;ti

.

.

-

.......I

trainer's responsibility for it is touched on in
Module V when preparation for course delivery,
is discussed.

,

4

______ - --
,Learner/trainee considerations are covered in

Modules I, IV, and VIII.

Methodology is covered mainly, in Modules I and
V.

The subject matter of the course does not easily
break into discrete parts. The division here
represents the most logical, organization. The
material in different modules is interdependent,
and it is not always possible to integrate each
section with all the other modules which pertain
to it. This is particularly true of the first
four modules which are basic to Modules V
through X. " * '

At this point, it may be helpf& to gcPtack to
' expectations ofthe course to firm up the fit

betvieen participant expectations and course
- content odlals--that is, the learning' contract.

... .1 . This is also an excellent time to go over the
schedule for the entire training program.

Questions or comments may be entertained.

-This Is also a good time to take a break.
-

.

5-10-MINUTES. - .
BREAK ..

,

-
30 MINUTES\

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt.-.tip Markers .

.

.

-,

6. EXERCISE 1-1: PARTICIPANTS' ASSESSMENT OF
LEARNING NEEDS

, .
Use either of the following two exercises to serve as
a warm-up for the information to follow about adult
learning theory. .

Exercise
.

1-1, Option A: Guided Fantasy--"Closed-
Eye' jtecal

Refer participants to instructions in their
manuals for this exercise. When they are
ready, give the following instructions:

'
15



MODULE ITNHTERoORDUCTION. TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Close your eyes.

--:`) I (the trainer) will walk around the room
and give you instructions as we go--yoy
may hear rhy voice from different places in
the room.

Take a few deep breaths. Relax. . .Fol-
low my instructions.

Think of ,an experience where you were
learning to do something. It e can . be`
recent, it can be related to your job; or it
can be related to learning some new skill.

Your mind is probably flashing through
many events. Try to settle on one. Don't
worry about which one it is. Choose one
experience and stay with it. Try to gpt a
clear picture of what you are doing.

Where are you?

What is happening? Is someone instructing
or are you on your ownI What are you
doing? Are you moving around or in one
place? What is the expression on tour
face? What is the feeling in your body?
What are your hands doing?

How are you feeling? Comp ,9titive?
Excited? Tense? Relaxed? Havr. you felt
this way before? Which of thoJe feelings
add to the learning experience? Which
detract?

Did the experience make you feel good
about yourself, your abilities, your skills?

Did it challenge you to use what you
already know?

Will it be useful to you in your work?

Keep focused on the experience. Notice
any other' things that are imbOrtant about
it. When you feel, you have a full picture,

,open your eyes. ,

16
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
-THEORY

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

.

.
.

..i.f

.

G

.(15 MINUTES)
a

(10 MINUTES)

...'

'-,

.

.

..

- Did you find or recognize patterns about*
how you learn best?

- What kinds of learning came to mind?

- Which aspects of the situation you recalled
enhanced your learning? Which detracted
from it? .

The exercise should be processed.. You might
list participant rttsponses to the Guided Fantasy
items on newspriint. 2.

Exercise 1-1, Option B: -Structure Experience--

,

---

How Do YdtiLearn Best?
-

13 :. . 'If the trainee group eeds a more structured
exeecise, "How Do Yip '.:,:Learn Best?" may be
substituted for Exercis 1-1, Option A. Refer
participants to te anticipant. Manual fort n

s" Instructions for this exe Ise.

When participants are ready;
. .

- Facilitate formation of small groups of 4
and.- arrange a separate area for each.-

- Instruct group members to think of 'and
discuss the ways:they feel they learn .best,
and list each on newsprint. .

-/- Instruct each group to choose a spokesper-
son who posts the newsprint and reports
the findings.

- Identify the similarities and differences in
participants' learning needs.

If 'this option is used, it should be processed in
the same way as the Guided Fantasy (Exercise
1-1, Option A).

20 MINUTES

'
.

\7. LECTURE: ADULT LEARNERS AND LEARNING
THEORY .

Develop a presentation on:
. -

17
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MODULE. I: INTRODUCTION
. :

TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT ,LEARNING
.",..--.

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIAL'S OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

.

.-

.

Visual 1-3

.

.

--

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

- Characteristici of adult learners.
- Aspects of learning theory.'

.

Decide how the presentation will be delivered;
, e.g., as a:

- Straight lecture .

- Lecture qnd discussion
Exercises.

Use the visuals accompanying this module either
to elucidate lecture material or to stimulate dis-
cussion. ..

Be sure to cover the following specific topics:
4. . ...1

a. Learning Principles .

4

.

,

...

.

.
..

- Use Visual 1-3 to organize a discus-
sion Of the principles in relation to
the four elements of adult learning..

- . .
- If the audience is appreciative of

heavy cognitive content, you may go
on to 'a discussion of Iilgard's group-

,

ing of learning principles (see
Selected Reading 1-1 in the Partici-
pant Manual), making the following
points:

.

Ernest R. Hilgard opposed the
fragmentation of learning theory
into different families of theor-

.
ies. He identified principles
from stimulus-response theory,
cognitive theory, and' motivation

7----..._ and personality theory that are
useful principles to take into

. Account when constructing train-
ing for adults.

- - Review each of the principles listed in
the Participant Manual in relation to
its parent theory.

NOTE: The more significant learning principles
might be written on newsprint, hung on
the walls, and referred back to during
later modules of the course.

. , .

18
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I MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
THEORY ,

TIME Iwo&I

AND MATERfALS

q .,,
. .

OUTLINE OF TMNINGAO TIVITIES
.

L : .71'

It -
Selected Reading 1-2

:,

4 .

-

.

..,

.

,

.

.

v

.

e

.

-

,
b. Domains of Learning . Ga.

.., ,

Refer, to the Three Domains of Learn-
13 ing (see Selected Reading 1-2). Ask

. how many participants are familiar
with this concept. .

Discuss the meaning of the cognitive
(thinking), affective (attitudes,
values, and interests), ,and psycho-
motor (skill-building) domains.

..

NOTE: In this course: we are using the term "psy-
chomotor domain" in a broader sense than

. usual--as skill-building behavior, "-rather
than performing physical acts.

.
Give as an example the different
domains used in counseling activities.

4 Explain that improving job perfor-
mance usually requires participant
learning in at least two of the three
domains.

Even learning to fill out a new form
implies:

. - Cognitive--knowing why it
should be filled out so that peo-
ple will do it after. they've been

c taught how; understanding how
to fill out the form; .

- Affective--influencing people to
believe it is important to fill out
the form;

- Skill-building--practice in filling
it out.

NOTE: There are various training methods (strate-
gies) that can be used to influence learn-
ing in each of the ttiree domains. We will
develop these training strategies in Module -
V.

.

All of this is closely related to choice of training
method and will become even more relevant in Mbdule

19
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MODULE 1:

THEORY
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,., .
AND MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Visuals 1-3, 1 -4,
and 1-5

Reference Sheet 1-1

Reference Sheet 1-1
.

t

.
Selected Readings 1-3
and 1-4

Reference Sheets 1-2,
1-3, and 1-4

Al"Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint.,
Feit-tip Markers

P

.

.

.

, . 5,

V. You can point out connection
ing domain and choice of method or

- Use Visuals 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5
points.

- Point out the advantages of
by participants and its importance
other courses.

Use Reference Sheet 1-1, Dale's
ence, to present' this concept.

.
Discuss the Cone in terms of
erally Remember" and the "Levels
tion." (See Reference Sheet

. this module in this manual and
pant Manual.) -
St-ire the following: -

.

These are, however, general
viduals vary greatly in the
best. Some people are visually
learn best through activities
reading and seeing slides,, movies,
strations; other people are
their learning by what they
what they see, and still others

: doing.

The learning theory. of the presentation
from Selected Readings 1-3 and 1-4
Manual, and from any other sources
trainer. The "Summary of Characteristics.Lewers" and "TOT Training Assumptions"
Reference Sheets 1-2 and 1-3 in the
ual. Reference Sheet 1-4 in the
comprises a bibliography of mater
theory.

.
,-.

DISCUSSION: OPTION A
,

Write some of the characteristics
ers on a flip chart and have
the positives and negatives
recall" exercise (Exercise 1-1,
items on the list.

,

20

between learn-
media:

to make these

..-active involvement
for this and

Cone of Experi-

what "People Gen-
of Abstrac-

1-1 at the end of
in the Partici-

principles. Indi-
ways they learn

oriented; they
that emphasize

and demon-
more influenced in -

hear rather than
learn best by

can be taken
in tie Participant

known to the
of Adult

are in
Participant Man-

Participant Manual
als about learning

\v- .
..

.

of adult learn-
participants relate

of the "closed-eye
Option A) to the

. .
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNINGTHEO'
TIME, MEDIA,'

AND' MATERIALS
.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

-
,

.

DISCUSSION? OPTION B
. ' .

Have the group brainstorm a list of things that
turn, adult learners off, such as: . .

- The expert trainer who always knows the
right answer

- Concern for intellectual things is inappro-
priate

- It is shameful not to know the right
answer

- It is bad to admit ignorance. .

5.t10 1V1INUTES
. ,

BREAK
.

30 MINUTES
.

Worksheet 1-1
"(Self-Diagnostic
Worksheet and
Option A)

_______---

.
0

'

8. DISCUSSION: SELF DIAGNOSIS

Self-Diagnostic Worksheet .
. .

The information that has been presented above on
learning theory and adult learners can only be valu-
able to participants if they top are actively` involved
with the content. This can be accomplished by hav-
ing participants look at themselves and their behav-
ior in relationship to it. Another way to say this is
that participants must process the knowledge. The
following exercise will aid this integration process.

Exercise 1-2, Option A
.' Direct participants to Worksheet 1-1, "Self-

Diagnostic Worksheet in their Participant Man-
uals (also included in the Trainer Manual at the
end of this module). They will be concerned

) with the "Self-Diagnostic Worksheet" and with
, Worksheet 1-1 (Continued) Exercise 1-2,

Opticin A: Closed Eye Recall. Introduce thist exercise as a brief self-assessment of each par-
ticipant's own characteristics as a trainer of
adult learners. - . '

. , I

Preview the fact that participants will be more
significantly involved in assessnteht of them-
selves as trainers during Module Ill -- trainer

21- --.



MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
THEORY

TIME, MEDIA,I
AND MATERIALS

.
,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

1. ,*,

,

.

'Worksheet 1-1
(Self-Diagnostic
Worksheet and
Option B)

..

.

(

.

.

I

.®
I

'

.

f

1

style--on the following day. , In this exercise,
however, they are looking at themselves solely ,

in terms of how they related to adults' learning
needs. .

Direct participants to begin.
. . , .

After 10 minutes, help participants break up
into small groups of approximately five to dis-
cuss their thoughts about:

7 Their own needs as learners in general
and their needs in relation to.. this course.

. - Their ability to relate to the needs of
adult learners.

After 20 minutes have elapsed, reconvene the
large group and request any general questions
or comments.

Exercise 1-2, Option B
r

If the trainer feels that some members of a par-
ticipant group will not .be able to identify the
ways 'that they relate 6 other adults' learning
needs, or that participants are not yet ready
for an exercise requiring self-disclosure, the
exercise may , be modified as follows. Instruct
participants to fill out Worksheet 1-1 on the
b is of their recalled experience. That is,
th are to write w,hatever fulfilled their self-

11 con p needs, or violated it, in the appropri- , '
ate b es; whether their accumulated experience
was respected and built on or ignored; and so
on for each of the boxes. .

Suggest that participants fill out the worksheet
with respect to how they relate to adult learn-
ers at some point after they take part as
trainer in a training event.

Direct them to read Worksheet 1-1 (Continued),
Exercise 1-2, Option B, Structured Experience:
How Do You Learn Best?

Direct participants to,begin.

,
. 22 ammgr
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MODULE I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING
THEORY

TIME, MEDIA,, .

AND MATERIALS

. ..

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.:.

.r
, After 10 minutes, help participants break up

j into small groups of approximately five to dis-
cuss their thoughts 'about:

- Their own needs as learners in general
and their need§ in relation to this course. ;-

Theitabliity to .relate _to. __the- needs of
--- --- adult leTrners.

o

Remind participants that the foundatipn for this
discussion is the "closed-eye recall" s` exercise
(Exertise I-1., Option A) and the individual

.assessment, just completed.

,

.

After 20 minutes have elapsed, reconvene the
large group and request any general questions
or comments.

.

.10 MINUTES 9. MODULE OUTCOMES

The last segment of each module has_as its purpose:

1. P filling together what was taught . .

,
2. Determining the extent to which module objec-,tives were met .

.y
A3. Generalizing (from the material, methods,

media, trainer behavior, and any other aspect -4-

of the course) what is of value as a model for
1,.... participants. ,

______ ________ -- 4.

The trainer may do-the-summaries required in
1) above or elicit the informat-7--ion-from partici-
pants. It-might be fruitful to have participants
re- examine the list .of goals and objectives
(listed in their manuals) in Ordee to comment on
whether or not they were met. , It obviously is
important to involve participant§ in discussion
of items 2) and 3) above. -

L ,

NOTE': Since this is still very early in the train-
ing event, participants may have difficulty
evaluating materials, methods, and, espe-
cially, the trainers. While you want to
encourage the kind of personal evaluation
outlined here so that participants are

'
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MODULE .
I:

THEORY
INTRODUCTION =TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,, ,

AND MATERIALS , 'OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
.

. better able to learn and use TOT experi-.
ences, participants should not be pushed
into making statements if they are not.
ready to do so.

.
, .

. With' U.Is caution in mind, the following questions
may serveas--a guide for determining the extent to
which - the course modules model useful information,
techniques, and behavior for participants:

.
. .

Would you have felt comfortable doing this
module?

. ,
- Using the icebreaker?

.
. - Processing each other's .expectations of the

course? .
.

.)-_ Lecturing or presenting as was done here?,,
c - Using the overhead projector and/or flip

charts?
..,.

.
How does using an overview fit in with adult

. learning theory? .
.

Is the trainer's or trainers' model behavior
congruent with adult learning theory? .

.
..

END OF MODULE I

. ,

's

r

,
.

-
.

,,.

' .

1

-
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I MODUth
i: AINDTurToLUECATIIONNINTGDTTHHEOERCYOURSE AND TO

WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET I-1
SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEET

(FOR USE IN EXERCISE

CHARACTERISTICS OF
ADULT LEARNERS

THINGS THAT FULFILL
THESE CHARACTERISTICS

'THINGS THAT VIOLATE
THESE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Self - concept

.

.

-.

,

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
2. Accismulated

Experience .

.

4,

,

.

3. Readiness to
Learn

4. Immediacy of
Application

$

.

This worksheet was supplied by the National Center for Alcohol Education, which took
it from the monograph, "The Leader Locks at the Learning Climate," by Malcolm
Knowleb. Published and copyrighted by Leadership Resources, Inc., Falls Church,
Va.' It is reproduced h ,re by special written permission of the'publisher.

, , ".
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. Warkiheet .1-1, Continued

EXERCISE I-2, OPTION A
CLOSED EYE RECALL

PURPOSE:

To explore for one3elf the kinds of things that go into a learning experience

(
MATERIALS:

None )

PROCEDURE:-

Close yoar eyes nd listen tcvitrainer instructions.

2. After the trainers, has told you to open your eyes, write your_thoughts
about what was positive and what was negative fn the -learning experience.

3. Verbally share' as much or as little as you wish of your experience with the
large ,group.

TIME:

30 minutes

2$'33
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Worksheet 1-1, Continued

EXERCISE 1-2, OPTION B'
STRUCTURED EXPERIENCE: HOW DO YOU LEARN BEST?

'PURPOSE:

To explore the similarities and differences in how people learn

To .share these similarities and differences within the training

MATERIALS:

Newsprint or flip chart 4
Felt-tip markers

Masking tape

PROCEDURE:

1. Form small groups of four perions each, .seated in different areas of a large
room or located in separate small-group rooms. .

. Think about the ways you learn best. In your small groups, discuss these
ways .:for the next 15 minutes and list them on newsprint.

Select someone . to be thes, spokesperson for the small group to report find-
ing".

4. Post each small grou0's newsprint on the walls of the robm.

=S. Spokespersons report for their groups (10,minutes).

6. As a group, summarize the structural experience by noting similarities and
differences in learning needs that trainers need to consider. when designing
and 'delivering training (5 minutes).

30 minutes

34
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I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO
MODULE ADULT LEARNING THEORY

REFERENCE SHEET 1-1
DALE'S CONE OF EXPERIENCE

APPLICATION OF A BASIC LEARNING PRINCJPLE

REFERENCE

An important learning principle that is supported by extensive research is thit per-
.

sons learn best when they are actively involved in the learning process. Dale's
Learning Cone of Experience shown below shows various learning activities grouped
by levels of abstraction. The left column indicates thoir relative effectiveness as
training techniques.

PEOPLE GENERALLY REMEMBER

.

10% of what they read

20% of what they hl

30% of what they see

SO% of what they,

hear and see

Read

Hear Words

LEVELS. OF ABSTRACTION

Verbal
receiving

Visual
receiving

Hearing,

Saying,
Seeing, and

Doing

O

*Sae Wiman and Mierhenry, Educational Media, Charles Merrill, 1969, for reference to
. Edgar Dale's "Cone of Experience."

**Question marks refer to the unknown.

28
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Reference Sheet 1-1, Continued

.These are, however, general principles. Individuals vary greatly rift the ways in
which they learn best. Some people are visually oriented: they learn best through
activities that emphasize reading and seeing slide, movies, and demonstrations.
Other people are more influenced in their learning by what they hear rather than
what they see, and still others learn"best by doing.

29
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10. t

I: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO
MODULE ADULT LEARNING THEORY REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET 1-2
A SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS

OF ADULT LEARNERS

Adults are at various stages of autonomy, and they exercise their autonomy in
learning situations. Their concepts about theMselves directly affect their
behavior and. desire to learn.

Adults have a broad bSse of experience upon which to draw and to share with.
others.

Adults leek to learn what they ha1/2 identified as important rather than. what
others deem important.

Adults look.to learning what can immediately' be applied.

Adults are problem-centered rather than subject-centered.

Adults want to know if whet they are asked to learn is relevant to their needs.

sa
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REFERENCE IMODULE
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO
ADULT LEARNING THEORY

O

REFERENCE SHEET 1-3
TOT TRAINING ASSUMPTIONS*

The training process followed in TOT is based upon certain assumptions; the most
important of these are the following:

1. Learning may be defined as a change in behavior.

2. Participants bring with them a cluster of understandings, skills, appreciations,
attitudes, and feelings that have personal meaning to them and that are in
effect the sum of theie reactions to previous experiences.

3. Participants have developed self- concepts that directly affect their behavior.
,4. Learning requires activity on the pail of the participants; they cannot be pas-

sive.

5. Ultimately,, participants learn what they want to learn; they do not learn what
they do not accept (or come to accept) as meaningful and useful.

6. Learning is enhanced when participants accept -responsibility for their own learn-
ing.

7. Learning is directly influenced by the physical and social environment.

9. Learning is enhanced when the learning situation provides an opportunity to
apply new information in as realistic a situation as is feasible.

9. Participants _ar more highly motivated when they understand and accept the
purposes of the learning situation than when they do not.

10. Participants are motivated by experiences of success. .

11. Participantetend to be motivated if they feel accepted by the/trainer.

12. Participants are motivated when they can associate new knowledge with previous
knowledge. 4

t

13. Participants are motivated when they can se& the usefulnkss of the learning in
their own personal _terms.

*Based on a list in Teachers and Learners by Alfred Gorman, 1974.
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MODULE
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO
ADULT LEARNING THEORY REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET 1-4 '
LEARNING THEORY BIBLIOGRAPHY

Bloom, B.S. (ed.), Engelhart, M.D., Furst, E.J., Hill, W.H., and Krathwohl, D.R.
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The Classification of Educational Goals. Hand-book is Cognitive Domain. New York: McKay Publishing Co., 1956.

Cronbach, L.J. Educational Psychology, 2nd 'Edition. New York: Harcourt, Brace,
and Wo Id, 1963. .

.DCrow, ., and Crew, A. (eds.). Readings in Human Learning. New York:
McKay Pu lishing Co., 1963.

Folley, J.D. The learning process. Training and Development Handbook. New
York:. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967.

Gagne, R.M. The Conditions of Learhingf New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston,
1965.

Gorman, A.H. Teachers, and Learners: The Interactive Process of Education.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974.

Hilgard, E.R., and Bower, G.H. Theories of Learning, 3rd Edition. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey:. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966.

Joyce, B.R. Selecting Darning Experiences: Linking Theory and Practice. Wash-
.

ington, D.C.: Association for 'Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Nt 1 1 ,

Knowles, M.S. The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species. Houston: Gulf Publica-
tions, 197S.

Lippitt, G.L. Concepts.' of learning and the development process. Training and
Development Journal, May 1969. American Society for Training and Development.

Miles, M.B. Learning to Work in Groups, Revised Edition. New York: Teachers
College Press, Columbia University, 1973.

Simpion, E.J. The classification of educational objectives in the psychomotor
domain. The Psychomotor Domain. Washington, D.C.: Gryphon House, 1972.

Skinner, B.F. - The Technology of Teaching. New York: Appleton, 1968.
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MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION Tb THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY VISUALS
I.

VISUAL I-I
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?.ma 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE'COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY VISUALS

_RAINER
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MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY VISUALS
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mom" 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY VISUALS

INTRODUCTION
TO THE COURSE
ANO ADULT
LEARNING
THEORY

SMALL GROUP

PROCESS t'

LEARNING
ENVIRON-
MENT

2

TRAINER
STYLE

3'

CULTURAL
CONSIDERERA-
TIONS IN

TRAIN-
ING

4

L

37

DELIVERY:
METHODS AND
MEDIA

5

FACILITATION:
PROCESSING
LEARNING
EXPERIENCES

6
1

FACILITATION:
INTERVENING
TO ENHANCE
LEARNING

7.117 Mi 11.

I

44

VISUAL 1-2

ADAPTING

TRAINING
PACKAGES:

UNDERSTANDING
THE DESIGN
PROCESS

-FT

PRACTICUM

9

FORMAL AND
INFORMAL

EVALUATION:
PROVIDING

CLOSURE
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popcVIE 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY VISUALS

LEARNERS

VISUALI-3

Motivation

Readiness to-learn

Ability to learn

Individuality and
autonomy

4

Experience of the
group

TRAINER Adaptable style

Agreed upon role

Knowledge of topic

Leadership,

Facilitation skill

'ENVIRONMENT Psychological appropriateness

Phyilcally conducive to
learning

Size of group

Composition of group

I-

{

METHODOLOGY Selfrdirected activities

Experience-based activities

Problem-centered activities

Learnings which are able to
be immediately applied

Practical application of
skills back on the job
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VISUALS IIFIODULE 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND TO ADULT LEARNING THEORY

VISUAL I -11,

THE THREE DOMAINS OF LEARNING*

COGNITIVE.

'1. Knowledge,
2. Comprehension
Z. Application
4. Analysis
5: Synthesis,
8. Evaluation

411

TASKS

NEEDSP

WRFECTIVE,

'1.*Receiving
2. Responding
3. Valuing
4. Organization
5: Characterization

O

1. Peroeptfon
2. Set
3. Guided Response
4. Mechanism
5. Complex Overt Response
8. Adaptation,
7. Origination

SKILL-BUILDING
BEHAVIOR

*Theme.categories of Cognitive and Affective Domains were adapted from

Bloom's taxonomy in Bloom, Benjamin S., Hastings, J. Thomas, 6 Madans,

`George F.' Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student

Learning. New YOrks McGraw-Hill, 1971. The categories for the Psychg-

-motor Domain were adapted by Elizabeth J.! Simpson of the U.S.'Office of

-Education in The Classification of Educational Objectives-in The Psycho-

motor Domain. Washington, D. O.: Gryphon House, 197 x"/
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VISUAL I-5

TYPES'OF LEARNING AND METHODS TO FIT

Types of Learning Appropriate Methods (Strategies)

I: ,COGNITIVE (THINKING) -- Recalling and using
information- appropriately.

1

. Reading

. Lecture, panels

. Audiovisual
presentations

CAI (Computer
Assisted Instruction)

. Book-based
discussions

. .Case problems

. Essays, exams

II. 'AFFECTIVE (ATTITUDES, VALUES, INTERESTS)
--Showing'a preference for selected
concepts; exhibiting feelings.

a

. Field trips

. Reverse'role-playing

. Open-ended discussion

. Counseling

. Consciousness-
raising groups

. Meditation,
reflection

Creative. Arts,

Performing Arts

,

III. PSYCHOMOTOR (DOING) -- Performing physical acts.
. . Drill

. Behavior modification

. Simuiatiqn games

. Demonstration and practice

. Internship

Learning Principles and Training Design

z
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- MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESS- -
THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT'

RATIONALE

Module II reviews pirticipant understanding of small group theory and processes.
Attention is focused on _group dynamics at the various stages of group growth, par-
ticularly that of the trainer's effect. and interaction at myth stage. With this focus,
participants can begin to formulate for themselves a range of facilitative behaviors
that they. will want to engage in.

,

There are different types of groups: those whose process is extremely regulated by
goals, tasks, and structure; and those who process is almost totally unstructured, as
with therapy or other self-discovery groups.

This course's training activity, and the kinds of training groups that participants will
be facilitating, are highly structured in terms of goals and objectives. Those
involved in this training will have a reasonably clear idea of the theoretical and skill
content to be covered. Many individual and interpersonal interactions will color the
atmosphere just because the learning environment is a group situation. While these
processes are generally more intense in less structured groups,- they can be relatively
intense in a training group. Skillful facilitation by the trainer is required to process.
the learning and members' feelings and reactions, and to intervene sometimes at the
individual or group level to complete learning tasks. While the trainer must-under-
stand and stay on top of group processes, the purpose of facilitation is to enable
.learning to occur, not to evaluate individual or group interaction for personality
growth, although individual growth will occur as incidental learning.

It should be' noted that the information in this module pertains to small groups gen-
erally consisting of less than 21 participants, who often are broken down into 2 or 3
even smaller groups. Beyond 21, there is little opportunity for everyone to interact
with one another, and there is a resultant decrease in the intensity of group pro-
cesses.

SYNOPSIS

After providing a brief overview of the module, the trainer reviews the information
about groups and discusses the stages of group gorwth in relation to the kinds of
leadership a trainer is called upon to provide. This is followed by a quick .look at
the development of the participants' own training group. The group then brainstorms
a list of: process dynamics, eleme ts, or roles which serves as a transition to .practice
the skill of process observation in a lengthy, role play. This is followed by the sum-
mary of module outcomes.

c
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' un r ' - HE 1 HOURS
MODULE LEARNING ENVIRONMEN TIME: 35 MINUTES

ALS
.

.
.

.

e.? .
To increase knowledge of groups and their processes

To increase awareness of the leader /trainer role at various stages
of a group's life

0
To organize a means of observing, analyzing., and interpreting grotip
processes. . .

OBJECTIVES
.

At the end of- this module, participants will be able to: .

e List at least five elements of dynamics through which group
process can be observed .

Describe the relationship between group maturity and the kind
of leadership generally needed at each stage

Identify three role functions group members can play

Define the following terms:

- Content
- Process
- Group
- Group process
- Group elements
- Member elements

Diagnose the stage of growth.oi their own group.,

List elements and dynamics common to most groups
l

Observe and identify elements and dynamics during a simulated
group activity.

MATERIALS

Flip chart or newsprint
Easel/tape -Felt-tip markers `'
Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)
Participant Manual

.
.

.

45 ,..
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l
MODULE

,,

II: - SMALL! GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT .

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.
10 MINUTES

, .

Reference Sheet 11-1
.

,

.

,-

-.. i1- MODULE 'OVERVIEW

The rationale, objectiVes, and activities of this
module are discussed po that participants have an
idea of what they will be learning and what they will
be doing.

Refer participants to the list of goals and objec-
tives' for Module II in their manuals so that
they can be examined in detail. Since the major
activity. of this module is the first one in which
participants break down into small groups and
have some intensity of interaction, careful
attention should be paid to group, atmosphere,
particularly participant discomfort.

As part of tht module overview, facilitate a .

discussion of the prerequisite knowledge
expected of participants. Such a discussion
also serves as a transition to the lecture below,

. in which the stages of group growth are dis-
cussed in terms of their elements and relevant
dynamics. .

The following is a list of expected prerequisite
knowledge covered in the NDACTRD Group Facilita-
tor Training Package course:

,- The concept of a group (Reference Sheet
I I-1--included in the Trainer and Partici-
pant Manualsmight be useful in explain-
ing this point)

Group goals and goal setting

The distinction between process and con-
tent

A general sense of roles
,...--

- Hidden agendas.

20 MINUTES

,

, LECTURE: DYNAMICS AND ELEMENTS AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH

Develop a lecture/presentation that covers the
following topical areas.

.
47
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MODULE II:
. .

SMALL GROUP PROCESS - -THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

..

.

Visual 11-1-
Selected Readings 11-1
through H-5

.
_

.

.

i

.

.

.
Visual 11-2

.

.

4

.

,

.

.

.

N.,

.

.
,

- Brief review ot prerequisite knowledge if it
has not already been discussed.

- Frameworks for viewing group growth.
Use Visual 11-1 at the end of this module
and the Selected Readings for Module II in
the Participant Manual to. develop these
points.

NOTE: Visual 11-2 is explained in detail in

.

Selected Reading H-5.

- Cautions about making generalizations.
tEnsure that participants realize that:

a. Not every. group "grows" in the same
way--some never leave Stage I and
some get stuck in other stages;

. .
b. Not every group shares the same

level of process intensity--particularly
ethnic/minority audiences that may be
less self-disclosing' or less experi-
mental or less sharing; and

c. Combinations of participants and of
leaders and participants may experi-
ence fast or slow progress.

/
- What to .observe in a group -- elements and

dynamics. .

..Trainer role in relation to group growth.
(Use Visual 11-2 to make this point.)

.

Use the following questions to generate discus-
sion: .

- sPs conflict bad?

- When should the leader encourage group
cohesion? .

- When will dependence an the trainer be
most appropriate? Inappropriate?

- When might you expect an open and trust-
ing atmosphere?

1
t.

O
-
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MODULE II: .

SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

T ME, MEDIA,
AND. MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

,

- What should be occurring in such an
atmosphere? Giving and requesting feed-
back? Sharing ideas and feelings?

- When might participants feel most able to
try out new behaviors?

- hat kinds of things do members compete
_---- about?

.

30 MINUTES

Worksheet 11-1

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

...

,

3.

.

DISCUSSION /EXERCISE: A LOOK AT THIS TRAIN-
ING GROUP

It would be useful to have participants take a lookat their own group to extrapolate those dynamicsrelevant to its stage of development, thereby begin:-
ning to process the material in the preceding sec-tion.

Exercise 11-1: Group Growth Determination

Direct participants to the Group Growth Ques-
tionnaire and have them fill it out. (See W.prk-
sheet 11-1 in the Participant Manual. ) It should
be noted that #1 on the questionnaire scale
conforms to early group stages and #5 to later
stages of group development.

Make a rough composite tally of the results on
a flip chart or newsprint.

NOTE: All ratings reflect individual values and
. biases. Cultural differences may also be

at play. This is fine, However, care
must be taken during the processing of
the ratings to have these values and dif-
ferences owned and made explicit.

. ,
' After participant responses are tallied, have the

group examine at which end of the scale the
fall, and whether this result was expected
given the stage at which, the group is.

Then, request discussion of the process ele-
ments and dynamics of which various partici-
pants are aware.
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MODULE II:
. . i

SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

. .

, a

OUTLINE OF TRAININGNING ACTIVITIES

. .

t .

'

. .
. . ,

You may request behavioral examples in support
- of "particular ratings.

You may highlight similarities and differences of
, perception between participants.

. .
Ask participants to contrast a training group
such as this one with a counseling situation of
some other type of personal growth group.

5-10 MINUTS
. I

...-
.

BREAK .

. .

.

30 MINUTES

Flip Chart /Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

:

. . .,;.1

4. DISCUSSION: ELEMENTS AND DYNAMICS OF THE
SMALk GROUP . .

. . ,

Request - participants to brainstorm. a list of the
possible behaviors that one might sc.,: (as pre-
paration for the lengthy exercise f.icused on
observin elem'ents and dynamics). --1

- ..

Appoint recorder; request that participants list
elements and dynamics that can be seen in -a

working group. . .

.

The following are items that might. come up. They
may be used to stimulate discussion if overlooked -by
the group: .

. . r ..
, .

-- Roles (maintenance, task) '

- DecisionmakInl A "
- Conflict
- . Leadership ' ,

- Dependency on trainer
- Participation .

. .

- Cooperation -

- Flight or fight
- Patterns of communication 4?

Pairing.

The ensuing discussion should
-

be facilitated in such
. a way that: - . .

- ,

. All important elements and dynamics are coy-
-ered. ' i ' .

, -.

The dynamics arid 'elements are related insofar.
.. as possible to group stage of growth.

.. . . ,..,
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MODULE 11: SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

Reference Sheet 11-2

se:

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

10-1q MINUTES

The elements and dynamics are fully explained,
su 1 as the variety and types of roles that
gro members play.

You shouldalso point out the selected bibliography
on the small group and its process in Reference
Sheet 11-2 (reproduced in the Trainer and Partici-
pant Manuals).

BREAK

45 MINU

Worksheet 11-2

Worksheets 11-3, 11-4
and 11-5

EXERCISE: INCREASING SKILL IN OBSERVATION

The exercise that participants will now engage in is
designed to call upon their knowledge of the.dynam-
ics and element of the g oup process.

Exercise 11-2: Observe fon of Group Processes

Direct participants to Worksheet 11-2 in their
manuals.

Begin this activity with some comments about
the function of observation_and, where- possi-
ble, connectreinii+s to examples from previous
material and exercises and iu illustrations from
this training group itself.

To show^ the range of observations possible,
you can leave hanging the results of the brain-
storm activity that just took place and relate
the items to what the group will be observing.

When the group is sufficiently involved, ask for
volunteers for a five-member group to role 'play
a problem; the remainder of the participants
will make systematic observations.

Select and give the participants the scenario
and their rolei.

Meet with the role player subgroup and help
members to select their chairperson and various
roleg. (This will require at least 10 minutes.)

Divide the larger group into three smaller
groups led by trainers, while the role players
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MODULE -11:

_ ..

SMALL GROUP PROCESSTHE -LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
t.

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
.

r

.

.

.

.

1

. .

are being briefed. Each trainer distributes one
kind of observation schedule (so that each sub-
group will be making a different type of obser-
vation (Worksheets 11-3, 11-4, and 11-5) and
assists the group to prepare for its tasks, make
decisions about consensus, reporting, and so
on.

,

After briefing as described above, re-assemble
the subgroups and arrange them in a fishbowl
with the role players around a table in' the cen-
ter.

..

Instruct the role players to begin; announce
- the time intervals to the'observing subgroups;

and stop the discussion among the role players
after 10 minutes.

,
Allow 5 minutes for the subgroups to arrive at
consensus after the role playing is stopped.

After the role pl'ay, reports are given by each
observer subgroup in turn. Full discussion of
each report A hould be encouraged from the
other subgroups and the role players. Compar-
isons should be drawn between the types of
observations and their usefulness.

In processing this exercise, it is important to
include the role players as "observers" of their
own dynamics. It might be in eresting to
obtain this self- feedback,-before ea h subgroup
reports its findings.

Among the possible discussion questions that you
might want to raise are:

s

Do you see howl these kinds of observe-
, tions- could be helpful when you conduct

training?

- Which kinds of obeervations might lead to
interventions? Why?

.

10 MINUTES 5..
,

MODULE OUTCOMES ,

' Engage group in a discussion as to how well
objective& were met.

, .
, 52
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MODULE I : SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

TIME, MEDI
AND MATER LS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES,

M13111110

Then discyss the module in terms of the extent
to which it models appropriate trainer behavior,
methods, and techniques.

Before ending, link the content (or "processes
discussed") in this module to Modules VI and
VII (the trainer facilitation modules). In fact,
Module II is the foundation for Modules VI and
VII. You might also summarize the group
development issues related to, cultural differ-
ences that appear in this module, and which
will be explored further in Module IV.

END OF MODULE II

'i
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MODULE 11: SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT WORKSHEET

PURPOSE:

+101....1

WORKSHEET 11-1
GROUP GROWTH DETERMINATION

(FOR EXERCISE 11=1)

To gain a-general picture of the perceptions which various group members have about
the group and its growth during its initial stage.

MATERIALS:

Group Growth Questionnaire

PROCEDURE:

1. Fill out the Group Growth Questionnaire that appears on the following page.

2. Jot down notes on perceptions you have about the group, if any, beyondiWhat is
covered on the questionnaire.

TIME:

5,10 Minutes

55
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Worksheet I Pi, Continued

THE GROUP GROWTH

/As a group begins its life and at seNtikal points during its .growth, the leader
,and members might individually till out the following scales and then spend

0, some *time sharing the data that are collected. Through these scales,, it is
possible to get a general picture of the perceptions which various members have
about the group and how it 'is /growing. It is also ,possible to pick up areas in
which there may be some difficulties which are bloc,king progress.

1. How clear are the group goals?'

2. 3. 4. 5.

No apparent. Goal confu- Average goal Goals mostly Goals very clear
goals sion, tinter- clarity clear

tainty, or
conflict

2. Mow much trust and openness in the group?

1: 2. 4. 5.

Distrust, a Little trust, Average trust Considerabje Retharkable trust and
closed group defensiveness and openne$s trust and openness

openness

3. How sensitive and perceptive are,g.roup members?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

No awareness Most members Average Better than Outstanding sensi=
or listening self-absorbed sensitivity usual lis- tivity to others
in the group . and listening tening

4. How much 'attention was paid to process? (The way the group was working ?)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

No attention Little atten- Some cancer 11 A fair balance Very -concerned
to process tion to pro- with group between con- with process

cess process tent and pro-
cess

56 59



Worksheet 11-1, Continued

.

6.

C

I

How were group leadership needs met?

1. 2. 3. -4. 5.

Not met,
drifting

Leadership Some leader-
concentrated ship sharing

Leadership
functions

Leadership needs
met creatively`

in one peison distributed and flexibly

,
How were group decisions made?

1. 2. 3. 4., 5.

No decisions Made by a Majority vote Attempts at Full participation and
could be
reached

few integrating
minority

tested consensus

vote ,

7. How well were group resources used?

1.- i

One or ctwo
contributed,
but deviants
silent

2.

Several tried
to contri-
bute, but .

were dis- . V

courage'

3. 4..

Average use °Group
of group resources
resources . well used

and
encouraged

8. How much loyalty and sense of belonging to the group?

1

Members had
no group
loyalty or
sense of
belonging

5. k

C.

Group resources
fully and effectively
used

2. , 3.,
.

4.
.

5.

Memberst not About.aver- Some warm Strong sense of
close but age sense of sense of belonging among
some friendly
relations

belonging belonging members

9. Other dimensions

..

5760
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MODULE
H. ,SMA

ENV IRLL

GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING
WORKSHEET

ORKSHEET 11-2
ELEMENTS AND YNAMICS OF THE SMALL GROUP

(FOR EXERCISE 11-2)

PURPOSE:

To d lop a list of group dynamics or elements that participants would want to
obser in order to facilitate the group's process toward reaching training goals.

MATERIALS:

Flip chart of: newsprint
Easel/tape .

Felt-tip markers

. INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Appoint a recorder.

2. Brainstorm a list of individual sand interpersonal behaviors that can be seen in a
working group.

61
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yysiglisheat 11-2, Continued

SCENARIO

It is the 4th day of a 5-day training event for generic NT.

You are five participants who came to the TOT with varying backgrounds, training
experience, cultural differences, and so on. At this very moment, you have just
been formed into a subgroup, charged with the task of designing and developing a
30-minute learning piece on giving feedback or on _the issue of why people tak4 drugs.

Thil is to be a group effort. It is up to the group to design and develop exactly
what they wish to present.

Instructions:

1. Following is an outline of five roles. Each participant should select the role that
he or she can most easily play. The small group as a whole can take part in
this.

ROLE 1 You are forceful and aggresilve. You tend to cause a lot of tension
in.the'group. You aren't necessarily-the one to come up with ideas,
but you often shobt down the ideas of others. If you feel unappreci-
ated, you tend to try to get the group off the track by ,going off the
subject.

ROLE 2 You are on the timid side, often silent in a group. Generally, how-
ever, you remain aware of what is going on and are involved. Every
now and then, you express what you think group members are experi-
encing

ROLE 3 You are a compromiser. In most groups you fulfill task roles, initiate
activity, elaborate on the ideas of others, and coordinate and summa-
rize. You tend to be supportive and agreeable.

ROLE 4 You can be aggressive although,it is not a side of yourself you gener-
ally show. You are known to take the part of anyone hom you feel
needs help or has been treated unfairly. However, you y to be fair
and to help solve problem* and fulfill tasks.

ROLE 5 You are full of ideas. You like recognition from other group members.
You generally find one or two people,that become enemies.

2. Once each participant has selected a role, he or she should take a few minutes
to think about how tO carry out. A good way to do this is to exaggerate
one's own natural traits, or choose traits with which you are very familiar.

3. Pin the number corresponding to your 'role where it will be visible to observers.

4. Assume that the discussion has been in progress for at least 20 minutes. One
person might begin with a summary of what has occurred.

.
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MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESS- -THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET II-3: PROBLEM SOLVING
(FOR EXERCISE 11-2)

1 2

3'
3 4

6'

2 3 4

9

1 2 3 4

How well did the group stick

to its job?

How clearly did the group
understand its problem?

How well did the group get
information?

..

How well did the group use

the information?

How well did they test for .

agreement?

.

How well did they accommodate
for differences among
members?

How well were the communi-
cations conducted?

.

At the end 3', 6', and 9', you are to rate th discussion group on each of the
seven categories according to scale.

1 = not at all'

2 = fairly well

3= well

4 very well'
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MODULE II: SMALL.GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

WORKSHEET ii -4: BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION CHART
(FOR EXERCISE II-2)

WORKSHEET I,

As ibt, watch the gtoup at work, make tally marks (e.g., IIII II) when you see behav-

iors which fit in to each of the categories.- Jot down examples if you like.

Types of Behavior

Fight behavior: attacking,

being aggressive, ridiculing,
showing negative feeling.

Examples:

Flight (non-participation) .
.

behavior: avoiding the prof:31

lem, withdrawing, joking, going
off the point, over-intellec-
tualizing.

Examples:

.
.

Pairin behavior: being warm
and friendly, intimate, suppor-

tive, qgreedble. (Watch for

opposite of this too--being

.

impersonal, aloof, cold, and

so on.)
Examples:

-

Dependency behavior: looking
.to the leader for support or $

direction; heavy reliance on
structuring and defining of
devices and procedures.(Watch
for opposite too--rebellion,

.

denial of need for structure.)
). Examples:
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MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WORKSHEET

ts

c.

a

a

WORKSHEET II-4 (CONTINUED)

0 .3'

Typies of Behavior

. .

Work behavior: acting on the
.

problems, acing the group in a
problem-solving way.

Examples:
,

.

_

.

.

.

Good communication patterns:
descriptive feedback given,
congruence between verbal and
nonverbal behavior, appropriate,,
listening, multi-directed
comiluniCatiions.

1

.

Poor communication patterns:
evaluative feedback given,
lack of congruence between .

verbal and nonverbal behavior,
little listening, restrictive
channels of communications.

,

.

a

*?0
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MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESSTHE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WORKSHEET I

A

WORKSHEET IJ-5: ROLE OBSERVATION CHART
(FOR EXERCISE II-2)

Categorize each statement made by role player into one or more of the roles lis'ted.
Write the number of the siAaker every time a role is identified. List other roles
played by any participants, particularly any roles that hinder the group's process.
There is a time scale at the top so that the numbers can be put down in appropriat
time sequence.

0

ROLES

to 3' to 6' t,,,/' 9

. -

Task Roles -

Initiating activity

Seeking information

Seeking opinion
,

Giving information
.

.

Elaborating/Building
.

Coordinating

Summarizing . .

Group Maintenance Roles
.

Encouraging

Gate keeping
.

Following
,

Expressing the group feeling
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MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESS-v.1HE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT WORKSHEETS

I
1

II.

WORKSHEET II-5 (CUTINUED)

...

a

...,....

. .1

ROLES

. 0 to
.

to
...

. to

Task and Group Roles ,- : .

Evaluating
..

Dia sing.

Testing for consensus

r

. .

Mediating

Relieving tension

Negative Roles , .,, 400 .

64
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mic) a 11: SMALL GROUP PROCESS--THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT REFERENCEj
REFERENCE SHEET II-1: INTRODUCTION TO GROUP PROCESS AND FUNCTIONS

THE. ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A COLLECTION OF INDIVIDUALS AND
A GROUP' (Knowles & Knowles, 1972)

A Collection of Individuals

In a collection of individuals
that is not a group--

theeare no shared goals
(the' goal arrows of the vari-
ous individuals are pointing
in different directions);,

there is no boundary around
the collection (indicating a
lack of consciousness as a
group and undefinable
memberShip);

. there are no lines of inter-
action and interdependence
connecting the individuals
(the collection isunable to
actin a unitary manner).

65

A Group

\ \
'St

....

A collection,of individuals be-
comes a group of yeople

the members think of them-
selves as a grOup and they
have an identifiable member-
ship;

they share a common purpose;

eaca member's contributions
are valued;

an open and trusting climate
develops;

the members pay attention to
how they work together

the members can, when they
choose to, act together as a
single entity.

. 6g
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1

Orientation/
Testing and

, dependence

I We It

Infancy

Beginning

7 0 .

VISUAL 11-1
FRAMEWORKS FOR VIEWING GROUP GROWTH

2

Organizing to
get work done/
'Intragroup

I We It

Adolescence

3 4

Information flow/ Problem'solving/
Group cohesion Interdependence

I We It

Adulthood

NionNimirmsar

0.

Middle

1

I We It

Maturity

End
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MODULE II: SMALL GROUP PROCESS - -THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

VISUAL 11-2

THE STAGES OF GROUP GROWTH

VISUALS

The following diagram shows different stages in the evolution of
a group:.

I

I We It

Phase I: Orientaton,
Testing, and Dependency

We It

I We It

Phase Organizing
to Get Work Done,
IntraGroup Conflict

I We . It

EL_

Phase HP Information. Phase IV: Problem
flow, Group Cohesion , solving, Interdependence

V

c
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

RATIONALE

Four major factors that influence the effectiveness of training course delivery were
discussed in Module I. The trainer's presentation of self as a person and as a
trainer is certainly a crucial factor. However, style is perhaps the most confounding
aspectrof 'preparing individuals to be trainers.

Style is conceptualized and dpfined here as those behaviors, traits, and affectations
that serve to embellish thehraining and/or particularize and distinguish the trainer
from Others. Aspects of style include degree of control, patterned forms of ihterac-
tion, style of dress, patterns. of speech, and selection of vocabulary (particularly the
use of the vernacular). Each of the dimensions noted are subject to variation from
trainer to trainer. The constellation of these dimensions constitutes "style" as we use
the term.,

Consider that training programs (particularly those. based on National Training System
bourns) assume standardization tin objectives, content, and delivery. A particular
manner of individual expression may support the delivery of_a course (as determined
by the instructional design), ,or such behavior may have a negative impact- on the
course delivery.

Several of the necessary preconditions that have been found to support training
delivery are unqualified positive regard( for each participant, maximum allowable free-..

dom for each participant( to experience and learn, and patterns of interaction that
allow each participant to retain full adulthood while in training.

Some trainers possess these characteristict as a pert of their style. Some must
develop them, since inappropriate or inadequate attention to any or all of these adult
learning needs can be expected to directly affect course delivery and outcomes.

Trainer awavenea- and kriowledge of his or her own style, -then, Is a core issue.
Self-analysis has the following benefits:

Increased self-knowledge and self-acceptance.

Exposure to styles different from ones own.

IMproved understanding of the fit between personal style and trainee needs.

Improved ability to change patterns of behavior and interaction.

It is important to realize that there is no such thing as a born trainer. There is,
however, a basic foundation (the trainer's personality, skills, and knowledge) from
which greater expertise can'be built.

This module will engage participants in several activities that will, serve as a founda-
tion in helping them to formulate for themselves their own right answers for questions
such as:

I 71



What's the fit between the course, the participants, and

s How do I want to work with a cotrainer? What do I need from him or her?

Is this course for me to train? Do I agree with the objectives? ' Can I get
across the content? Do' I need a cotrainer?

s Can I work with these participants?

Answering -the above questions about self should also provide a basis for further
learning and growth.

Self - analysis can lead to a very conscious, consistent use of traits and skills in the
training situation. A knowledge of how one comes across is particularly important in
working with special or unfamiliar trainee groups where a trainer may be called upon
to adapt his or her expectations or behavior as well as the materiels. One group, for
example, might find informal dress` or sitting- on desks so offensive that it is unable
to relate, to the other trainer or the course content presented by him or her.
Another group may be unable to attain the kind of group cohesiveness that a particu-
lar trainer eagerly works toward attaining. Yet another group may be able to work
only with an exteemely directive trainer. Awareness )of the many aspects of a train-
er's style can only .help trainers better meet the learning needs of 'participants.

SYNOPSIS

This module opens with a few brief-words from the trainer as to why ".style" was
included as a separate module in the TOT course and with an overview of the activi-
ties participants will engage in (10 minutes). The first activity is brainstorming by
the large group of ideas of the characteristics of a good trainer and of a poor
trainer. A brief discussion that emphasizes the range of trainer behaviors is con-
ducted to process the brainstorming (20 minutes).

Fallowing this, participants individually engage in a self-analysis exercise for approx-
imately 60 minutes, using the Training Style Inventory. Of a different instrument is
chosen, this time will vary). This activity includes scoring and a brief discussion
which helps trainers process the information and then move on to a very brief lecture
that pulls together some issues about leadership/training style. A large group struc-
tured discussion follows in which consideration is given to how this self-knowledge
can be applied (40 minutes).

The final activity of the module is a mini role play in which participants apply some
of their insights about themselves by negotiating the ground rules of a relationship
with a potential cotrainer (30 minutes).

The module closes with a summary of and reflection on what has occurredmaterials,
trainers, methods, and media (10 minutes).
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1 via Ave 3 HOURS
MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE Wife 30 MINUTES

GOALS .
.

.

To gain insight into present training style and self-understanding of desired
professional goals

To gain the motivation to consider options for strengthening deficiencies in style

To facilitate self-assessment of tendencies within the trainer's own style that
frustrate adult learners

,
To understand issues relevant to cotraining.

4. twomI
OBJECTIVES .

_

At the end of this module, participants will be able to:

Give parameters of different styles ,

Make a statement that is descriptive of his or her own style, after using a self-
assessment inventory

List three trainer traits felt to be worth working toward g

List four trainer traits that are felt to be understandable .

List four issues to negotiate with a cotrainer.

MATERIALS .

o' Flip chart or newsprint
Easel/tape .

Felt-tip markers
, Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)

Participant Manual

.1

.

1

1

. .
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

10 MINUTES

Selected Reading III -1
Reference Sheet III-1

1. MODULE OVERVIEW

Give the rationale for including a module in
which participants are directed to examine their
fantasies about trainers and the realities of
their own styles in training.

Present an overview of the module's activities
related to module objectives.

Refer participants to the goals and objectives
for Module III in their manuals.

Information for this overview is found in the ration-
ale and synopsis sections of this module on the pre-
ceding pages.

Make these important points in the discussion:

Often trainers have internalized the idea
that there .is ideal trainer; this pre-
vents an assessment and .honest apprecia-
tion of what he or she is and does.

Unless a trainer understands how he or
she works--the elements of his or her own
style--he or she cannot build on a firm
foundation or change undesirable behavior.

If a trainer's style does not include such
dimensions as unconditional positive regard
for Participants, maximum allowable free-
dom for participants to .experience learn-
ing, and interactional patterns that permit
participants' full adulthood during train-
ing, the trainer must work at changing
behaviors and attitudes that are in the
way. (See Selected Reading III-1 in the
Participant Manual and Reference Sheet
Ill-1 in both manuals for more overview
material.)

5 MINUTES 2. DISCUSSION: GOOD TRAINER AND POOR TRAINER
CHARACTERISTICS

It is difficult for most people to feel free about self-
examination, particularly in a group situation.
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'MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

,

41
TIME, MEDIA,,

AND MATERIALS

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Sometimes an exercise that exaggerates the 'para-
meters of the feasible serves to loosen up people and
to therefore allow them to be more self-disclosing.
Choose one of the following activities to achieve this

-end. . .
...

15 MINUTES

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers ---7

.

I

I

Reference Sheet 111-2

---

, .

,

3. EXERCISE III-1: GOOD TRAINER/POOR TRAINER

Facilitate a brainstorm activity in which group
members are requested to come up with a list of
characteristics--traits and skills--for a good
trainer and a poor trainer. -

Hang two pieces of newsprint.

dotrainer or appointed recorders ,write
responses on newsprint.

As with any brainstorm activity, encourage
many quick, spontaneous responses. Criticism
of the responses is not allowed at the point
where lists are generated.

i In facilitating the brainstorm, help group mean-
bers exaggerate each characteristic so that each
is, indeed, good or very poor. For example:

Trainer picks up on every nuance of group
process.

,
vs.

Trainer sticks to content and misses the
A boat totally on process. See Reference

Sheet 111-2 in both, manuals for further
examples.

tAllow no more than 5 minutes to develop each
list.

w."icit from participants the wide range of
bdhaviors between the "good" and the "poor"
trainer in order to process the items generated
during the brainstorm. Iti



MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

4111171171.

/-

..

A

The object in doing this is to,put some reality
into the extremes that participants often feel
their own behavior reflects.

Have participants match up the extremes and
discuss ideas about their own skills and behav-
*for in terms of those extremes. For example:

- Mk how many .fall somewhere between
picking up every, nuance of process and
missing the boat?

Ask what might be realistic within ,any
good-poor range.

Ask what does it really mean to be or do,:
pointing out particular items on the brain--,4
stormed list.

.\ -

NOTE: One of the following activities may be sub-
stituted for the brainstorm activity
described above. Their purpose is similar
in that participants are encouraged to
voice and get in touch with their- fantasies
about "supertrainers" towards beginning to
make realistic and useful self-appreisals.

Flip Chart/Easel EXERCISE III-1, OPTION A: SUPERTRAINERNewsprint
Felt-tip Markers Find a participant with graphic skills who can

put into visual format descriptions given by
participants of a mythical supertrainer.

Request descriptions from the large group.

Have participant-artist convert them into a
drawing. Some of the descriptions that may be
illustrated, for example, are:

"Wears many hats." /
"Walks on water."

.-"Is faster than a speeding bullet at inter-
vening,rui

,.."Uses all kinds of media."

---
------

l
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

-TIME MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS . OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

,.,

.

..

i

.

EXERCISE 111-1, OPTION B: SUPERTRAINER

a Divide large group into small groups of approx-
imately five people. ,

Have each group come up with a sketch of its
idea of a supertrainer.

Processing Option A or Option B Exercise

Whichevets alternative is used; the supertrainer
exercise `is processed in the same manner as directed
for the brainstorm--that is, to elicit a list of the
wide range of behaviors between good and poor
training so that participants put some reality into
the extremes they feel their own behavior may
represent

e'
Devote approximately 10 minutes to this discussion,
which serves as a warm-up for participants to begin
their formal self-analysis.

. .

90 MINUTES

- Selected Reading 111-3

Selected Reading 111-2
Reference Sheet 111-3

.

.

4. EXERCISE 111-2: SELF-ANALYSIS OF TRAINER
STYLE -

The Training Style Inventory (TSI)

A variety of instruments may be used to enable par-
ticipants to, begin to examine their personal styles.
The use of the Training Style Inventory (TSI) is
suggested and outlined here because it is held to
be:

, .
- Sufficiently self-revelatory without being,

/ threatening to participants.

Concise and time-limited.

NOTE: However, rally other instruments would
also be appropriate. An article on the
Myer Briggs Type Indication is included in
the Participant Manual as Selected Reading
111-2. Other alternatives are also listed in.
Reference Sheet 111-3 (both manuals).
The trainer is encouraged to obtain an
alternative and to gse it (or adapt it for
use) at this point in the course either
instead or in 'addition to the TSI. The

,
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS 'OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Selected Reading I I 1-3

choice to be made depends only> on the
trainer's knowledge of the training group
needs and time considerations.

Stress that participants will not be compelled to,
share any results except in the most general
way and then only insofar as they may wish.

Direct the group to begin scoring when partici-
pants have completed their inventories or when
1 hour has elapsed. Offer individual help as
needed.

Allow participants to use the remaining 30
minutes for scoring their inventories.

In 'processing the TSI scoring, do the follow-
ing:

Direct participants to read "TSI Style Con-
trasts," contained in Selected Reading
I I 1-3.

Ask who was surprised by their results.

Ask which orientations are more in line
with adult learning theory (andragogy)
and which with pedagogy. \
Ask what kinds of learning ,methods best
lit the different orientations, trainer com-
fort, etc.

%

5-15 MINUTES BREAK

40 MINUTES

t

5. DISCUSSION: TRAINER STYLE
it

Develop a brief presentation that covers the
five points outlined below:

1. Different frameworks and word sets for
defining trainer style; for example,

79
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE , ..

,..
.

TIME, MEDIA,.
AND MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES.

.

)leference Sheets 111-4
and 111-5 .

Selected Reading 11114
Visual I I 1-2

.

Visual 111-1

,

.

Selected Reading I I I -5

Reference Sheet 111-6

. .

Selected Reading 111-6
.

.

.

o

.

,
"directive" vs. "nondirective" or "authori-
tartan" vs. "laissez faire." (See Befer-
ence Sheets '11I-4 and 111-5 in both man-
uals and Selected Reading 111 -4 in the Par- .
pant Manual.) (Use Visual 111-2 'to make
this point.)

2. .Stages of group growth related to trainer
style and what is appropriate at any par-
titular stage. (Refer back to Vissual 111-1
to make this point.)

One of the major, points to be developed
here is that any style can be appropriate
given 'the content to be delivered and the
kinds of facilitation required. Another
important point is whose needs get met
during a trainer event--the trainer or the
participants. .*"...-

3. Trainer growth and professional develop-
ment. (See Selected Reading 111-5. )

4. Trainer ethnics--the power of the position.
(See Reference Sheet III-6.)

5. Issues in cotraining. (See Selected Read-
ing III-6.)

..

`-,.
Raise the following questions in, the discussion
following your lecture to stimulate the group to
process what they have heard: t.,t
- To what extent does your ethnic (cultural,

minority, sex) orientation relate to or
impact on your style? .

Where do you see yourself on any of the
style continuums? -

_

- Can you see a trainer modify his or her
approach during the course of a training
event? Why?

- In what ways might the trainer's role be a
frustrating one?

rHow do you see ethics and power as issues
related to the trainer role?

80
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'MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE

TIME MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS.

41111..M.IM

OUTLINE .OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

30 MINUTES

Worksheet i11-1

-,.

/

ROLE PLAY: CONTRACTING WITH A COTRAINER

How a ,person works with and relates to another -
person is often extremely revealing regarding his or
her behavior and attitudes. Contracting a working .-
relationship with a cotrainer can be a learntng
experience that uses and expands the knowledge of
self. Such contracting, of course, bas the
extremely useful benefit of paving the way for
mutually satisfying training experiences for trainers
and trainees.

f
Facilitate dyadic role plays by:

Directing trainees to the instructions on
Worksheet III-1 of their manuals.

Aiding the formation of dyads.

.Directing participants to read and choose a
role and to refrain from disclosing the
choice.'

Starting the role plays. Cr

Ater 20 minutes, process the role plays'
experiences by facCitating a discussion of
the following points.

a) Satisfaction with the 'contract"
,b) Problematic issues
c) Interesting issues.

10 MINUTES 7. MODULE OUTCOMES

Close the module by facilitaing:

A review of module co9tent and a brief
discussion of the extent tb which goals and
objectives were met. (Goals and objectrves
can be found in the front of Module HI in
the Participant Manual.)

A brief discussion of the module as a
Model, methods and media used, trainer

r
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MODULE ' Ill: TRAINER STYLE

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

Reference Sheet I I 1-7

1.

0

OUTLWE OF(TRAINING ACTIVITIES

I
style, facilitative and delivery skill, and
particip.ant interactions.

s As part of your summary, point out to partici-
pants -1 'resources for continuing development
such as:

Local training organizations

Specific publications, many of which are
listed in the bibliography for this module,
( Reference Sheet I I I -7 in both manuals).

END Of MODULE l i t

/
's.
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MODULE
III: TRAINER STYLE

WOR

WORKSHEET 111-1,
MINI ROLE PLAY

PURPOSE:

To use knowledge of style to develop an effective working relationship with another
trainer with whoM the trainer is unfamiliar.

MATERIALS:

Scenarios and rtes

IX
PROCEDURE:

1. Form dyads.

2. Separately, read the description of the course you will deliver together the fol-
-1 lowing day. Then, choose your own role and decide how to handle it. (It does

not matter if both of you choose the same role.) DO not disclose which role you
have chosen.

I /3. Discuss/negotiate how you would like the training to go with your cotrainer. In
arriving at a contract, highlight the following:

a) Wifl. you be co-equal or lead-subordinate or some other ,permutation?

b) )Vhen one of you is "on," how should others act?

c) 'How roughly might you divide up the delivery and facilitative roles?
{:s

d) How will you prepare for delivery (i.e., some trainers design on the back
of an envelbpe enroute to the event. Others come super prepared with, for
example, flip charts already made; some stagger in with book and other
resources). How have each oYou prepared? Is there a fit?

e) Identify anything else that is important to you.

4. Reconvene in the large group and discuss satisfaction with the contract, prob-
lematic issues, and interesting issues.

TIME:

20 minutes for role plays
10 minutes for large group discussion

8384



Worksheet I I l -1, Continued

SCENARIO

va

It's evening.

You arrived' in town a few hours ago. To Morrow morning you will begin training.

This course requires a fair amount of \technical knowledge of , which gets
played out in several lecture-typepresentations.

However, there are many experiental activities td get across the learning.

ROLE

Choose the role that is most appealing to you. Do not disclose your role to your
partner. It does not matter if you both choose the same role, since each may add to
whatever role you've chosen the personal style characteristics of your own or of other
group members that you learned about in earli sections of this module.

1

ROLE 1: You are a very experienced trainer. You've trained this co6rse several
times before alone and with a cotrainer. It is difficult for you to share,
but you are aware that you like the didactic material a fair amount better
than p9ocessing it and the exercises.

ROLE 2: You have not done much training .and have never given this particular
course. You've prepared as thoroughly as anyone could; in fact, you, pre-
pared as if you were to be the sole trainer.

ROLE 3: You haven't much experience with this course although you have done a
fair amount of training. You particularly enjoy the facilitative aspects of
'training. You are not particularly into media and methods, but would
rather "draw it out of" participants.

ROLE 4: You consider yourself a "technician." While yin, believe in`group process,
you enjoy using many methods and just the right media to get the material
across. You believe "a picture is worth a thousand words" and are very
task oriented.

i
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MODULE III: TRAINER STYLE REFERENCE

REFERE;WE SHEET III -1

THE TRAINER IN RELATION TO
FACTORS IN THE TRAINING ENVIRONMENT

LEARNING CLIMATE

Trainers talk a lot about developing a "good" learning climate:
_an atmosphere within the training. session that is conducive to
learning, Many factory affect the learning climate.

Cognitive theorist-S-st s the importance of a psychological dli-
mate.of ordeiliness in owls are clearly defined; expecta-
tions and opportlinities are car ly explained; a system that is
open to inepectibn and questioning; a there is opportunity for
honest and objective feedback. The cognit etheorists who empha-
size learning by discovery also favor a, climate-that encourages
experimAntation (hypothesis-testing) and that is tole-eant of mis-
takes, as long as one learns from those mistakes.

Personality theorists, especially those who are clinically oriented,
emphasize the importance, of a climate in,which individual and cul-
tural differences are respected; anxiety levels are appropriately
controlled (enough to motivate but not'so much as to block);
'achievement motivations are encouraged for those who respond to
them; and feelings are considered to be as relevant to learning as-
are ideas and skills.

Humanistic psychologists suggest that we attempt to create a psy-
chological climate, in which the individual feels that others are
accepting, trusting, respecful, and understanding. Some psychol-
ogists (especially field theorists.) emphasize collaboration rather
than competitiveness, encouragement of group loyalties, supportive
interpersonal.relations, and a norm of interactive participation
(Knowle, 1973).

Establishing training norms that facilitate the learning process
is essential for a good learning climate. Norms are standards of
expected behavior that reflect the values, of the majority of the
group members. A group often develops its own norms. As in the
larger, society, norms become the 'IpaSis for evaluating a member's
behavior and, therefore, have the effect of controlling members
of the group. Norms may be clearly expressed (explicit),, or may
be only implied' (implicit).' If shared by the group and reinforced .

by the trainer's attitude, the folldwing training group norms will
enhance the learning climate (Miles, 1973).

it's safe".to try things out here. The nurpose of this
session is to explore ideas and behavior. No one is being
evaluated or judged. Not only ib it permissible to try out
new ideas or behaviors, 'it is also highly desirable and an
important part of svccelsful training. In training one
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can learn to explore ideas without putting down the
speaker, to understand why others have different points
of view, and to experiment with new behaviors.

People are important. Very often workers in the helping
professions can be heard to say, "People are important,";
yet they behave in ways that ignore the feelings of others.
Working daily with people who have many problems, in an en-
vironment where the constraints are many and the satisfac-
tions few, may actually desensitize staff members to human
needs and emotions. In the controlled nvironment of a
training group people can receive feedback about their be-
havior, resensitize themselves to others, and gain awareness.

Thoughts, feelings, and behavior,are important. In the
helping professions; thoughts, feelings, and behavior are-
the bask data from which to work. Initially, participants
may need to be encouraged by the trainer to express their
thoughts and feelings and to examine the behavior they
exhibited in the training session. If the trainer demon-
strates *accepting, nonjudgmental attitude and endorses
this behavior from the total group, participants will begin
-to encourage each other to di:_-..;uss their personal beliefs.
By discussing their beliefs in a group setting, people
become aware of their attitudes and the ways in which these
attitudes influence their behavior.

Things are not taken personally we can examine what's
-happening here and now. When the trainer responds objec-
tivegxpressions of feeling, he demonstrates that it
is possible for -group members to observe their feelings
and learn from theM.- This does not mean that the trainer
Acts as though he has no feelings about what has been said.
It means that the trainer expresses his feelings in an
objective manner using the EIAG process. Through his
behavior, the trainer demonstrates a process that group
members can use to articulate and examine their own experi-
ences without becoming trapped in highly emotional exchanges
that may alienate them from the group. He helps members
examine what's going on here and now in t4e group situation
so that participants begin to comprehend how their feelings

- and behavior influence what is taking place.

Careful analysis and emott 4al support are possible and
.valUable. As the trainer c mments on, generalizes from,
and raises questions about he experiences the grbup has
been going through, he guides group members to think about
these experiences and analyze the group process. Since
the training group experience requires that rembers expose
their own behavior to analysis and that they be willing to
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try things out to see what happens, the trainer should pro-
N./ide emotional support for group members as they work and
learn. As the group work proceeds, the type of support
that the trainer demonstrates becomes a group norm. Support,
then, comes more and more from other group members. Typi-
cal support behaviors are: acting to reduce excessive con-
flict, encouraging members as they try out difficult things,
and using EIAG to relieve grbup tenspon-wbin it obstructs
the learning process. Success depe ds on everyone feeling
free to actively take part, to co ent, to critibize, to
make suggestions, and to listen to ne another.

The trainer must be careful, however, not to exaggerate a
training group's need for support. Excessive trainer sup-
port may result in dependence, or in a phony atmosphere of
sweetness and light. Learning about one's attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors, and how they affect others may be a painful
experience but it is also a rewarding one. The trainer
needs to exhibit his conviction that group members are
mature enough to learn from experiences, even if those
experiences are painful. The trainer needs to be supportive
enough to permit the group to grow and learn, but not so
supportive that he promotes overddpendence.

A productive level, of tension is necessary to encourage
participants to examine their assumptions and to integrate
new information. If the training climate is an open and
honest atmosphere where everyone involved feels free and
responsible for his own learning, the training activities
will facilitate exploration of differing points of view;
thAs creates the moderate level of tension necessary for a
good learning climate. Trainers should be careful not to .

push participants to-expose too much of themselves too soon.
Trainees should be encouraged to express their thoughts and
feelings, and to be silent when they desire.

. . . A climate is developed as people spend time together
and break through the initial formal, "ice-breaking"
period . . . climate is a variable produced by the expec-
tations of members modified by their perceptions of the
present situation and their degree of interaction and
communication (Gorman, 1975).
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THE ROLE OF THE TRAINER

Each person must find his own "style," his own way of behaving
with a group. Some guidelines:

Create the climati ,described above. Behave in ways that
demonstrate this climate for the group. Support people
whb try things out. Uphold those standards when members
of the group don't follow them. If someone becomes
critical or ignores the feelings of other people, describe
what you see happening. Explain your concern about its
effect -on the group's learning climate, but do not be
critical of them yourself; otherwise, your behavior
contradicts what you are saying.

I

If the group floundert or begins to lose sight of the
,---overall purpose of the session, introduce techniques,
C nonverbal exercises, etc., to help get things going.

Give your own opinions and feelings. Be a person: Let
people realize that you feel part of the group and that
you care about their problems.

Flow pith the group. Let group members have as many
chances as they can to experience success in: Identifying,
Analyz.z.ng a d Gengralizing These experiences improve
their skills. The more Experiencing, Identifying, Ana-
lyzing, and Generalizing they do in the ,group, the more
likely they will be to use this method of looking at
their performance and improving it when tney return to
their jobs.

See yourself as a resource person, a helper rather than
the leader or key person in the group. The people have
to go back to their jobs and function without you. If

ecome too important they won't be able to take what
the have learned and apply it on.their own. So don't:

be overly directive with the grotip

speak before other group members can collect their
thoughts

comment excessively

Respond to s tuations as they arise. Your feelings are
your best gu de. Trust your own ideas and do what seems
right to you at the time. Later, go back over the things
that happened; figure out why they happened and what else
you could have done. You are a learner, too.

6
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Observing During the Session

Watch what is going on and try to understand it--even while you
are participating. In your mind, step back frequently and try to
form an overall picture of the session as it progresses, including
Aur behavior and feelings. Discuss your reactions with the other
trainers during a break. You may spot something for someone) block-
ing people from learning. See what progress people are making and
what changes in behavior are happening. Keep an eve on the climate
for learning, checking to see how well it follows the quid lines
described above.

Some things to watch for are:

Who talks and who doesn't at different times

How much people really listen to each other and the
trainer

How people sit,'what their facrs say, what they do with
their hands, etc.

What subje s come up again and again

What interrelationships show up, what groups form, who
interrupts whom, who follows whom

How the group as a whole makes decisions and solves
problems

What patterns seem to deVleop

Concentrate on .what happens and how it happens, rather than on
judging what is happening.
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11140DULE REFERENCE
III: TRAINER STYLE

REFERENCE SHEET III-2.
DESIRABLE TRAINER CHARACTERISTICS:' A SAMPLE LIST

Self-awareness, including a sense of the imp,act,of his or her own behavior on others.

Ability to receive feedback from the environment.

Ability to encourage the taking of risks without humiliating participants.

Ability. to deal with own feelings and the feelings of others.

Understanding and ability to manage group process.

An ability to Make appropriate interventions, especially feedback, even when it is
perceived as painful.

Ability to make clear presentations.

Ability to establish objectives and to move a group towards them.

Group facilitation, including the ability to let the group work on its own.

CUltural sensitivity to the many different ways of viewing things.

Ability to understand 'group process and the stages of group life.

Flexibility ana adaptability in regard to the group's needs.

Ability to make good charts.

Planning and organizing prescitations,,,the how and when of interventions.

Good delivery skills; stand-up skills.

Respect for needs of adult learners and ability to put adult learning theory into prac-
tice.

Holds all group members in "unconditional positive regard."

Has patience and paces self in accordance with ,the group's developmental phase.-1.

Has communication skills.

Can deal with volatile material.

Can evaluate the training event.

Able to model behaviors that are taught.

Can allow criticism of self.
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Reference Sheet III-2, Continued

POOR TRAINER CHARACTERISTICS: A SAMPLE LIST

Uses warnings and threats to get group moving.

Intervenel excessively.

Is the center of the process; does not allow group to work on its own.

SUbtly or overtly insists on particular behaviors from group members.

Has little awareness of his or her impact on others.

Is not able to receive feedback.

Humiliates participantt into taking risks.

Is unable to respond to. process.

Avoids giving feedback, when it is painful.

Poor delivery skills.

t Gives unclear or disorganized presentations.

Lack of sensitivity to cultures or viewpoints different from his or her own.

Rigid and unadapting with regard to group's needs.

Unable to plan and organize events.

Violates needs of adult learners.

Does not expect to have respect or positive regard for all participants.

Po 9r. .communication skills.

Impatient and. poor at pacing himself or herself.

Spends no time or-is unable to evaluate a training event.

Is intolerant of any criticism ,directed at him or her.
/
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MODULE
ill: TRAINER STYLE

REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET III-3
ALTERNATIVE CHOICES FOR PERSONAL STYLE EXPLORATION

1. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.

Isabel Briggs Myers, co-author of the test, lives in Swarthmore, Pennsylvania,
telephone number, (215) K13-5538.

Educational Testing Services (ETS) sells copies of the test questionnnaire, blank
answer sheets, and template cards for scoring the test. The ETS agldress.is:

Educational Testing Services ,

17 Executive Park Drive, N.E.
Atlanta,. Georgia :7'0329
Te;ephonc: (404) 325-3131

Note: The scoring cards won't work with photocopied answer sheets. You will,
therefore, have to order these.

ETS also sells a manual that accompanies the test. Trainers may administer the
test and the Personal Style module without the manual. These guidelines contain
a sample of the booklet, Introduction to Type, by Isabel Briggs Meyers.

Also included is the trainer rap (lecture), which explains the theory of Jungian
,typology.

2. Tie' F1110-13 scales (Fundamental Interpersonal Relationship Orientation), by
Wil:iam C. Schultz.

4.

A self-report questionnaire designed to assess a person's need for 1) inclusion,
2) control, and 3) affectation in interpersonal relationships. FIRO-B relates to
behavior which a person directs towards others and which he wants others to
direct toward him. Order from:

Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.
577 College Aver-vie
Palo Alto, California 94306

POI (Personal Orientation Inventory), 'by Everett L. Shostrom.

A self-scoring 'instrument designed ro assess values, attitudes, and behavior
relevant to Maslow's concept of the self-actualizing person. Order from:

Educational and Industrial Testing Service
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego, California 92107

4. Transactional Analysis (TA).

The popularity of the Parent-Adult-Child construct as applied to business and
training as well as personal growth laboratories, indicates the usefulness of this
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Reference Sheet III-3, Continued

approach to self-awareness. If you decide on TA, get a skiiled TA trainer and
give him or her Module IV to read for focus and direction.

5. LIFO (Survey of Life Orientations), by Alan Catcher.

A sophisticated program which contains professional training for persons admin-
istering it, questionnaires and applications workbooks, and a series of guided
exercises. Moves beyond simplistic "typing" into identifying how to use. one's
personial style constructively in a variety of situations. Order from:

Atkins-Catcher Company
8383 Wilshire Blvd. .

Beverly Hills, California 90211

6. ISS (Intervention Style Survey), by B.H. Arbes.

Based on the Blake/Mouton management grid model, ISS identifies five types of
leadership styles in student personnel deans. (Can' be adapted for trainers.)
All explanations and materials are ifi the 1972 Annual Handbook for Group Facili-
tators, by Pfeiffer and Jones, pp. 75-85. The handbook may be ordered from:

University Associates Publishers, Inc.
7596 Eads Avenue
La Jolla, California 92037

)
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MODULE III:- TRAINER STYLE REFERENCE

REFERENCE-SHEET I I I-4

INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP STYLES

Styles of leadership can vary from autocratic to laissez-faite, from
a style in which decisions are made only by the leader to` one in which

decisions are made only by the group. If we represent these styles'

graphically, they look something like this (Napier and Gershenfeld,

1973) :

Leadet-centered

Leader decides,
announces decision
(autocratic)

Group-bentered

Leader presents ten-

tative idea, subject
to change
(democrAtic)

I

Group defines
boundaries and
decides

In the extreme lesder-Oriented (autocratic) style, the leader determines

the problems ant makes the final decisior. He/she is often conc med
that the group functions efficiently and accomplishes the tasks set

before it. The process of the group, or row the members wurY to-
gether, is of little .interest to the autocrat. This leader frouses

almost exclusively on content.

In the extreme group-oriented (laissez-faire) approach, the group is
allowed to determLne the problems and to make the decisions. This

leader keeps a very low profile and is content to let the group )let

its own course; To the leielez-fairo leader, the end result is much

loss importer.t than thl vessien of how the group gets thesne.

In between the two extremes are any number of combinations of group

aJd leader orientation. Most often, the style, of a group leader

is somewhere in themiddlesuch a leader night determine the area
on which the group should focus and then will help the group work

through the issue.

f, 95
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' REFERENCE SHEET 1114'4 (COt!TINUED)' ,

/
/,.

Although everyone hasa style of leading with' which he/she is most
comfortable, conditions often exist that create presstres.toladopt
a more leader-centered or group-centered approach. Factors that
generally favor greater leader involvement ar the following .

1. The urgency of the problem: Mhen a decision must be
reached.quidkly, the leader may need to make tie deUsion.
Decisions made by the leader are usually'reached more quickly
than are decisions made by the group.

2. Lack u yzoupskills-:Wilenegroup has not' developed a system
for processing issues or is unclear about its goals, the
leader is likelyio assume a larger role.

3. kipectations of the leader: In many 'groups, members have Un-
realistic expectations of what the leader can dolor them.
Sometimes the group will pressure the leader' (s'the "expert")
td make decisions for them.

4. Leader discomfort: The noviceleader, especially, may feel
uncomfortable when he /she perceives that nothing is happening,
in the group. A.common response to this is to try to initiate
some activity by takihg charge.

Parallel conditions exist that promote greater involvement bj the group.
,

1. No time pressure: If a group has no time limits, the leader/
can afford to sit and wait until the tensibnlevel of the group

4rises and the group initiates its own activity.

2. Group skills: When a group is established and the members
trust each other and are comfortable in their roles, the
leader often can stay in the background and let the grout)
lead But even this mature group.may require direction
from the leader if-"it becomes counterproductive.

3. Group potency: When the group has developed acohesiveness,`
the members often will not rely on the leader, but will look
for leadership from within the group.

4.- Leader comfort: The leader who has been through uncomfortable
situations before is likely to be less threatened when they
recur. He/she may choose to sit back and allow tensions tol
build to the point where the group must examine the problem.
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REFERENCE SHEET III-4 (CONTINUED)

)

The question of appropriate leadership styles arises in every group.

Of course, Many factors ar4 specific to each group (for example, the'

composition of the group) and these affect the style of leadership.

But many groups also progress through stages where different functions

may'be required of the leader. For instance, in the early stages of

a group, the leaderImay have to be more directive, setting norms and

goals and helping the members get acquainted. The leader must be'

careful, though, not to establish a precedent where the members rely

on him/her to resolve group issues. Then at a later stage, the leader

____Jnavicknt to become more nondirective and leethe group resolve its

problems through procedures eitailiShed-Aididethe group's- inception-.

No leadership. style can be considered foolproof. A dirediive leader

probably.will be confronted,yith aggressive and blocking behavior

and challenges to his/her authority. The,nondirective leader will

encounter demands for:more structure by group rembers. The effective

group leader must be:aliare of the different leadership strategies

apprOpriate to the stage of group growth and to the ptoblems the group

-is facing. Fnnally, he/She must realize,that, even with appropriate

leadership,,tensions are-bound to arise occasionally. Although these

eensiont can make the leader uncomfortable, theyoften are helpful in

promoting group growth.

f
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GROUP LEADERSHIP

(Shift Fiom Single To Shared Leadership)
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LEADERSHIP BY TRAINER

Authority is delegated to
trainer by group members.

Trainer helps members identify
their group problems and find
ways to cope with them.

Within given limits, group
members assume responsibility
for identifying their problems:
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MODULE I I I : TRAINER STYLI

1110

ti

,* I. INTRODUCTION

ef14
I REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET Ill -6

TRAINER ETHICS

'A. Definition of Ethics: Rules of human conduct
recognized in respect to a'pcirticular class of

an actions or-t-0,-a-paroicilur groupT-cul-ture..,

o discipline; (in this case the behavior of
trainers in the discipline f training.) '

Random House Dictionary-o the English Lahguage,

College Edition , .

. a

B. Why Consider Ethics

1. 'A code of trainer ethics is essential to develop
awareness of the'responsibilities and limitations,

of the trainer. Such a codek is also necessary in

developing a professional attitude and approach

to training.

2., Adherence to a code of ethics that. reflects

trainer responAibilities and appropriate trainer

behavior help's insure quality training.

3. Adherence to this code also helps to insurea

useful, positive experie.nce for the participant--

in terms of both skill acquisition-and personal

comfort--rather than.a destructive experience.

C. ....Areas of Responsibility

1. Responsibility to himself.

+N4

.4Ior example: the trainer should :feel self-

satisfaction and pride in his training effqrt and

delivery.

2. Responsibility to the participants.

This includes reeponsibility not only to the
individual learners, but also to the programs in

which the participants work, (See II. Ethical

Issues outline for discussion.)

3. -itesponsibility to his profession, his colleagues
co-workers, and the training field.

4. Responsibility to the program.

99
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REFERENCE SHEET I I 1-'6 (CONTINUED)

When one-4s_training, he represents not only
4. himself, but also the agency'or program in which
q he works. He has a responsibility to deliver

--tkalhing in -&-iiiatinetthat-idditto that
affiliation:

'II. ETHICAL ISSUES
. ...

. , ,

The following are specific guidelines that.a trainer
use to establish a code of ethics'in orderto carry out
the four areasof responsibility outlined aove.' .

:

4 . . .."---".".*----

A. Serection-of-Participants

The trainer clearly articulates to prospective part'ci-
pants the'criteria for recommended selection of

.

. individuals for a particular training experience. ,The
trainer is'aware of potential problem areas, and, to
the limited extent that personal difficulties are
predictable and screening proceduret can reasonably
"be implepenteq, prospective participants should be
selected on the basis of,these principles:.

1:. PersonsAose goal` in participating would be
to seek aid in of a cmre,pr emotional
distu'rbances are considered inappropriate to
thig'course. V

2. Experience has shown that participants who are
personally motivated and'have volunteered for
training have the greatest _potential for success. ,

Those who are responding to demandS or wishes
of another, egg., an employer, may be inappro-
'priate where training demands a highlevel of
commitment from the participants.

1.

3. Trainers may want to indicate in stating
selection criteria that priority of selection'
should go to those individuals who have; in
their own work setting,a position of reaponsi-
bility to make use of the skills in which they
will be trained. Second prioiity would be
given to persons seeking a training experience
solely for personal growth.

B. . Goal Clarification
0 %.

1. The fantasies and pretraining expectations that
participants bring to a group will represent as
many different interpretationL as there are
group members. The trainer, then, is the agent
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REFERENCE SHEET I I 1-6 (CONTINUED) .

on:-whom the clear statement of goals and
intentions is predominantly dependent.

The trainer must be clear at the beginning aqd
maintain clarity of definitions and appropriateness
of interventions throughout the group experience.

i -

= a. This is especially trud where goal ciari-
i fication relates to skill build4mLystherapy.'

b. Consideration of contracting for or
negotiating individual learning needs
applies here.

Includes consideration of appropriate
application ofskills and limitations
learned in training. For example:

Completion oc a counseling skills,
course does not necessarily qualify.
an individual' to be a trainer of
that course.

It

C. Accountability :

The trainer makes a clear statement regatding his
commitment to imparting specific information and
skills, and /or conducting specific activities. He
builds in evaluation mechanisms by which the learners,
the employer, or the'trainer may assess the meeting
of that commitment.

. D. Values and Philosophies

ThetrAiner is aware of his personal values and philo-
sophies, those of the participants, and those espoused
by the groUp to which the trainer is accountable. The
trainer recogAizes that those values will not always be
congruent, but that they should be compatible to the ex-
tent that training can be oonducted without violating
the validity of the point of view or the worth of any in-
dividual or program. Subjects that need to be considered
are:

1. Political viewpoints

2. Sexual roles

3. Ethnic-racial and intercultural issues
1

4. Societal norms
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5. Approaches to drug abuse

6. Therapeutic style

E. Competence
. 1.,

'
-

The trainer recogniges the boundaries of his' competence
and the limitatiOns of his techniques and does not
Offer matA.lais nor use techniques that fail to meet
professional standards or with which he is unfamiliar.

F. Misrepresentation
ti

. A trainer does not claim, either direqtly or by implica-
tion, professional qualifications that exceed his actual
qualifications, nor does he misrepresent his affiliation
with any institution, organization) or individual, nor

. lead oters,to assume he has affiliations that he does
not have. The trainer is responsible for correcting
others who misrepresent his professional qualifications.

, G. Acknowledgements

The trainer clearly indicates any,known ownership,
authorship or credit for the materials, concepts, and
methods that he utilizes in presenting training. the
trainer acknowledges any support %or aid provided by
persons assisting in preparing or presenting training.
Where possible, acknowledgements are made in writing.
Attributions of authorship for materials (and permission
granted for their use) shOilld be in writing.

H. Trainer Influence

The trainer is aware of the disproportionately Large
degree of influence he has upon the group and facilitates
the group in understanding the need for continual.assess-
ment of this leadership factor. The trainer uses.this
influence in a way that facilitates learning, according
to the agreed upon goals, and does not overstep these
boundaries. The trainer actively seeks feeback from the
group as well as from his colleagues in'order to insu7
participants' involvement in group decisions.

-.I. Moral and Legal Standards

The traineran the practice of his profession shows .

responsible regard for the social codes and moral ex-
pectations of the community in which he works. He
recognizes that violations of accepted moral and leggl
standards on his part may involve the. participants
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REFERENCE SHEET 111-6 (CONTINUED)

and/or his 'colleagues in damaging personal conflicts and
impugn his own name-and the reputation of his profession.
He ^also yeco izes.that his congruende with the social
ind,mor expectations of the community in which'he...
works will facilitate more effective training.

1. Experience has shown that trainers becoming
sexually involved with participants during
training-my-be-high-ly-volat-i-lep-this is
inappropriate trainer behavior.

.
2 . Participating in illegal drug taking behavior

and/or excessive legal drug taking behavior
with ttaineep is also highly volatile and
inappropriate,

J. Confidentiality '

The trainer respects and prot cts the integrity'and
corifidentiality of the group or individual with whom

/ he is working.

K. Referral Services

The trainer recognizes that emergency medical and/or
mental health referral services may be required, and
seeks to.obtain direct access to those services and to
utilizeethem when appropriate. An effective referral
.by a trainer include& a clear rationale for the refer-
ral, consultation"With at least one other trainer or
supervisor when available, confidential communication,
and follow-up.

Return-to-home procedures should also'be clearly
designated. s.

L.- Personal Growth and Improvement

The trainer accepts his responsibility to maintain the
highest standards of training and develops his skills
as the state of the art develops., He continually seeks
to improve on those skilld already acquired and to
expand the range and scope of skills and knowledge that
he can apply professionally. Whenever poisible, the
-trainer seeks supervision of training activities he
conducts, and actively solicits feedback froM partici-
pants, trainers, and-supervisors.
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MODULE: III: .TRA I NER STYLE

/
VISUALS

VISUAL 1 I I -1 . 4

0.

Leader-Centered

.

Group Centered

I 1111111 11111111111

Leader Leader Leader Leader
decides,
an nou nces

decides,
sells

pre-
sents

presents
tentative

decision decision ideas. idea
invites
questions

subject
to change

4

Conditions

a. Time factor and
urgency of decision

b. Emergenty

cic Individual knowledge

d. Lack of group skills

e. Expectation of leader's role

f. Legal responsibility

111

Leader
preser2tt
alter-
natives,
group
decides

Conditions

Leader Gro,ip
defines defines
bound- bound-
dries, aries
group and
decides decides

a. No time pressure

b. No emergency

c. Gioup knowledge

d. Group skills
e. Expectation of the group role

f. Freedom of responsibility

SP-

Reprinted with permission from: Napier, Rodney W. and Matti K. Gershenfeld, Groups. Theory and Experience.
Houghton Mifflin Co.,.Boston, 1973, p. 161.
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RATIONALE

MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIO4 IN TRAThING

In using "a training package, the trainer must corider the characteristics of the pop-
ulation, as well as the goals of the trainyig. Important trainee characteristics
include: learning styles, needs, interest.s, aptitudes, achievements, educational
levels, job responsibilities, knowledge, motiVation, and language. Trainees will differ
along these dimensions; a significant factor influencing the expression of these differ-
ences will be their respective cultural and ethnic'backgrounds.

4

Cultural influences may, .shape learners' behavior in the training setting, especially in
t'.e areas of communication processes and small group dynamics. Techniques, meth-
ods, and media may need to be modified according to the ethnicity pf the specific
training population, as well as for other educational reasons. Cultural differences
between the .trainer(s) and trainees, or even among trainees themselves, may impact
learning.

This module will focus on cultural considerations in training. It is important to
remember,, however, that the information contained in this module is designed to
increase participants' awareness of cultural differences and their potential impact on
learning in small groups, and it is not intended as a primer for understanding and
predicting the behavior of any specific ethnic group. Trainees should be cautioned
not to stereotype ethnic group members.*

SYNOPSIS

The module' begins with a brief introduction and review of the goals and .objectives
(10 minutes). The first activity is a structured exercise, in which, first, trainees
individually complete a worksheet describing characteristics of their own or a familiar
cultural group, and then convene in triads to share and discuss their respective cul-
tures. This experience prepares them to explore the idea that cultural differences
among trainees may impact on behavior in the learning group. Trainees then recon-
vdne, and the exercise is processed (95 minutes). A 15-minute break follo4vs.

A 45-minute lecture or guided group discussion on the ,impact of cultural differences
on learning in small groups is then delivered by the trainer.

*Our primary concern here is the fiVe ethnic groups often referred to as racial
"minorities" (i.e., Asian/Pacific Islanders, blacks, Chicanos, American Indians, and
Puerto Ricans), each of which has a distinct and identifiable cultural heritage. Cul-
ture and ethnicity, though analytically distinct, are closely related. Indeed, culture
is frequently interpreted through ethnicity. The terms will be used synonymously
here. This usage should not be interpreted as defining white American (Anglos) as
lacking a cultural heritage, but is employed to distinguish nonwhite Americans from
those %).f western European descent. It is felt that such a distinction in backgrounds
is an important descriptor.
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t tr
A small group structured exercise on adapting a training design follows. Participants
will be grouped according to designated cultural groups. They will be directed to
head a sample training design that is prirvted in the Participant Manual, and then to
modify the design according to the neeai of their cultural group. After a break,
small groups. will report out to the large group, and the trainer will process the
exercise (115 minutes). ----/

1
,

Finally, the trainer will ask the group to brainstorm the implications of cultural adap-
tation for trainer behavior (10 minutes). The trainer then provides a summary of the
module (10 minutes).
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING TIME 45 'MINUTES

_GOALS
.

To increase trainees' awareness of cultural differences and their implications for
training. .

OBJECTIVES ,

,At the end of this module, participants will be able to:

Identify at least five of the following variables about their own or a familiar
nondominant cultural group:

Values
..,_ .

Major problems/concerns
- Positive and negative attributes <

..

- Stressful elements and culturally appropriate coping strategies
- Sex role-linked behaviors .,,..

Identify at least two aspects of the communication process and small group
dynamics that may reflect cultural differences

Identify at least two areas that may require ,adaptation according to the needs or
. characteristics of a specific cultural group in a sample training design.

n

MATERIALS .

.

0Flip chart or newsprint .,....-...
Easel/tape

.Felt-tip markers .

Participant Manual ,

k

--4.......-
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.
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING4111.
TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

.
.

OUTLINE OF. TRAINING ACTIVITIES
. .

10 MINUTES
..

,

'

.

. '

.

t

1. MODULE OVERVIEW .-

.

In this overview, you will outline the purpo'se of the
session, stating its goals and objectives. The. pre-
ceding rationale and synopsis will supply useful
information. , .

It is important to let participants know 4hat there
are no easy answers that enable understanding or
prediction of the behaVior of . particular ethnic
groups, that it is imperative to avoid stereotyped
responses to cultural differences. This module does
not purport to have the answers; .rather, its aim is
to sensitize participants to poskjbilities and issues-.

80 MINUTES

.

,

(35 MINUTES.)
Worksheet IV-1

.
.

/

.

.
.

.

.

2.

-

EXERCISE IV-1: CIRCLE OF CULTURE l
, .

The purpose of the Circle of Culture exercise is to:`

a) Experience your own cultural identity .

b) Increase awareness of other cultural groups

c) Discover similarities and differences across cul-
tures and relative to the dominant culture
,, ,

d) Reinforce awareness of influence of culture on
'behavior.

W Direct trainees to the Circle of Culture- work-
sheet (Worksheet IV-1), which should be com-
pleted by each trainee individually. The seg-
ments of the circle shduld be filled. in with

. Information on each trainee's cultural attributes,
. behaviors, varues, etc. ,

Quickly rfview each of -the ,
areas, answering

any trainee's questions.
. .t.. Point. out "majo'r differences from dOminant cult

ture," outside of the circle, on which trainees
should idenTh'y their respective cultures' differ-
ences from' the - dominant culture. They should
be encouragedt to be thoughtful about filling in ,

the circle; buti not to belabor the task.,

.

. , ,

. .
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'MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING=.!..b.
TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

0

,
(45 MINUTES)

Allow 30 minutes for trainees to,xomplete circle.

Triads
1

After completing the circles, have trainees form
triads with group members whose cultural heri-
tage is 'different from their own to share and

,. discuss: ,

Each cultural decription

Differences/similarities among each

Influence of cultural heritage on individual
trainees. ......

15 MINUTES DISCUSSION: LARGE GROUP. PROCESS
..

Encourage trainees to report:

How they experienced the exercise
Similarities/differences among cultures
Knowledge gained.

Point out that differenc'es -may also impact on
learning' in small ,groups; implications exist for
the trainer, the trainee, and materials. .

NOTE: I Trainers will .be asked later in the module
to consider adaptation for the five ethnic
groups, so they should keep in mind 'the
differences that have surfaced.

.

15 MINUTES BREAK

,45 MINUTES

Selected Readings IV-1
through IV -3
Reference $1,-,leet IV-1

r

DISCUSSION: CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

NOTE: This content may be deliVered either
through a guided group discussibn or as a II
lecture. See, Selected' Readings IV-1 .
through IV-3 'for additional information.
Also, Reference. Sheet IV-1 contains a

selected bibliography about cultural issues
in training.

114
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MODULE IV:
....

.

CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

TIME, MEDIA,, ,

AND MATERIALS
..

OUTIJNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

I

_

,r.
A

.

.

.

_

.

- -
..-

Deliver a presentation that follows the structure
below. The discussion., format may be especially
appropriate for a multicultural, training group
whose members can speak frorethe perspettiVes
of their different cultural` backgrounds. ..T rain-
ers should seek appropriate_.-e-xamialiifrom the
group, or be able Ao---ofre

iraccurateon them-
selves. .

_,-----
. ,.1,n--eithcase, key points to be covered include:

Definition /Concepts i

1

,

j

.

Culture... "ways of behavior or techniques of
solving problems which, being more frequently
and more closely approximated than other ways,
can be said to have a high probability of use
by individUal members of society. Implied...is
the fact that frequent use of certain bellaiors
and techniques, though shared across cultural
lines, will characterize a particular., culture."
(From CFCP, Trainee Manual, pp. 111-113.
Taken from Anthony Wallace, Culture nd Per-
sonality, New York: Random House 1961.)

,.

Factors which influence the impact of cultpre
on an individual: cultural- borrowing, cultural
change, cultural survival strategies, cultural
conflict, and culture shock. .

QN

Culture = dynamic network--.,.a sifting process of
arranging and rearranging experiences, select-
ing appropriate and functional behaviors that
provide congruence to the individual.

,--
Ethnicity

"The 'character, the spirit of culture.. :
related to the underlying sentiment among'
individuals based on a sense of commonality
of origin, beliefs, valbes, customs, or

. practices of a specific group of people...,
i(It) is primarily based on ancestry,"

9 (From CFCP, Trainee Manual:)
'

- Relevant to behavior, but not deterministic
of behavior, per se.

. e. .
115 .
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MODULE , IV:

.
CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

'

.

N.

o

.

-'4V

&,, .

. .

.

e

e

- Establishes a sense of belonging and iden-
tifies the reference group.

.
.

Culture is interpreted through ethnicity. -

Cultural differences
. --..,

Characteristic ways of behaving anc problem -
solving that distinguish identifiable grotips of
pedple from one another. .

N
I

.World view

A bs ody of attitudes, values, perceptions, and
norms which determine the boundaries of the
self relative to others and to the environment;
describes the origin or and guiding principles
for behavior.
.. t .

Key Points . .

-
Theories of learning- and small group behavior have
been standardized on Europeans or Americans of
European descent, but are generalized to apply to
members of all other ethnic and racial groups, with-
out regard for cultural differences which may affect
behavior. Traditionally, non-normative behavior
observed among racial/ethnic minority group members
has been labeled pathOlogical or deviant. The goal
of a "melting pot" culture, in which all groups are
assimilated into --o-n l. has been the institutional
response to cultural differences among Americans. A
tool in this effort was promulgation of the myth that
some groups-- .g., blacks - -had no definable culture
anyway. ,,..,

-,. .t .'o -f ito,,
Areas of Poten ial Differences-- Communication "Pro-
cesses

Verbal behavior
0---- e'ir

a) English ma be the secondary spoken
language.

b) Even trainees comfortable speaking English
may have difficulty with written English.'
All materials, including resource articles,
must be understandable to trainees.
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

TIME, MEDIA
AND' MATERIALS

At

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

-

L.

,...

,

\.

.

I

.

.

-

---A

9
.

.

.

.

Greater reliance upon auditory raider than
written materials may be required.

Nonverbal behavior

a) Nonverbal responses, both appropriate and
inappropriate, have an emotional impact.
I,t is easy to unwittingly offend someone of
dnother.culture if you are unaware of cul-
turally , appropriate nonverbal behavior.

b) Dimensions of nonverbal communication that
reflect cultural differences:

Kinesics: Body language

- Proxemics: Use of interpersonal
space

-
Chrone.-nics: Timing of verbal
exchanges during conversations

-

Cculesics: Eye Contact or Avoidance
' ,Jt

r.--- Haptics: Touching during conversa-
. tion ...

- Others: Dress, smell, time, etc.

Feedback

The feedback rules given in TOT and other
NDACT.RD courses may present problems for
some ethnic groups, for whom it is culturally
inappropriate to be direct either in sharing
one's own feelings or in commenting on
another's behavior. Feelings may commonly be
expressed as thoughts; the culture may accord
little value to focusing on individual behavior
except in relationto the group.

Learning styles
,

The world view of a culture influencing its
member' styles of learning--e.g., European/
American (dichotomous) vs. African/Afro
(diunital).

I c---
117
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MODULE IV:
.

CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING .
.

l'TIMEI MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

cl....;4*.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

P

.

..

a) Dichotomous

.

t
.

.

- Body fUnctions distinct from mental- functions

- Behavioral or phenomenological view
of causation of behavior

- Rational vs. irrational aspects of man

- Person-to-object orientation
.

- Individually focused; competitive,

-" Reason for free choice- are guiding
principles.

b) Diunital

- Unity of oppositesI
- No separation of body functions

- Equal recognition and acceptance of
the influence of both the cognitive
and affective domains; ',:he primacy of
one over the other de2ends upon the
situation.

.

. - Person-to-group orientatir

Group-focused; cooperative.

- Authority is key principle.

Discuss- implications for:.
Problem-solving approaches or styles

- Preferred training methods, including
media assessment techniques

- Choice of abstract or concrete modes

- Training environment--physical and psy-
chological.

A
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTUNE OR TRAINING ATIVITIE°

a

Area of Potential Differences--Small Group Dynamics

Cross-cultural groups

Relationships among members of different cu- l-
tural groups witin the training .setting can
often be seen as a microcosm of those relation-
ships in the larger society. For ethnic/racial
minority groups, those\ire often power relation-
ships, and will continb\to be perceived as
such within the training s tting. It is unlikely
that group members will openly ,admit to having
these perceptions, but group processes will
reflect therm. Behavior may include:

- Subgrouping by cultural identity

Avoidance of conflict and lack of expres-
sion of 'differences

Excessive conflicts

Slow or impeded group deyeloprnt

Low risk-taking

Limited self-discloscre

Unwillingness to look at process issues.

The trainer may need to confront the training group
if these behaviors interfere with learning.

Unicultural groups

Some of the same behaviors listed above may
also occur in ilturally homogeneous groups.
In those instancs, their existence may reflect
cultural norms for group behavior. In most
non-Western derived cultures, the individua
has only limited importance relative to t
group4 so cooperation and a sense of the I-
lective may predominate. Indiidual opini ns,
styles, and interests would be secondar to
group concerns.

Similarly, an orientation to task rather than
interpersonal learning may be common, coupled
with clear expectations regarding the authority

119
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING
.

TIME MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.
.

..

.

. r

.

role of the trainer, relative to the number of
roles. . .

.Role-related behavior
.

Examples ,of role-related behavior that influence
groups include:

- Sex
- Social status
- Age. ,

,
. In both kinds of .groups, 'for- example, the

influente of traditional sex roles, may affect- the
level of style of participation of females, . who

ay defer to males. in the areas of leadership
nd extent of verbal behavior' in the group.

.
..

There may also be implications for trainer style
and role ir, the area of traditional sex roles.

115 MINUTES

,

.

..

.

-.

5. EXERCISE IV-2: ADAPTING A TRAINING DESIGN
-

NOTE: This exercise, as Jesigned, is most suit-
.

- able for a multicultural training group,
whose members can use themselves as
potential learners in the exercise. The
exercise is also useful, as written, for a
relatively homogeneous training group
composed of one ethnic/racial 'group, whose
members could also utilize themselves as,potential learners. .

.- .

If, however, the training group is primar-
ily compoSed of white participants, they.
will have to be instructed to adapt the
exercise to a cultural group with which
they are familiar, preferably one they can
expect to train. Caution trainees against
making assumptions about cultural groups
that they have' no way of verifying. One
other alternative, few a relatively homo-
oeneous white group, is to place one mem-
ben,' of the various ethnic group members
present into each small group. Although
this individual can be used as a reality
check, it is important that he or she not

120
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAMING..-----,
TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES -

'

(25 MINUTES)

Flipchare/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers
Participant Manuals
Worksheet IV-2

.

.

(45 MINUTES)

,

.

.

-

ir

be viewed as an "expert on the race."
Trainers should emphasize this caution.

.
It is less important that trainees actually
develop an alternative design than ,that
they recognize and discuss the kinds of
considerations Wet might" be taken into
account when modifying a design.

Conducting the Exercise

.

Divide trainees into groups of five, according
to the cultural groups.they will be representing
(see trainer note giver.; above.)

-
Give each group newsprint and felt-00 markers.

Instruct the groups to choose a reorder/
reporter.

Have participants turn to Worksheet IV-2 in the
Participant Manual, which describes the training
design to be mbdified. Participants should read
the worksheet prior to breaking into small
.groups.

Small Group Discussions
C

Ask trainees to identify and record the follow-
ing:

.

- Ways in which they might adapt the design

- A rationale for their modification, i. e.,
cspecific issues, concerns, or characteris-

tics of that cultural group which would
justify their adaptation

- Recommendations for the trainer.

Instruct trainees to approach the exercise from
the perspective of the -learner, so that they "
depend upon their own -experiences as mdmbers
of that cultural group, or as persons familiar
with it, in order to. identify specific concerns.

.
During this period, \float among the' grotips to
provide assistance, if needed.

.
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MODULE , IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING
g

\N.`N MEDIA,
ANN. ATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

15 MINUTES BREAK .

30 MINUTES

. .

REPORT OUT TO THE LARGE GROUP

To aid in processing the new discussion:

Allow each group no more than 5 minutes for -

reporting on its modifications. The reporter
should also be encouraged to relate any diffi-
culties the group experienced in doing, the
exercise.

Identify areas of similarity and difference in the
ways the small groups adapted for each cultural
group\, and relate the outcomes to the lecture
material-.

-

10 MINUTES

Flipchart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

6. EXERCISE IV-3: BRAINSTORM, ACTIVITY-
TRAINER BEHAVIOR

Ask the group 'how cultural adaptation might impact
on trainer behavior -after the small group exercise.

- What additional knowledge or skills might a trainer
need to successfully make cultural adaptations? What

*, values or attitudes would be important? How might
this growth be developed? The group's responses
should be recorded on newsprint.\

_

10 MINUTES

i
7. MODULE OUTCOMES

Pull together the content of the lecture, the
small group designs, and the brainstorm list to
summarize the module.

Direct participants to resources--identified qr
printed--in their manuals for further informa-
tion. ,

END OF MODULE IV

- 122
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MODULE IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

WORKSHEET IV-1: CIRCLE OF CULTURE

Cultural Identity

Cultural factors which
hinder your growth

- in this culture

Positive
attributes

Survival
skills

and development
(if any)

Values

WORKSHEET

Sources of stress

Behavior associated
with beirig female

Major problems
and concerns

MAJOR DIFFERENCES FROM DOMINANT CULTURE:

Negative
attributes

Behavior associated
with being male
in a culture

Cultural factors
which support your growth

and development
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MODULE
IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING

WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET IV-2
ADAPTING A TRAINING DESIGN

You are to deliver a 5-day course called "Family Counseling for Substance Abusers,"
which is to be adapted for your designated cultural group. The course outline is as
follows:

Pretest

Module I. Introduction and Overview

II. Family Systems Theory

III. Life Cycles.

IV. Role of Family Therapist

V.A. Roles, Rules, and Self-Worth

V.B. Family Communication Patterns

VI. Characteristics of Families with Substance Abuse Problems

VII.

VIII. Counseling the Sj ouse of the Abuser

IX. Significant Others

X. Marital Counseling and Family Sexuality

Adolescents and Substance Abuse

"fs,1Xl. Problem-Solving Skills

XII. Assessment Interviewing and Treatment Planning

XII I . Families with Special Concerns

Evaluation and Posttest

Reed the following excerpt from Module V-B, How Familes Operate, which was taken
from "Conjoint Family Counseling from Substance Abuse Counselors" (developed by the
Family Counseling Center, Columbia, Missouri).

After reading the excerpt, break into small groups to discuss ways 'to adapt the
material to a designated cultural group. Be sure to include a rationale for the adap-
tation(s). based on the issues, concerns, or characteristics you identify with that cul-
tural group.

124
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Woiksheet 'IV-2, Continued

MODULE V-B: Trainer Manual*
HOW FAMILIES OPERATE:

FAMILY COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

The Trainer's Goal for This Module Is:

To acquaint the participants with the dysfunctibnal patterns of communication existing

in families.

TheTrliner's Objectives for This Module Are:

1. Define the importance of rules in a family.

2. Describe how a person's self develops concurrently with his/her relationships
with others.

3. Explain and demonstrate the roles family members play as a result of low self-
esteem.

Materials Needed for This Module Are:

Lecture
Newsprint with good commu,lication rules
Feedback rules
Family handout

Suggested Time Schedule:

''Activity 1: 10:30-11:00
Activity II: 11:00-11:15
Activity III: 11:15-12:00
Activity IV: 12:00-12:15

Lecturette--Large Group
Practicing l's and Eyes in Dyads
Communication Triads--Small Group
Body Talk

it

*Reprinted with permission from MO-SATS.
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Worksheet IV-2, Continued

ACTIVITY I

C

Lectu rette

What makes 'a family*.nurtiiring or healt y as opposed to debilitating or troubled? Oneof the basic ingredients in a healthy- family system is good communication. The indi-viduals within, the system feel comfortable in stating their need-S, wants, desires,ideas, and feelings within the family structure. Some important rules operatingwithin the family system governing communication include "It's O.K. to disagree.""It's O.K. to give feedback, both positiVe and negative." Listening and hearing, isencouraged and individuals are treated with respett even when their behavior is not'accepted'. The communication of criticism and anger are allowable as long as they aredirected at specific behavior and not at personl-tood. Trust and .openness are high.
This allows people to be themselves and at the same time be close to other family,1;members.

0

All ftemi.ly units have some kind of communication: The verbalS and non - verbals passlike electricity among the people within the family. ,The troubled family slowly devel-bps its own' °unique patterns of communication. Communication patterns tend to bevague, closed, and indirect. Responses to other family members often contain ,ele-ments of blame, fear, and avoidance, and are lacking in trust, openness, and confi-dence.

The messages are implied, judgements are pronounced,' and there is poor emotional
management, with individuals handling emotions by minimizing or denying their feel-ings or exploding inappropriately. There is a general lack of ideas, and creativethinking is discouraged because it is assumed that changes could not be tolerated.
Non-verbals do not always match with verbals and result in double messages which at
best are confusing and unclear.

The troubled family runs as smoothly as a ticking time bomb ready to explode with
the next crisis.

Clearing communication patterns must be dealt with early in therapy. The therapist
can begin to teach family members simple communication rules, such as:

1. Use the "I" statement. when stating what you think, how your feel, or what_you
wanes, This encourages people to take responsibility for themselVes within the
family structure and also decreases the general blaming statements.

2. Use eye contact when talking to other family members.

3. Don't yell from another room: Face the person to whom you are talking. Manytimes, Dad in the living rood yells about finances to Mom in the kitchen.

4. Practice listening. See if you can be another person's mirror and reflect back
what you heard him say without editorializing.

5. Ask. clarifying questions when you don't understand another person's point of
view. This includes newspaper questions such as "What do you. mean..."
"Where..." "When..." or "How..." not "Whys." Why tends to make them react
defensively.
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Worksheet IV-2, Continued

. Try to understand how the other person pis feellng. Pay attention to voice
. intonation and non-verbals.

-Learn togive-feedbackT---Make- it specific and aimed at
do something about. Feedback can be given on how
person's behavior and should be checked to insure clear

-8. Learn,to compliment other family embers sincerely.

behavior_ the _person can"
you are affected by the
communication.

All of these rules contribute to healthy communication .patterns within the family sys-
tem and can be conveyed by therapist teaching, modeling, and giving examples, and
then, the family members role playing and practicing within the counseling session,
with( a commitment to continue the practice At home.

An important area to take a'%look at is how the family is communicating emotionally.
How do they communicate their feelings to each other? What feelings do they allow
themselves and other family members to have? Do the family rules allow people, to
express their /feelings? (Trainer gives specific example.) How do' the role expecta-
tions affect tfie expression. of feelings within the family? (Trainer gives example.)
As therapy progresses, the therapist can start labeling the self-defeating rules which
inhibit communication patterns as myths and explore alternative rules Within the fam-
ily.

ACTIVITY 11

'I's and Eyes"

I

Request the grOuPs to divide into dyads. Have them sit acing their partner Mairf-

taining eye contact. Have the trainees talk with one another beginning each sentence
with "I think," "I, feel," or "I want." Allow about 3-5. minutes for this.

Next allow about 3-5 minutes for them to share with their partner how it feels to talk
starting each sentence with "1."

ACTIVITY III

; Communication Triads

Before, beginning this' exercise, take 5
tnunication with the trainees....

LISTENING RESPONSES/

Blocking Responses
Unrelated, off the wall

- tangential

Furthering Responses
- Newspaper questions

(where, what, when, how)

minutes to review the following aspects of corn-

SOME COMMON BLOCKS TO LISTENING

Jumping to conclusions
Making assumptions
Unspoken bargains
Preparing your own reply
Worried about what to say
Association with past'
Defense mechanisms
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Worksheet IV-2, Continued

- Emphatic (feeling responses)
- Mirroring-;focusing on speaker

and reflecting what you hear
him/her say.

RULES FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

- Boring topic
= Physical condition.

RULES FOR EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK
,). 1. Deliberately using the word "I." Purposes

2. Expressing thoughts, feelings,
ideas, directly and honestly.

- To check out assumptions
- To share observations

3. Eye contact. - To share how I am affected by you.
. 4. Firth, strong. voice.

5. Fluency of speech. Good Feedback. Is
6. Appropriate facial expression. - Des4riptiye, not evaluatiye
7. Relaxed body expression. Spe'Cific, not general.
8. Appropriate distance from other

person.

.

Sensitive to both receiver and giyer
Directed toward -behayior receiver can
do something about
Solicited, not impoied
Well -timed
Checked' to insure clear "communication.

Now request that your trainees find two new parttfers and form triads. One person
is to act in the role of 'speaker, another person is to be. in the role of some significant
other in the speaker's life (such as friend, spouse, teacher.). Thb speaker is to
share with this significant other something that has been bothering him or her that
he or she has not shared previously. The third person is to act as an observer to-
give feedback to both speaker and listener.

Allow approximately 5 minutes for the speaker to share what has been bothering him
or her,. Encourage the speaker to use positive speaking techniques and the listener
to utilize furthering responses. After the speaker has finished, have the obserVer
give feedback tc. each of the partners. Then have them switch roles until each per-
son has had an opportunity to play each role.

1.

ACTIVITY IV

Body Talk

...have the participants focus on body languages for a couple of minutes.
all trainees to silently mill around the room simply looking at one another.
to stop and silently choose someone in their immediate vicinity as a partner.
them to communicate one message to that other person by using only
guage.:..

1
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IV: CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TRAINING
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TIONALE

MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

It is difficult to separate delivery from facilitation--there are certainly some shared
skills between them. I:1 livery is defined here as the multitude of ways a trainer gets
across content, reinforces, it, or tests it. Delivery methods may be lecture, experi-
ential exercise, or guided discussion.. Some methods depend heavily on the trainer;
some do not. Another dimension of deliveris the creative use of media and a tech-
nical expertise with training aids.

Facilitation skills enable a trainer to assist group member-is in reaching individual and
gl-oup learning goals. Facilitation involves communication skills, processing skills,
and intervention skills--three major areas through which a trainer tries to bring, about
the maximum amount of cognitive, affective, and skill learning.

Thid module covers course delivery through discussion of:

Methods
Media for training aids.

.A method can .be *defined as a basic approach to instruction. Some examples are a
lecture, site visit, programmed instruction, or small. group discussion.

.Media is any means of,conveying an ,instructional message through a channel of com-
munication (foV example, television, videotape, printed test, graphics) that is used to

cilifate _learning. A training aid is the means by which information and ideas are
nveyed to participants by appealing to their senses of sound, sight, and touch,
ch as flip charts and, overhead projectors. The definitions of media and training

aid overlap. (If there is a distinction, it is that "media" often includes the.abstract
idea of method, whereas "training aid" is merely the concrete machine or tool into or
onto- which -information- is -placed.)

Matching adult learning theory and education techniques with the issue of delivery
skills raises the following questions:

To what degree must training parallel or stimulate working conditions to be
effective?

What methods or media are most effective for meeting cognitive lear.-ing
tasks? Affective learning tasks? Psychomotor (skill) tasks?

Why vary media?

Are special training aids justified?'

Does the value of, the course and/or the amount of behavior change justify
the cost of media?

What methods or media are inappropriate for use with particular ethnic,
minority, or other groups?
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Some answers to these questions will be found in this module; other answers will be
found through participant discussions. While the intert of this module is not speci-
fically to enable participants to desigfi and develop learning segments for a' tcta
course (or even to develop isolated segments), _it shou!d enable adaptation of existin
materials. For example, if a partidular segment does not meet its learning task or is
inappropriate for a particular audience, either for cultural or other reasons, the
trainer will have ideas about alternate methods and media that he or she can substi-
tute.

SYNOPSIS

The trainer will introduce the module and give an overview of the activities and rea-
sons for them (10 minutes). This will be followed by a .group "straw poke" as to
individual participant's experiences with particular methodologies and their fee!ings
about them (20 minutes).

A brief leckure will follow that links up choices-of methodology with what was learned
in Module I about adult education. Dale's Cone of Learning Domains will bp touched
upon briefly in terms of how each informs choice of methodOlogy and, therefore, of
training design.- .

After break, 90 minutes will be devoted to individual and/or group 'demonstrations
of various methodologies. - -

The final activity is group-guided discussion that enables trainees to pu'll together
principles of adult learning and group theory with objectives and choice of methodolo-
gies (30 minutes).

This is -followed by a summary of learning outcomes and a critique of the trainer,
methodology, and activities.

4 13;,-
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MODULE -V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA TIME: 3 HOURS

GOALS

To make the design connection between course objectives, training tasks, and
. method/media choice .

To provide familiarity with a wide group of media choices

To`,,..9.1ve participants an armamentarium from which to redesign segments of a
course package in order to make the learning activity more relevant to a partic-
ular trainee population...

.

OBJECTIVES
.

At the end of this module, participants will be able to:
a _ ,

List at least two methods that effectively correspond to each of the learning
domain's

Describe three considerations for media/method choice (objectives, pacing, and
audience)

State which methods (and their related domain) are most often well received by,
adult learners and why

State those methods they are familiar with, a d list those in which they want to
gain experience. p

MATERIALS
.

Flip chart or newsprint
Easel/tape .

, Felt-tip markers
Participant Manual

137
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES .

MODULE OVERVIEW

Introduce the subject matter to be c,vered and
activities relating to the module objectives.
You may want to refer participants to the list
of goals and objectives in Module V of the Par-
ticipant Manual.

,
Since this is the first of three modules to deal 'spe-
cifically with skill delivery and facilitation, the dis-
tinctibn between the two should be made. Trainer
might also preview the major facilitative skills, of
processing and intervention, which will be covered
in the next two modules.

DISCUSSION: STRAW POLE

The purpose of this segment is to 'establish methods
and media with which participants are already fami-
liar. It will not only establish a baseline for deter-
minihg favored delivery methods and preparation time
needed, but it will also facilitate knowledge sharing
and provide you with information that will give you.
more time to present the new material, rather than
review in depth material that the trainees already
know. "

NOTE: If items such as audiovisual equipment are
available and someone is present who can.
teach how to operate them, such media
should be in the training room and worked
into the lecture presentation you will be
giving in the section below. A

Point out the information ana checklists on pre-
paration fouhd in the Participant Manual, Refer-
ence Sheet V-1.

Share the rationale for this discussion with par-
ticipants. it is:.

To provide a sharing of information

To lay a ground work that encourages
trying out new media and methods
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MODULE. V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIA LS "OUTLINE OF-TRAINING ACTIVITIES

,-.

.

, :

.

- To anticipate avoidable problems that can
occur with the use of particular methods

. and media.

Facilitate a discussion that foCuses on each par-
ticipant's experience with training methods and
media and the kinds of preparation engaged in
before a training event

Elicit responses to the following:

- Favored methods and media--Whith are
fun? Which are a chore to use?

Very positive experiences with a particular
method

.

- Extremely negative experiences or "flops"

A sense of media (training aids) available
to participants in the field

. .

. Preparation for use of methods and media

o

30 MINUTES . 3.
. , .

LECTURE: FROM OBJECTIVES TO CHOICE OF
METHODS AND MEDIA

Selecting the media that is best able to bring about
the achievement of learning objectives is a major part
of the process of training design and development of
training. There are many choices available; how-
ever, participant requirements must be ba'anced
against what is reasonable in terms of the agency
spontoring the training.

Although there are.few definitive guidelines available
that specify which method will guarantee reaching a
particular objbctive, it is possible to develop some
general guidelines.

a. Discussion of objectiv s and learning tasks as
related to method choic .

Give at least two examples of how to derive
learning tasks from objectives.

- Learning tasks form the &ridge between
behavioral objectives and the training

140
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

TIME, MEDIA,I

AND MATERIALS
.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

design (also called lesson, plan, training
plan, trainer activities outline, time-
content sheet, . etc.). They are the
arrangement of training methods into a
detailed plan for a training session.
Learning tasks specify what' the trainees
must learn in order to achieve the behav-
ioral objectives.

.

- Beginning trainers sometimes ask, "Is it
more appropriate to use role playing or
buzz groups in this particular session?"
This query must always be answered with
another query: "What are you trying to
accomplish in this session?" Form follows
function. It is impossible to specify the
value of any particular training method
without reference to the training purposes
involved.

b. General information that gives clues as to
choice of method/medium:

- Review learning domains, Dale's Cone, and
the implications of each method/medium

Reference Sheet 1-1 choice (see Reference Sheet 1-1 in the Par-
ticipant Manual).

c. Other considerations

- Trainee group characteristics, e.g . ,

Cultural

. Mix between professional, paraprofes-
sional, and part:.time staff

Educational levels

. Prerequisite knowledge ,

- Pacing and variation

- Stage of group development--trust, coop-
erativeness, etc.

..,
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIAIIa
TIME, 1MEDIA
AND MATERIALS

.
.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Selected Readings V-1
and V-2
Reference Sheets V-2,
V-3, and V-4

i

.

Develop a lecture covering the content below.
Selected Readings V-1 ailid V-2 and Reference
Sheets V-2 and V-3, found in the Participant
Manual, supply additional information. (Also,
Reference Sheet V-4 lists selected references
for using media.)

Let participants know that there will be time for
questions and a discussion immediately following
the next

e
activity.

5-10 MINUTES BREAK .

. . .

10 MINUTES
,

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt -tip Markers

,

Worksheet V-1

r

4. EXERCISE: METHODS CLASSIFICATION
- , .

Place three newsprint 'sheets on easels or wall.
They are entitled: COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE,
and PSYCHOMOTOR. Ask participants to brain-
store i which methods or -media most appropri-!.
ately belongs with each learning domain.

Refer participants to Worksheet V-1 in their
manual for instructions. -

.Allow 10 minutes for the activity.

Allow time for comments and questions on the
lecture and exercise.

/
. ,

5-10 MINUTES
.

BREAK ,
/

/ .

90 MINUTES

, .

5. GROUP DESIGN//INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATION . TRY-
ING OUT A NEW METHOD ..

-
In this aivity, -participants in small groups will
have an opportunity to design a brief presentation,
preferably using a method- that is new to them.
They will then choose one member of the group to
deliver the learning presentation, as designed,. to
the large group. The large group should be broken
into two smaller participant groups. Trainers should
float between the groups. Trainers help each small
group choose a segment of the TOT course, examine
it, and, if necessary, modify some aspect of it. If

.
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

TIME, MEDIA,,

AND MATERIALS Ok/TUNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Worksheet V-1

. .

.

..,

.,

,:

.

---)

, .

needed, trainer should offer further assistance.
Instructions can be found on Worksheet V-1.

Ask participants to develop a design statement
and choose a method, and, if appropriate,
media that will enable them to reach the learn-
ing objective. A -method that they are rela-
tively unfamiliar with should be chosen.

Let pa cipants know that although not every-
one get to deliver a learning presentation'
in t s exercise, everyone will have an oppor-
tunity to practice delivery and facilitative skills
in a later module. ,

Careful attention to processing how it felt to
try something new should be accomplished
Athin the large group: after each presenta-
iion, encourage small group members' to state
why a particular method was chosen after all
the presentations are completed.

Ask for general comments and questions after
all presen ations have been completed. Some
specific qu stions that can stimulate discussion
are: r- . .

- Which was a particularly innovative or
inventive presentation?

- Which presentation was very effective?

- ,., Which presentation was most traditional?

10 MINUTES

.

h

,

.

6. MODULE OUTCOMES
.

Close module by facilitating:

- A review of module and a discus-
sion of the extent to which goals and
objectives were met. (Goals and objectives
can be found in Module V of the Partici-
pant Manual).

A brief discussion of the module as a
model: methods and media used, trainer
style and skills, etc.
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

TIME MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

,

,

s

.

.

.

,

.

END OF MODULE V

)

, .
.

.

. .

.

.
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA WORKSHEET

PURPOSE:

, WORKSHEET. V-1
SMALL GROUP EXERCISE

To expose participants to methods and media with which they may not be familiar.

To give participants an opportunity to design, or redesign a segment of a course.

To give a few participants an opportunity to pl*actice delivery skills.

MATERIALS:

Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

PROCEDURE:

I. As a group, imagine that you are delivering TOT. Pick a I5-to 20-minute seg-
ment or learning activity from any part of Modules I through IV):

2 As a group, chose an alternative way of presenting the material in that section.
You might redefine the,,audience or the objectives, for example.

3. As a group, .choose a method(s) and, where appropriate, media that would meet
th, objectives for the'portion of the course you are about to plan.

4. As a group, Dutline what will be presented to and/or dealt with experientially
with trainers. That is, outline or write down instructions. -

5. Choose one or two participants to deliver the learning piece and help him or her
to practice.

Prepare any explanatory statements that group members might want to make to
the large group after the presentation.

6. Reconvene in the large group and follow trainer instructions for delivery.

TIME:

30 minutes for small group activity
40 minutes for delivery of material
20 minutes for discussion
90 Mil-lutes total
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MODULE V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET V-1
USE OF AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA*

The expert use of transparencies, filmstrips, and other audiovisual media
contributes immeasurably to any training event. Attention is focused
on key issues, major principles are highlighted, and difficult concepts
are expertly presented. Careful integration of audiovisual materials with
the _content will quicken the pace of the presentation and enliven the train-
ing event. 'On the other hand, audiovisual materials can seriously disrupt
a presentation if the trainer is inept in. the use of the equipment. Fum-

bling with transparencies that are oft of sequence, searching for an ex-
tension cord, fiddling with the projector, or having a filmstrip out of
synchronization with the sound track are problems that inevitably will'
plague the ill-prepared trainer. As a result, the pace of the session lags
and the group's interest wanes.

The.equipment is basically simple to operate. With careful set up and a
brief practice period before the start of a session, it will function
smoothly and fit into the presentation without a break in the continuity.
The following sections explain the operatiOn of the audiovisual equipment
needed fot presentation of these training materials and give tips on
effective use.

Flipeharts - Flipcaart paper and tripods (see Figure 1) may be purchased
at art stores, office supply stores,.or univdrsity bookstores. The local
school may also be able to provide or tell you where to obtain such equip-
ment. If standard tripods and flipchart paper are. not available, they
may be improvised using large sheets of newsprint (at least 27 x 34.inches)
of the type used for painting in kindergarten. The newsprint can be taped
to the wall or to a move.ble chalkboard.

The advantages of flipcharts are that they require no technical knowledge
to operate and they can be displayed in the training area for continuous
reference throughout a session. Two important things to remember about
using flipcharts are: 1) write large and legibly, and 2) !keep the informa-
tion presented brief, using key .lords or short phrases rather than complete
sentences.

* Taken from National Council on Alcohol Education's courses.
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Masking tape is recomminded for attaching flipchart paper to walls as
the paint or plaster is less likely to be removed when the tape is
pulled off.

Figure 1. Flipchart and tripod 0 e

The Overhead Projector - The overhead projector (see Figure 2) enlarges \\
images printed on transparent acetate sheets and projects them on a
screen. It is used with the trainer facing the group so that eye con-
tact wi h the participants can be'maintained. Since the room does,not
have to e darkened to use an overhead projector, the logistics are
simplified.

Overhead transparencies are not necessary to this training program. How-

ever, a trainer who has access to an overhead projector and screen and
who feels comfortable using this type of audiovisual equipment may choose
to convert some of the information presented on flipcharts to transparen-
cies for an overh2ad projector.
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Figure 2. Overhead projector

S. Lens

2. Mirror for Picture Tilt Adjustment
Focus Knob

4. Stage

5. Lamp Casing

6. OffFanLamp Switch

To operate, set up the projector and creen as illustrated in Figure 3.,

.Figure 3. Proper placement of overhead projector

1. Projector
2. Trainer
3. Participants
4. Screen

1.

2.

0 0 0. 0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

Place a transparency on the stage so that you can read it as you face the

group. Turn on the light, and focus by turning the knob. Tilting the

head of the machine with the tilt knob raises or lowers the beam of light.
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The distapce from the screen determines the size of the image area: Adjust
it until the light fills the screen evenly and no.dark' edges are showing.
If the image is distorted by the "keystone effect" (see Figure 4), correct
bychanging the position of the projector.

Figure 4. Keystone effect"

7.
0 C US

Protector too lat left Projector too low

The, overhead projector should only be left on when you want attention
directed to the screen. Switching the projector off between visuals
offers an opportunity to pinpoint attention on the-Screeneach time a new
visual is shown. When left on, it is a distraction that interferes with
the presentation and group interaction. The overhead projector can be
used as a chalkboard by placing a clear sheet of acetate on the stage and
writing on it with a water-soluble, felt-tip pen or grease pencil. The

acetate can be reused; just wipe off the.pen or pencAl marks.

When operating'the overhead/projector, remember these precautions:

Turn the, lamp to "Off" when changing transparencies.

Always alloW fan to run after turning off lamp to prevent
heat buildup ii the projector housing.

Never move the'projector when the lamp is hot. Hot filaments

break easily.
/

Ce

ays turn the lamp off and unplug projector when changing
amps. Both lamp and surrounding metal will be hot.

Never handle a new lamp directly: use a piece of paper or
handkerchief.

Keep the projection stage clean.

Clean lens as necessary.

Transparencies for use on the overhead projector can be made by a number
of different methods, which range from simply writing information on a
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clear acetate sheet to using expensive multicolor heat or chemical

transfer processes. The common types of photocopying equipment avail-

able in most offices easily convert printed or typed materials, line
drawings, or premade transparency masters into transparency form. ,

Acetate sheets are. inserted in these machines according to manufactur-
er's directions and the matter is reproduced in black and white on these

sheets. The transparencies can be used unmounted or else framed in a
cardboard holder (ordered from the local art or office supply stores)

for ease of handling and storage. If an arrangement` can be made with

the audiovisual center in a local /school, the diazo or heat process can

be used to add color to thaviSuals. If such an arrangement can be
made, the center staff will advise about which process is most effec-

tive and assist in use of the equipment. Havng transparencies commer-
cially reproduced is often prohibitively expensive, and therefore is not

recommended.
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MODULE
V: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA REFERENCil

cs
REFERErCE SHEET V-2

SELECTING CURRICULUM CONTENT
by P.L. Lowery .4

It goes without saying that the content a trainer selects or creates must be harmoni-
ous with the learning objectives that have been established for the training. That is
easy. What is not so easy is finding the right blend of art and science so that what
the trainer puts together does what he wants it to do in the way that he wants it
done. A piece from the New England Journal of Medicine discussing the possible
teratogenic effects of .hallucinogens may provide the necessary information, but the
chances are good that many participants won't know what teratogenic means, never
mind what kind of effects they may be. Perhaps a better source, depending on the
audience, might be an article from a more popular magazine such as Psychology Today
that discusses whether or not the use of hallucinogcns p.oduces 'birth defects. Or'
the trainer might have to pull together information from many sources o. create his
own resource piece.

A more difficult problem in selecting content is deciding how muc1' information the
audience needs jpr order to meet the learning objectives and be more effective in their
work. Becausi.',.the field Of-drug abuse is so diverse and complicated, it. is sometimes
tempting to try; to give trainees a quick dash through everything that has been writ-
ten. Not onjy4-is that impossible, some of the information may not be consistent with
the points trainIng`"should be trying to make. For example, if the goal is to train a
group of community volunteers to handle a hotline, the trainer would probably want
to stress the differing. characteristics among drug abusers instead of overloading
trainees with research that points,out the common features of drug abusers' formative
years. or the. similarities on personality inventoriesi. That is not to say that such
information isn't valid or that it should be discounted; it is to say that the goal is to
help volunteers learn to respond to each caller as personally and sensitively as possi-
ble, .to` treat each caller as a special case. It's not likely that volunteers who have
been told repeatedly that 98$ of all drug abuser's come from disrupted homes will pay
as much attention to the fact, that a caller may be failing in school, in a bad love
affair, or frightened to death by drug- relrted symptoms. What the trainer must
decide is how important each kind of information is to achieving the training goal.
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11401)1j1EV: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

REFERENCE SHEET V-3

LECTURE: DEVELOPING THE CURRICULUM

REFERENCE II
The first step in constructing a training program .is to develop training

goals and beh5vioral.objectives. Next, the trainer needs to identify the

curriculum: the appropriate content information, materials, and training

aids. Curriculum is the planned course of study, involving trainee

interactjon with instructional content, resources, and processes for

the purpose of attaining the behaV-i-oral objectives. Selecting or developing

the curriCiiium is the second step in constructing the training program.

Based on the behavioral objectives, the trainer` researches information,

reviews materials, and selects the specific content information that

will be conveyed to participants during the training program.

Learning tasks form the bridge between behavioral objectives and the

training design; they specify what the trainees must learn in order to

achieve the behavioral objectives.

In the past, few designers of training have takenthe time to specify

learning tasks. Generally they determine a list topics they think

should be covered in the training session without thought_about their

relevance to the behavioral objectives7--TE-e7Proc-ss of deriving learning

tasks forces the trainer to put himself in the position :di a trainee

__and to consider each item that,must be learned in order to accomplish

the objectives. Specific learning tasks facilitate the process of selecting

curriculum content because what has to be covered in the training session

is delineated.

SELECTING THE CONTENT: DEVELOPING LEARNING TASKS

To select the content, the trainer must first ask himself: What must

the trainees know to accomplish the behavioral objectives. What kinds

of knowledge, attitudes, and skills must the trainee master to be able to

demonstrate expected performance? What learning tasks will best impart

this knowledge, shape these attitudes, or give practice in these skills?

These learning tasks embrace whatever learning is to be undertaken by

the trainee to enable him to accomplish the behavioral objectives.

Sometimes the learning task is almost the same as the performance specified

in the behavioral objective, for example:

At the end of the training, and without the aid of notes,

the trainee will be able, to identify at least three classifications

of drugs subject to abuse.

The learning task, in this case, is to learn the names of the four classi-

fications of drugs that are subject,to abuse.

In most cases, however, many learning tasks are derived from one objective,

for,example:
t
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At the end of the training, and without the aid of notes,
the trainees will be able to identify at least four items of infor-
mation obtained during an assessment interview that are used to
determine client readiness for treatment.

.The learning tasks, in this case, are

1. To );earn what an assessment interview is

2. To learn the categories of information to be obtained during an
assessment interview

3. To learn the definition of and rationale for Category I of the
assessment interview, Client Readiness

4. To learn what information is necessary to determine client readiness

To identify course content the trainer generates a list of learning tasks.
This provides him with a focal point for selecting appropriate curriculum

content.

In selecting content, the trainer should consider the specific characteristics
of the leraning group and the individual differences among learners. The

content selected has to be relevant to the trainees' abilities and aptitudes,
their attention span and interests, needs, abilities to handle abstractness
or concreteness, and their level and learning style.

ORGANIZING THE CONTENT

The sequence in which the content will be presented is determined to
some extent by the notion of logical progression. It seems logical that

one would not first discuss or practice the rudiments of scuba diving with

a group of nonswimmers; they must swim before they can dive. Nor would

a trainer jump from the first lesson in scuba diving to a lesson on various

ways of identifying marine flora and fauna. A more likely progression

would be from the rudiments of handling equipment to diving safety and
underwater practice. Until the trainees can master the first step, they
should not begin the second, and the third step requires a mastery of both
step one and step two.

Another basis for determining the sequence of content is the type of
learning represented by each task: a change in knowledge,' attitude, or

skills. For example, learning information about what the equipment is and
how it should be used must precede skill-building practice on proper

equipment use. Also, knowing that it is important to follow safety
procedures does not necessarill, guarantee that beginning scuba divers will

have a "good" attitude toward safety. A demonstration in which the effects

of carelessness are demonstrated might bring about the desired attitude.
Both 1pgical progression and the type of learning tasks involved should
be taken into account when organizing and sequencing the curriculum content.
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IMODULE
: COURSE DELIVERY: METHODS AND MEDIA

REFERENCE

is REFERENCE SHEET V-4
SELECTED REFERENCES FOR USING MEDIA

Anderson, R.H. Selectin and Develo in Media for Instruction. New York: Van
Nostrand Rheinhold Co., 1976. ,

Bretz, R.L. A Taxonomy of Corn fiunication Media. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Educational Technology Publications, 1971.

Electro-Voice Microphone Primer. Buchanan, Michigan: Electro-Voice, Inc.

Egan, G. Encounter: Group Process for Interpersonal Growth. Wadsworth, 1970.

Grove, T. Experiences in Interpersonal Communication. Prentice-Hall, 1976.

Johnson, D.W., and Johnson, F.P. Joining Together. Prentice-Hall, 1975.

Johnson, D.W. Reaching Out: Interpersonal Effectiveness and Self-Actualization.
Prentice-Hall, .1972.

Cali-

fornia:
J.E. Instructional Design--AS Plan for Unit and Course Development. Cali-

fornia: Fearon Publishers, 1971.

Keinp, J. E . Planning and Producing Audiovisual Materials. San Francisco:
Chandler, 1968. .

Mattingly, G., and Smith, W. Introducing the Single Camera System. Washington,
D.C.: S & M Productions Ltd., 1971.

Nylen, D., Mitchell, J.R., and Stout, A. Handbook of Staff Development and Human
Relations Training. Washington, D.C.: National Training Laboratories/Institute for
Applied Behavioral Sciences, 1967.

Pfieffer, J.W., and Jones, J.E. Annual Handbooks for Group Facilitators. University
Associates Publishers, Inc., since 1972.

' Pfieffer, J.W., and Jones, J.E. A Handbook of Structured Experiences for Human
Relations Training, Vols. I, II, Ill, and IV. Iowa City: University Associates Press,
1970.

Simon, H., and Kirshenbaum. , Values Clarification. Hart Publishers, 1972.

Weisgerber, R.A. Instructional Process and Mettip Innovation. Chicago: Rand
McNally and Company, 1968.

OTHER RESOURCES

AV Communication Review. Washington, D.C.: The Association for Educational Com-
munications and Technology. Articles concerned with the growing industry of educa-
tional technology.
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Reference Sheet V-4, Continued

Audio Visual Instruction. Washington, D.C.: Tie association for Educational Com-
munications and Technology. Published ten times each year; articles generally are
centered around the state-of-the-art in educational design and new equipment
updates.
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MODULE Vi: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

RATIONALE

While a trainer may have good delivery skills, these skill, comprise only half of the
necessary skills in training. For learners to truly learn, they must not only receive
information, but also practice it, discover how it relates to what they already know,
and determine how it relates tk what they need to know and how they feel abodt
integrating it with what they already know. This is called processing.

Learning in a functioning group, of course, adds dimensions to the process beyond
that of individuals learning in a traditional classroom. setting. The group setting pro-
vides for sharing experiences- and shared experience in the here-and-now. The
group also provides opportunities to try out, play act, and learn a variety of roles.
There are curative factors in a group that come out of the feedback and support pro-
videdby group members to each other that can help people go beyond past learning
difficulties. The learning experience, as .weil as the didactic lesson, must be pro-
cessed. Processing enables participants to draw from what they have experienced or
leirned.

SYNOPSIS
cs's

The overview of this module lays out communication skills, particularly those involved
in giving feedback according to descriptive criteria. In addition, the overvieltii".dis-
cusses the rationale for meeting objectives and previewS activities that leact to
improved interaction.

The next-section is optional; it involves diagnostic evaluation of whether the trainee
group can provide useful feedback and, should there be deficiences, some optional

exercises to provide practice in gi%)ing good feedback.

The first working section of this module is a lecture/brainstorm discussion of the
EIAG process and guidelines .for processing information and feelings. This is followed
by small group examinations of learning gained through an experiential exercise; as a
group, participants will process their learning and feelings about the learning.

Finally, several participants will make presentations or involve the group in an activ-
ity and then process the experience/learning. A summary of module outcomes ends

the activities.

6
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VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING Ly\RNING 3 HOURS

'MODULE EXPERIENCES TIME: 30 MINUTES
............K

i

GOALS .
......__

To understand what group experierice has to offer individuals

To understand communication that supports group and individual growth

_,Wo understand what is needed beyond presenting information and facilitating
experiential activities. '.

OBJECTIVES .

At the end of this module, participants will be able to: ,

Write four key questions or design an activity that will help a group in process-
ing new information or new skills

Define E1AG

i Define processing ,

Deliver and process, an experiential learning piece.

MATERIALS .

'

Flip chart or newsprint -..
Easel/tape
Felt-tip markers
Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)
Participant Manual

/ .
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MODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES
,.......

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

10 MINUTES

.--""

.

,

,

1.

.

MODULE OVERVIEW

Preview the .contents of this module, giving the
rationale and the activities that will move par-
ticipants toward meeting module objectives. Use
the list of goals and objectives that appears in
Module VI of the Participant Manual.

NOTE: This module depends to some extent on
prerequisite knowledge in .the area of com-
munication skills, particularly that of giv-
ing descriptive feedback. ,

..

The skill of giving feedback is taught in
the Group Facilitators Training Package by
NDACTRD and in Counseling Alcoholic CH-
ents by the National Center for Alcohol
Education (NCAE). .

There are many other communication skills,
as well, that are useful. Many of these
skills might be grouped under the heading
"microcounseling." Amdng them are:

- Listening ( Y

- Paraphrasing
- Probing
- Summarizing
- Reflecting Feelings.

If there are doubts as to whether parti.ci-
pants have adequate feedback skills, one
or more of the optional diagnostic or prac- .

tice exercises in the next section may be
useful.

10-40 MINUTES

.

2. EXERCISE VI-1: FEEDBACK

It is assumed that participants have adequate knowl-
edge of and practice in giving feedback. However, if
group members or the trainer feels that there is a

majoi- deficiency in this area, one or more of the fol-
lowing options may be elected. Material on communi-
cation and feedback is included in the Participant
Manual. If the deficiency exists, but is not felt to
be so major as to impede subsequent learning and
practice experiences, suggest readings appropriate
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MODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

, ..../

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
a

Selected Readings VI-1
and VI-2
Reference Sheet VI -4

(10-20 MINUTES)
Reference Sheet VI-1

Worksheet VI-1

(10 MINUTES)

(20 MINUTES)

Worksheet, VI-1,
Option C ,

s

to group members. (See Selected Readir.gs VI-1 and
. VI-2 anti Reference Sheet V1-4, the bibliography for

this module.) ,

Exercise VI-1, Option A: Individual Diagnostic
Exercise

Poll participants verbally about their sense of
skill at giving ;eedback according to the cri
teria listed in Reference Sheet VI-1 of the Par-
ticipant Manual,

or

Administer the Quiz on Types of Feedback, on
Worksheet V1-1 in the Participant Manual.

Exercise VI-1, Option B: Lecture .

Present a brief lecture on the principles of
feedback.

Exercise VI-1, Option C
, . .

Whether or not the trainer reviews feedback, Work-
sheet VI-1, Option C, in the Participant Manual
might be used to help participants sharpen their
understanding of the distinction between objectivity
and subjectivity, and to continue' to weave in the
subject of trainer ethics and power.

20 MINUTES

Reference Sheets V1-2
and VI-3
Selected Readings VI-3
and VI-4

3. DISCUSSION: PROCESSING AND INTERVENTiON

Help participants to discriminate between inter-
vertion and processing. (See Reference Sheets
VI-2 and VI-3, and Selected Readings VI-3 and
VI-4 . )

Point out that the difference between them is as
follows:

Processing- -What--What the group does to inte-
grate content and feelings.

- Intervention - -What the trainer does to
direct group process.
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MODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Visual VI-I

Visual VI-2

'Reference Sheet VI-1

As part of the lecture:

Present the EIAG Model. Use Visual VI-1 as an
aid.

Relate it to:

Didactic material
EXperiential material
Incidental occurrences.

(Use Visual VI-2 to develop the idep of a continuum
of content/feelings to be processed.)

Present guidelines for processing. (See Refer-
ence Sheet VI-1.)

Also, bring out questions that participants need
to answer for themselves, in order to take
responsibility for what they have learned or for
feelings about what they learned. Have them.
talk over these questions:

How does thk relate to what I know?

How does this relate to what I need to
know?

Is it relevant?

How will it change my perspective?

How will it change my behavior?

How will it change my attitude?

Discuss questions related to feelings about
activities/interpersonal relationships:

Did it feel comfortable/uncomfortable?

Was the sharing beneficial? Was there
conflict?, Cooperation?

Did being in this small group have an
effect on learning)positively? Negatively?

Review questions that need to be answered
after experiential exercises:
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MODULE Vit: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Visual VI-1
Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Feip -tip Markers

What were the skills' breakdowns?

What was ,my comfort level with skills?

What are the principles that can be gener-
alized from this exercise?

By using Visual VI-1 of the EIAG model, deliver
a 'step- by-step process for deriving interven-
tions that help group members process their
experiences.

Expand the "Identity" step to at least three
areas out of which questions that can be put to
the group easily fall. For example, "What prin-
ciples can you take out of the role play you
Just did?"

. EXERCISE VI-1: CONDUCTING IT

Use the following two activities in order to pro-
cess the lecture just completed. The first
involves processing didactic material; , th'e
second, processing an experiential exercise.

a) To process didactic material, you might ask
the group how they would process the
lecture just delivered. Require each
group member to try an intervention and
have the group respond.

b) To process an experiential exercise,
you might ask the group: "How many of
you know the exercise in which one person
has to obtain 'it' from another?"

Can someone review it? What is the
point?

How might you intervene to process-
it? .

Directions for "It"

One member of a dyad is designated as havl "it,"
and he or she does not want to give "it" up. The
other person wants "it"; his or her job is to talk the
first person into giving "it" up. It is important in
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MODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIAL.

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

this game that the person who has "it" does not
think of "it" as a specific object. Five minutes are
given to get "it" away from the partner.

'Facilitate the group's processing of both the
lecture and the "it" exercise. It might be useful
to hold a brief group discussion of any differ-

. ences and similarities between processing clidac-
,, tic and experiential methods.

/

5-10-MINUTES ' .
BREAK

30 MINUTES

Worksheet VI-2

.

,

..

5. EXERCISE VI-2: PRACTICE IN PROCESSING

In this section, an opportunity is given to partici-
pants to practice processing. Group supports are
built into the exercise. Trainer(s) should move
between the small groups, observing and offering
assistance as needed.

Direct participants to Worksheet VI-2 in their
manuals.

Have participants form small groups of appro-
ximately four members each.

If, in circulating between small groups, anyone
is stuck, encourage the "observers" to help out
the' "trainers," either by applying processing
interventions to the trainer or by momentarily
taking their place.

When the large group reconvenes, try to get a
shared sense of participants' idea of the rele-
vance of the practice just completed and of
processing itself as a skill necessary to their
work as trainers.

5-10 MINUTES . BREAK

60 MINUTES

,

6. EXERCISE VI-3:' MORE PRACTICE IN ,PROCESSING
.. .

In this last activity only two or possibly four partici-
pants can have all opportunity to present and pro-
cess a learning experience. Presentations--whether

.
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MODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES,

TIME, MEDIA,,
AND MATERIALS

.,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Worksheet VI -3

didactic or experiential--should take no more than 15
minutes. Another 15 minutes should be devoted to
group processing of the experience.

Break large group into two smajl groups.

Choose one (two, if time permits) presenters
for each group. (Participants who delivered
presentations during Module V should allow
others a turn.) Presentations occur as an out-
line on Worksheet VI -3 of the Participant Man-
ual.

Focus on questions and unfinished business
when the large group reconvenes.

,

,

10 MINUTES

.

Module IX

7. MODULf:...atiltOMES

Summarize and process the module in terms of
I) meeting objectives; and 2) method, trainer,
etc., as a model.

NOTE: If the suggested training schedule has
been followed, it is the end of Day 3. At
this point, it would be good to have par-
ticipants begin to make decisions about
their own presentations which will occur or
Day 5.

You should next study Module IX in order to explain
the options for presentations to participants.

Then, refer participants to Module IX of their
manuals. Encourage participants to pick a topic
and to begin to think about how to deliver and
process a learning piece on that topic. Formal
presentations will begin on Day 4 of the train-
ing.

Be available for assistance to participants indi-
vidually. Also let them know that presentations
will be discussed further at the close of Module
VIII.

.
.

END OF MODULE VI
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MODULE
VI: FACILITATION:

EXPERIENCES
PROCESSING LEARNING

WORKSHEET

WQRKSHEET VI-1
QUIZ ON TYPES OF FEEDBACK

Directions:

1. Using the code in the
front of each item.

box below, place the appropriate letter (Or letters)

2. .Chpck yoUr answers wiith the key.

in

R

A
L

C
G
D
E

(Reporting)
(Assuming)
(Leveling)

(Confronting)
(Gross)
(Descriptive)
(Evaluative)

(Prescriptive) =

Givingthe receiver factual data.
Telling what the facts mean to you.
Using "I" to te'l the receiver how your assumptions
you fell without obligation to receiver to .change.
Using "you" to communicate your judgment to the receiver.
Giving the receiver unmanageable information.
Same as Reporting.
Making assumptions to tell a person what you think and
expecting a behavior change.
Telling the receiver what to do or how to chance.

made

Example:

R A You spoke rapidly; I'm guessing you had a lot to say in just a short time.

1. Your lips moved rapidly; your words come out very fast.

2. You've got to speak more slowly so people will understand you.

3. I noticed you were late for each of the three sessions yesterday.

4. I found myself getting annoyed because you've been late to three Ses-
sions in a row, now.

S. Your accent is really seductive, you know.

6. I saw people yawning and looking out the window; I guess they were '
bored.

9

7. Your voice was loud and clear--I heard everything you said.

8. saw you smiling when I messed up my presentation.

9. When you told that last joke no one laughed.

10. You really cut her down when you ignored her question.

11. There is something about you that just turns me off.
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Worksheet VI-1, Continued

12. Those freaky clothes you wear turn me off.

.13. Those freaky clothes you wear turn me on.

14. You should make an effort to participate more.

I6.1
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Worksheet I -1, Continued

ANSWER KEY

R,D 1. Factual data with no judgment or interpretation.

C 2. Judgment directed at the receiver.

R,D, 3. See 1, above.

L R E 4. Giving personal feelings and factual reasons for them.

G 5. What's the receiver to do with this kind of judgment?

R A 6. Factual data followed by a personal assumption.

R 7. See 1, above.

R 8. See 1, above.

9. See 1, above.

C E 10... Judging the other person's behavior on an assumption.

G 11. Your receiver has ESP, maybe?

C 12. Close to gross - -whops to define "freaky?"

C E 13. See 12.

C P 14. Judgment and sentencing.
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Worksheet VI-1, Continued

OPTION C

PURPOSE:

To give feedbzck that makes a distinction between observations and assumptions.

To further explore fantasies participants hold about trainers and training.

MATERIALS:

None

PROCEDURE:

1. Form dyads.

One participant makes observations, and on the basis of them, states assump-
tions.as to bow that person would be as a trainer.

For example: ""I see you are wearing a business suit. Everything is color coor-
dinated. imagine that you'd be a very competent, well-organized :trainer."

3. The other participant does the same.

TIME:

20 minutes
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VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING
MODULE EXPERIENCES WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET VI-2
PRACTICE IN PROCESSING

(FOR EXERCISE VI-2)

PURPOSE:

To prOcess an experiential exercise in terms of its theoretical content and the feelings
it generates in participants.

MATERIALS:

Descriptions of three exercises that can be used. (Small group "trainer" may substi-
tute any appropriate exercise with which he or she is familiar.)

AI

PROCEDURE:

1. Break into small groups of four.

2. One (or two) participant(s) are designated as "trainer" (or "trainer" and
"cotrainer ").

3. "Trainer(s)" sets a context for the exercise and gives necessary instructions.

4. Trairier(s) facilitates exercise.

5. All members of small group jot down notes with respect to the EIAG process
(i.e., what were the important elements, what can be generalized).

6. "Trainer" makes interventions to help group process the experience. Group
members may act as "alter egos" supplying additional interventions or building
upon those made.,

7. Reconvene in large group.

TIME:

30 minutes

k
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VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING
MODULE EXPERIENCES WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET VI-3
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATION(S) TO THE GROUP

(FOR EXERCISE VI-3)

PURPOSE:

To facilitate group in procesSing a learning piece presented by a participant.

MtATERIALS:

Module V, Participant Manual

PROCEDURE:

1. Break large group into small groups of five or six participants.

2. Two participants 'within each small group volunteer or are chosen within each
group.

These two prepare a 10-minute presentation on interventions for processing con-.
tent and feeling generated by the presentation. They may choose from their own
experience(s) or use a resource notebook to generate a presentation. (While
they take 10 minutes to prepare, 'other group members may take a break).

4. In turn; each delivers and processes his or her presentation.

TIME:

60 minutes



VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING
MODULE EXPERIENCES REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET VI-1
AIDS FOR GIVING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK

by
(

George F.J. Lehner, Ph.D.

Unpublished paper, Psychology Department, University of California at Los Angeles.
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AIDS FOR GIVING AND RdEIVING FEEDBACK

Some of the most important data we can receive from °theft (or
give to others) consists of feedback related to our behavior.
Such feedback can provide learning opportunities for each of us
if we can use the reactions of others as a mirror for observing
the-consequences of our behavior. Such personal data feedback
helps to make us more aware of what we do and how we do it, thus
increasing our ability to modify and change our behavior and to
become more effective in our interactions with others.

To help us develop and use the techniques of feedback for personal
growth, it is necessary to understand certain characteristics of
the process. The following is a brief outline of some factors
which may assist us in.making better use of feedback, both as the
giver and the receiver of feedback. This list is only a starting
point. You may wish to add .further items to it.

1. Focus feedback on behavior rather'than the person

It is important that we refer to what a person. does rather than
comment on what we imagine he is. This focus on behavior furthei
implies that we use adverbs (which relate to actions) rather than
adjectives (which relate to qualities) when referring to a person.
Thus we might say a person "talked considerably in this meeting,"
rather than that this person "is a'loudmouth." When we talk in
terms of "personality traits" it implies inherited constant quali-
ties difficult, if not impossible, to change. Focusing on behavior
implies that it is something related to a specific situation that
might be changed. It is less threatening to a person to hear
comments on his behavior than his "traits."

2. Focus feedback on observations rather than inferences

Observations refer to what we can see or hear in the behavior of
another person, while inferences refer to interpretations and
conclusions which we make from what we see or hear. In a senge,
inferences or conclusions about a person contaminate our obser-
vations, thus clouding the feedback for another person. When
inferences or conclusions are shared and it may be valuable to
have this data, it is important that they be so identitt.

3. Focus feedback on description rather than judgment

The effort to describe represents a process for reporting what
occurred, while judgment refers to an evaluation in terms of
good or bad, right or wrong, nice or not nice. The judgments
arise out of a personal frame of reference or,values, whereas
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description repreSents neutral (as far as possible) reporting.

4. Focus feedback on descriptions of behavior which are in
terms of "more or less" rather than in terms of "either-
or"

The "more or less" terminology Implies a continuum on which any
behavior may fall, stressing quantity, which is objective and
measurable, rather than quality, which is subjective and judgmen-
tal., Thus, participation of a person may fall on a continuum
from low participation to high participation, rather than "good"

or "bad" participation. Not to think in terms of "more or less"
and the use of continua is to trap outselves into thinking in
categories, which may then represent 'serious distortions of real-

ity.

5: Focus feedback on behavior related to a specific situa-
tion, preferably to the "here and now"*ather than to
behavior in the abstract, placing it in the "there and

then"

What you and I do is always tied in some way to time and place,
and we increase our understanding of behavior by keeping it tied

to time and place. Feedback is generally more meaningful if

given as soon as appropriate after the observation or reactions
occur, thus keeping it concrete and relatively free of distortions

that come with the lapse of time.

6. Focus feedback on the sharing of ideas and information
rather than on giving advice

By sharing i'deas and information we leave the person free to
:Nide for himself, in the light of his own goals in a particu-
situation at a partiular time, how to use the ideas and the

information. When we give advice. we tell him what to do with the
information, and in that sense 1;s7e take away his freedom to deter-
mine for himself what is for him the most appropriate course of

action.

7. Focus feedback on exploration of alternatives rather
than answersor solutions

The more we can focus on a variety of procedures and means for
the attainment of a particular goal, the less likely we are to
accept prematurely a particular answer or solution -which may or

may not fit our particular problem. Many of us go around with
a number of answers and solutions for which there are no prob-
lems.
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8. Focus feedback on the value it vay have to the recipient,
not on the value or "release" that it provides the person
giving the feedback

The feedback provided should serve the needs of the recipient
rather than the needs of the giver. Help and Etedback need to
be given and heard as an offer, not an imposition.

9. Focus feedback on the amount of information that the'
person receiving it can use, rather than on the amount
that you have which you might like to give

To overload a person with feedback is to reduce the possibility
that he may use what he receives effectively. When we give more
than can be used we may be satisfying some-need for ourselves
rather than helping the other person.

ZO. Focus feedbackon time and place so that personal data
can be shared at appropriate times

Because the reception and use of personal feedback involves many
possible emotional reactions, it is important to be sensitive
to when it is appropriate to provide feedback. Excellent feed-
back prese Ited at an inappropriate time may do morem.-=hArm than
good.

11. F,bcus feedback on what is said rather than why it is said

The aspects of feedback which relate to the what, how, when,
where, lof what is said are observable characteristics. The why
of what is said takes us from the observable to the inferred,
and brings up questions of "motive" or "intent."

It may be helpful to think of, "why" in terms of a specifiable
goal or goals--which can then be considered in terms of time,
place, procedures, probabilities of attainment, etc. To make
assumptions about the motives of the person giving feedback may
prevent us froth hearing or cause us to distort what is said. In
short, if I question "why" a person gives me feedback, I may not
hear what he says.

In short, the giving (and receiving) of feedback requires courage,
skill, understanding, and respect for self and others.
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MODULE EXPERIENCES

REFERENCE SHEET. VI-2
SOME GUIDELINES FOR PROCESSING EXPERIENCES AND LEARNING

Allow the work to come from the group rather than the trainer.

Ensure that communication is betwen participants rather than from participant to
trainer and trainer to participant.

Allow sharing of past experiences with the piece of knowledge under discussion
as .to its use of applicability in the present.

'Use nondirective questions when possible.

Ensure that participants take responsibility for what they say: "I" rather than
"we."

Keep goals,and objectives of module and exercise in mind when processing.

Allow ventilation of feelings in proportion to emotionality of the content or exper-
.ience.

. If intense feelings are generated, don't let one person get labeled,: hndscape-
goated; distribute the feeling.

; Constantly ensure that helpful, descriptive feedback is given according to rules
in previous article.
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MODULE
!UN:

EXPERIENCES
LEARNING

(
REFERENCE SHEET Vi-3

THE TRAINING DESIGN MODEL: THE EIAG PROCESS

REFERENCE

A training .design is an attempt to plan a group's behavior in order to help group
members learn something. The basic model for the design of most training sessions is
the EIAG process. The EIAG process is a structured way of learning from experi-
ence. It is based upon the concept that people learn best by being actively involved
in their own learning. EIAG is composed of four steps: The learner:

Has an experience,I
Identifies the elements of that experience,_

Analyzes the meaning, usefulness, and 'applicability of what was learned,

Generalizes about knowledge and skills acquired in this specific situation so
that they can be applied in other situations.

E--Experience r

Experiences in the training session should be related to information and skills the
trainees want to learn. Trainees might try out certain tasks they'll be expected, to
perform on the job. For example, a module on treatment planning might include a
videotape of a client presenting his case. Trainees would then use the information
from the videotape to develop a treatment plan for this client. In this case, the
videotape is the experience element of the EIAG process.

f
I-- Identify

The trainees must identify what happened during the experience. We may notice only
one or two things ourselves, but in fact many things are happening at the same time
during any event. Pooling the group's observations of behaviors, ideas, and feelings
ensures that everyone shares the same information about the experience. For example,
after the experience of, watching the videotape, trainees would identify the needs of
the client. One person might identify two or three needs, while other group members
might 'see, hear, and state other needs. Everything noticed should be discussed.

A--Analyze

Trainees should then think about why things happen as they did. They need to try
to discover causes and forces--why the client expressed himself in a particular way,
whR,/ he focused on some things and did not mention others, why he acted as he did.
How did his actions affect the viewer? How did they affect the development of the
treatment plan?

V

G--Generalize

After they have analyzed the situation, trainees should then apply what was learned
in this specific situation to more general circumstances. What was learned from this
experience in treatment planning that can be applied on the job? Generalizing is
extremely important: trainees must be able to apply what they have learned in a
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Reference Sheet VI-3, Continued

controlled environment (the training session) to their jobs; otherwise, there is no
purpose in training.

While the EIAG process is built into the design of most learning activities, it is made
'explicit as the trainer processes the activity. The trainer does this by: .,

Reviewing or enabling participants to discuss meaningful aspects of the
EXPERIENCE

Enabling participants to IDENTIFY the behaviors, ideas, or feelings experi-
enced

Enabling participants to ANALYZE the meaning, usefulness, applicability of
the behaviors, ideas, or feelings

Enabling participants to take the specific behaviors, ideas, and feelings and
apply them to other, possibly more .complex situations that might be
encountered back home; that is, to GENERALIZE from the training group to
their on-the-job situation.

What we do naturally in "learning from experience" provides an excellent model for
designing an effective training event and for processing discrete learning experi-
ences. Training groups have a tendency to move quickly. it is very important that
both the trainer and the group understand that people learn only when they take time
to *thoroughly identify and analyze an experience and to generalize from it.

,

1,
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MODULE EXPERIENCES REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET VI-4
i3IBLIOGRAPHY

Miller, G.R., and Steinberg, M. Between People: A New Analysis of Interpersonal
Communication. Science Research Associates, 1975. This is a well-rounded approach
to the subject.

Interpersonal Relationships. Scott Foresman, 1973. A special-topic introduction to
communication.
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MODUU VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

VISUAL VI-1:
INTERVENTION FOR PROCESSING

VISUALS

Content-cognitive
Principles
Themes or'najor theory

Content-psychomotor
Skill

Components (
Feelings: Affective
Possible range of
feelings

Analyses

Generalize
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VISUALSMODULE VI: FACILITATION: PROCESSING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

VISUAL VI-2

PROCESSING CONTENT AND FEELINGS
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/ MODULE Vii: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING

RATIONALE

Groups are an excellent learning environment for adults. Groups, however, are not
always easy learning environments. There are many conflicting variables that must
be managed when working with groups. The combination of learner, trainer, materi-
als, and environment .can have potent effects, and therle is no way to predict from
one group to the next whether it will work. A particular combination of participants
may comprise an excellent group environmentone' that is cooperative, able to handle
occasional conflicts, and so on; another combination of participants may be unabie to
find a way of working together no matter how conflicts are handled. A particular
trainer may be just right with one group, yet at a total loss with another. The
materials, or the setting itself, may have an additional impact on how a group func-
tions.

Even if it were possible to have the best training package, the most dynamic delivery
skills, and the most sensitive ear for group process and processing, problems would
still occur. Trainers must expect a number of difficulties during training sessions:
it is rare for group meetings to proceed without any difficulties at all. However,
problems are not necessarily indicators of poor facilitation.

Rather than being fearful of problems, a trainer must concentrate on a group's pro-
cess to. know when the group is functioning in a way that allows for meeting individ-
ual and group goals at the various stages of the group's development. When, in his
or her judgment, it is not functioning effectively, there is a whole range of interven-
tions that can help. This module covers the "when," "why," and "wherefores" of
intervention. It introduces a conceptual framework for identifying events that create
the need for trainer interventions in group process, and for examining the kinds of
interventions trainers habitually make.

SYNOPSIS

This module opens With an overview and rationale. Prerequisite knowledge - -the
groundwork for intervention taught in the NDACTRD Group Facilitator Training Pack-
age--is reviewed briefly. After a brief discussion of the purpose of intervention and
how it differs from feedback, the group spends 20 minutes discussing "war stories"- -
difficult situations or .interventions that did not work as expected. This is followed
by a large group exercise--a brainstorm of the range of conditions that might require
intervention, given four major target areas for intervention. This elaboration of the
conditions under which intervention take place leads into a presentation on the critical
steps of the intervention process. Small group, case study discussions give partici-
pants a chance to examine this subject matter experientially.

This is followed by a small group self-study laboratory in which participants have an
opportunity to intervene in ongoing group process. A discussion of module outcomes
follows.
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VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO
MODULE ENHANCE LEARNING TIME: 3 HOURS

GOALS ANMlawl

To applyan organized procedure for determining when to intervene in a group's
process

To broaden intervention repertoires

To practice intervening.

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this module, participants will be able to:

List four conditions (or sources) for which ,trainers generally intervene in group
process

1::: f;ne the elements of an effective intervention

In response to case study descriptions, demonstrate a po'ssible intervention that
a trainer would make

Identify problem situations that might require intervention and classify them as
to condition or source.

MATERIALS

Flip chart or newsprint
Easel/tape
Felt-tip markers
Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)
Participant Manual
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1

MODULE ,
VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,

AND MATERIALS
)

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
.

10 MINUTES

.

?

.

;

1. MODULE OVERVIEW

Introduce the module by discussing its rbtionale
and participant activities in terms of how its
objectives will be met.

NOTE: Participants are often very fearful of pos-

-,

sible problems that might be encountered
,

as they engage in ,7training. And they
want "hands-on" practice in coping with
such situations. Wbile this module is

... designed to give such practice--through
group discussion, ease study, and a labor-
atory experience - -you should stress that
skill prc:tice is only useful insofar tas
trainers are able to attend to group pro-
cess, hone their ability to intervene, and
change focus, only when the group is
unable to handle a situation on its own.
In other wcrds, there is no need to inter-
vene for intervention's sake alone. A
major factor in intervention skills is know-
ing when to allow the group to take care
of its own process. ,

20 MINUTES

.

Worksheet V11-1

.

, . .

2. DISCUSSION: INTERVENTION .

In this segment of the module, you wi:i help the
group establish a base on which to add knowledge.

Give/elicit from the group:

- The definition of "intervention"
- The purpose of interventions.

introduce Worksheet .VII-1 on interventions in
the Participant Manual and:

- Give the definitions of "indicator" and
"affect" as used in the worksheet.

- Let participants know they will discuss a
process to help decide whether or not to
intervene--the "stop here." 4...

Walk participants through the filled-out version
of Worksheet VH-1 in the manual. .

.
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MODULE VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING--...---,
TIME, MEDIA,

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

-

Facilitate a discussion in which participants
share past experiences with interventions:

- Those that worked
- Those that didn't work

..Unexpected results ..

- Difficult situations.

- Questions.

25 MINUTES

Flip Chart/Easel
Newsprint
Felt-tip ,markers

.

.

Worksheet V11-1

,41:0

.
.

3.

.

LECTURE AND BRAINSTORM
,-Keep participants in the large group for this discur

sion or facilitate breakdown into smaller groups if it
is thought that the opportunity for fuller participa-
ticn and greater intimacy would be fruitful.*

Whether or not participants realize it, they know a
great deal about intervention--particularly, condi-
tions that require it. Identifying those conditions
requiring intervention, is, of course, the first step.

As a lead-in to the lecture on the intdrventive
process, facilitate a large group brainstorm.

Hang four pieces of newsprint having the follow-
ing titles:

,
1

Individual participant
Environment (interpersonal/group)

. Trainer
- Materials/content.' Clarify the relationship between these four
items and Worksheet V11-1.

Explain
.
that this ,represents a convenient way

of breaking down the conditions or sources of
difficulty that may require intervention.

Ask participants to identify specifies problem
situations under each heading in hich a
trainer might decide to intervene.

Record the items gener:ated on each chart.
(See Worksheet V11-1 for a sample.)

t
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MODULE VII: FACILITAT ION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING . ---.
TIME, MEDIA,I

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

4

Reference Sheets VI I -1
through VH-5.

o

Visual VI I -1

.i,

4

Worksheet VI I -1 s

The major point of this lecture is to provide a
process for parlic,ipants which can be internal-
ized as a mental set to guide them in choosing
whether or not to intervene.

Get across two main parameters for this choice:

- The stage of gro9p development, and

- The inability of the group to work towards
its goal.

NOTE: Refer participants to Reference Sheets

)

VI 1-1 through VI I -5 in their"r--nanuals for
more information.

-

Review prerequisite knowledge from the Group
Facilitator Trainind. Package:

..

- General idea f "critical points" at which
Intervention m y be appropriate

- Process issues of concern in making inter-
ventions

." Dimensions on which interventions may
N./ail,: focus, immediacy, responsibility
(use Visual VII -1)

- Timing and effect. .

Create an atmosphere wherein participants may:

- Determine stage of group development

- Identify conditions that may require inter-
vention

0

- Determine whether conditions impair ability
to reach goal or infringes on a member of
the group

- If yes, decide focus, . immediacy, anti
responsibility

- . Assess reaction

Relate this to the Intervention Worksheet Exam-
ple, "Stop Here," and the last two columns,

193
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MODULE VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING.1:
TIME, MEDIA,,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Visual VII-2

Selected Readings VH-1
through VI1-6
Reference Sheet VII-6

which guide the decision on whether or not to
intervene and, if yes, which intervention to
make.

Use Visual VII-2 to get this across. 1

(See Selected Readings V11-1 through VII-6 in the
Participant Manual for additional important information
for the development of the lecture. Reference Sheet
VII-6, the bibliography for this module, may also be
of help.).

.1

40 MINUTES
L.,

Worksheet VII -2

Worksheet VI I -3

. .
, ,

/
.

4. DISCUSSION: SMALL GROUP CASE STUDIES
.

Participants will now have an opportunity to put into
practice the process just outlined.

Form small- groups of five participants teach.
.

e Refer participants to Worksheet VII-2 in their
manuals for instructions. ,

Ask participants to read each vignette case, in .

turn; the group may wish' to fill out an inter-
ventions worksheet (Worksheet VII-3) for each
vignette.

. As a group, discuss each vignette inrterms of:

- Stage of group growth
.

Decide whether a condition exists that
might require intervention

Decide whether an intervention should be
made .

- If yes, decide on a plan of action or a
sample intervention response

i
te

- After 30 .minutes, recovene the large 4d,,
group. fr

If time permits, the following activity may be
added after the small group case studies.

try

:

,. .
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MODULE VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING` TO ENHANCE LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

. .

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES-
_

Form small groups

Allow participants to describe a particularly dif-
ficult situation they either imagine might occur
or that has occurred

Allow each group to give whatever help it can

Briefly describe the situation and solutions in
the large group.

75 MINUTES

.

.

-

e

,

.

4

5. EXERCISE VII-1: SELF-STUDY LABORATORY°

Form small groups of six to eight members who
will form a fishbowl to discuss any one of the
following topics for 20-30 minutes:

- Cultural differences

- Relating to an ethnically (or minority)
' mixed trainee group

- Training in the "here and now"

- Using trainee knowledge and data without
giving up leadership/trainer rile

- Dealing with hostility . . .

How it feels to practice doing training in
the TOT group

- Aci eptable trainer behavior.>

Form three groups of observers, each of which
will .report on one of the following:

- Group 1 reports on. leadership, personal
style, and stage of group growth

- Group 2 reports on interventions made that
attempt to improve atmosphere and/or to
keep the group on the subject

- Group 3 reports on any interventions that
were felt to be unnecessary, questionable,
or inaApropriate.
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MODULE
.

VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

°

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

.

NOTE: During the activity, the trainer(s) acts as ,
an observer, participating only if facilita-
tion is absolutely essential.

Have observer groups meet for 10 minutes fol-
lowing a 20- to 30- minute discussion, to formu-
late reports to the large .group; discussion
group discusses their own process and plans a
report.

tlecommend large group listen to and discuss
the four subgroup reports.

Help participants pull together the main points
and relate them back to the intervention model.

10 MINUTES 6. MODULE OUTCOMES

Facilitate a summary of the extent to which the
module met its objectives.

Discuss the methods, trainer input, and so on,
to extrapolate those asp,ects of a worthy model
of training design, and *delivery.

.

.

END OF MODULE VII

.
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WORKSHEET VII-1:

INTERVENTIONS WORKSHEET EXAMPLE

INDICATOR
(Trainee

Behavior)

AFFECT
(Trainer's
Assumption) TRAINER

-

CONDITIONS

TRAINEE ENVIRONMENT CONTENT

YES

or

NO

INTERVENTION
FOCUS, IMMEDIACY,
RESPONSIBILITY

Trainee ,

is staring
out'window

Boredom

-

Trainer is
being too
wordy and
uncT,ar

.

.

9
0

I.,

n
CD

h
o°9
CD

0
h

o
r-i.

..Q

cnI0
x)

2
m
X)
m

,

Trainee
is staring
out window

Excitement
,

.

Someone is
streaking
outside the

training room

.

Trainee
is staring
out window

Di'sgust

-

Trainee
is talking
again

.

.

Trainee
is staring
out window

Fatigue

Trainee went
to 1 1 at

4:0 AM

1

Trainee

is staring
out window

Boredom

Material is
too techni-
cal and
complex

18L
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WORKSHEET VII-1:

INTERVENTIONS WORKSHEET

(CONTINUED)
Sample

JNDICATOR
(Trainee
Behavior)

AFFECT

(Trainer's
Assumption) TRAINER

CONDITIONS

TRAINEE ENVIRONMENT CONTENT

YES

or
NO

INTERVENTION
FOCUS, IMMEDIACY,

RESPONSIBILITY

'

,

,

i
o

.

6..

D
.

0 Ci)
11 I0
0 .13

0 S
M

0 W
11 M

ki. 0
(1.

..)

...

N

1
rn
70

m<

2
C)

1
C.

m

m

m

Z
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VII: rACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE.

OODULE. LEARNING 4/ORKSHEET

WORKSHEET VII -2
SMALL GROUP CASE STUDIES

PURPOSE:

.0 To identify whether trainer intervention is necessary.

o To decide focus of intervention.

MATERIALS:

Vignettes 1 througn 3 (attached).

PROCEDURE:

1. Form small groups.

2. Each group member reads all of the cases.

3. As a group, discuss each vignette in turn.

a. Identify the stage of group growth,

b. Identify whether there is .a condition that may require intervention,

c. Decide whether trains should intervene,

d. Come up with a plan of action (or no action) or a sample interventive
response.

4. Reconvene in large group and share summaries.

5. Discuss similarities and differences in action plans or !nterventive responses.

TIME:

40 minutes

11E1°9t36
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Worksheet V I 1-2, Continued

VIGNETTE #1

Yesterday, the third day of V.aihing, a 1-hour segment of the course fell totally flat.
At first, the trainers did nc,t know what to make of it. The group had, to this
poirrt, been very responsive to the material. They were attentive during lectures,
enthusiastic during dis'cussions, and seemed to enjoy a videotape in which two people
from a treatment agency acted out a counseling session to demonstrate three tech-
niques being taught. In the segment that didn't work, participants, were assigned

, rolessimilar to those in the videotape- -and aslr+d to practice the ..f.arne three skills.
None'of the participants was able to suspend his or her own identity sufficiently to
get into the role play. Instead, there was just confusion, stiffness, and, very little
practice. Since the trainer was unable to figure out this phenomenon, she took 20
minutes of group time to discuss it. She discovered that this particular mix of par-
ticipants from 'found it impossible to pretend to be other than
who they actually were, even though there was a similarity of setting and client prob-
lem, and that they could neither play roles nor make a skill transfer from assumed
roles to their own roles.

Since the trainer anticipated a 'similar difficulty with the next three counseling skills
to be taught the morning of Day 4 (through a similar sequence of activities), she took
some time to think about what to do.

At what stage does the group appear tip be?, What might you do? Why? What would
the focus be? i z.
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Worksheet 1LlJ -2, Continued

VIGNETTE. #2

It is the morning of training Day .1. At first, the trainers thought things were going
very well. People responded well to the icebreaker; they were lively,-and interested
in each other. An overview- of the course was well received, althovgh the trainer felt
a little unsure.-of trainee-expectations of the course: The first didactic piece--a brief
lecture- -seemed flat. Things. livened up a*. little as trainees discussed_ the content of
thd lecture and applied it to their own situations. The trainer was relatively silent
during. the discussion. However, there was not a lot of sharing; rather, each person
who participated (a fair number said nothing) seemed .to want to make a pronounce-
ment, as if he or she knew more than anyone else and, certainly, more than the

4 trainer. The atmosphere was growing increasingly tense; the trainer knew that he
k was groiving increasing defensive.

The next segment was to be an experiential exercise involving some cooperation, and
trust. The trainer hesitated to go on with it, given the group atmosphere.

At what stage does the group appear to be? What mighi, a trainer dol Why? What
would- the focus be?

I
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Worksheet V 11-2 , Continued

VIGtIETTE.#3
4

r

This is the third day, of a 4-day training event. )3y the end of the first day, the
trainer was feeling almost relaxed. There had been a lot of silence (especially in the
two small group activities after lunch), but, in the final activity following a film,
there was a lively discussion tin which everyone participated at some level. There
was evidence. of cohesiveness as a group and getting down to work in a serious,
cooperative way. On Day 2, things went exceptionally smoothly. There were differ-'
ences, but discussion of them led to exciting learning. One minor thing bothered the
trainer: it was a mild tendency on the part of the group to make it clear that they
didn't value the contribution of one member. That member, although by no means
trying to hog the floor, did contribute ideas and examples that seemed somewhat
trivial as compared to the level of contributions by others. He tended to be cut off,
or his comments were' not acknowledged; rather, the group hurried on to something
else; The trainer felt that the 'situation was best left alone.

The t7 4ird day began well enough. There was lively activity in the morning. In
fact, (the problem goted above seemed to lessen. The module covered received -the
liighet rating to date. However, after a break with two short 'modules to go, things
seemed to fall apart. There was tremendous restlessness and tension. The. module
opened with a brainstorin which received extremely sparce response. The ensuing
discussion was filled with uncomfortable, silence. The trainer was qu4..e surprised and
taken aback by the change in atmosphere.

At what stage does the group appear to be? What condition might require interven-
. .tion? What would you do?, What would the focus be? Why?

4
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WORKSHEET VII-3:

'INTERVENTIONS.WORKSHEET

INDICATOR
(Trainee

Behayior)

AFFECT
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1 ,
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..
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.
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.
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YES
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NO
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.
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WORKSHEET VII-3
(CONTINUED)
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WORKSHEET.VII-3
(CONTINUED)

INDICATOR
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C71777Mt77.1ATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE

MODULE LEARNING REFERENCES

REFERENCE :SHEET VII--1
STAGES OF GROUP GRQWTH REVISITED

. The leader must continually re-evaluate the appropriateness of his/her interventions
in relation to the maturity of the group. An insightful intervention is of no use if
the grqyp has not developed sufficiently and the members are not ready to respond
constructively. A model of group growth is discussed here in order to help the
leader choose appropriate interventions.

Several models of group development that include from two to eight or more stages
are described in the literature or) groups. Although it is true that groups develop
systematically, many of the stages can occur at any time in the life of the group;
therefore, the leader must remain flexible when applying a particular model.

The aim of all trainer intervention is to enable participants to fully take on responsi-
bility -for group climate and for reaching task goals.

During the initial phases of group growth, a phase when "I" concerns have not yet
become "we" or "it" concerns, the trainer might intervene to bring about:

Unfreezing behavior
Cooperation
Closeness/cohesiveness
Effective feedback
Risk-taking
Norms and goals.

DuriAg the middle phases, the trainer mightintervene around issued of:

Working effectively
Competition
Conflict
Information flow.

During any phase, intervention in problems of methodology (relevance of
appropriate.

During, mat+ phases, the trainer might limit his/her intervention so
members take over the responsibility of effective group functioning.,
Intervention might occur around:

Problem solving
Interdependence. 0-

content) is

that group

The need to limit. interventions must be emphasized at each stage. Although silence
in a group can arouse anxiety, the anxiety often facilitates group growth. A leader.
should encourage group members to become responsible far the progress of the
group.' Too-frequent intervention can deprive the group members of the growth nec-
essary to reach the closing stage and. to become responsible for their own actions.

206
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MODULE

0

LEARNING
Y 1 1 0 ENHANCE

REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET:VII-2
SOME CONDITIONS THAT M191-IT REQUIRE INTERVENTION

FOCUS

LEARNERS (Individual)

I

BEHAVIOR

Nonconstructive role assumption
.Interrudtions
Freakin'g out
Nonparticipation
Boredom
Inappropriateness (excessive

emotional confrontation)
Discomfort
Noncooperation

self-revelatioh or

METHODOLOGY

V

OUt of time
Too Much time
Exercise flops
ToO simple
Too' complex
Environmental distraction

e.

ENVIRONMENT (Group/interfwsonal) Conflict
Argument
Hidden agenda
Restlessrleps
Silence
Delensivene-ss
Noncigoperation
Disc 4fortleye contact, posture, other non-.

verbals)
P.

IR/

TRAINER Positive trainer feelings
Negative trainer feelings
Mistaken expectations
Mystification/demystificatiol

'Lack of ability

207
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MODULE LEARNING
0 ENHANC

REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET VII-3
SHALL I MAKE THE INTERVENTION?

BefOre making thei intervention, ask yourself these questions:

1. Have 1 examined my assumptions about why the indicator occurred?,
2. Vihat-is the, purpose of the interventionwhat. do

relevant to the learning task?

3.. it low r'is-ifor high risk Does it have
4

'4. Is the ifriing appropriate for iithat'sgoing on?

t4I want. it to accomplish? As it

a chance of succeeding?

5. Does it fit my training style--will.it succeed?

6., Is The intervention in harmony -with the, ground rules weI,ve

ti

agreed upon?
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LMODULE LEARNING
; . ,

AC.ILLI A I ION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE
REFERENCE

REFERENCE SHEET VII-4
AVOIDING PROBLEMS

411111=

Here- are some simple principles that are good to keep in mind in preVenting problems
or dealing With problems that do occur:

Adequate preparation for a group is the best safeguard against serious prob-
lems. ,

Make, sure you know What the group expects of you, and let them know what
you expect,of the group. K.

Be, flexible .in your planning; have alternate sequences of items on your agenda
arid substitutions in mind.

Don't be too serious when you confront a , problem. Ri little humor can make the
situation much easier to handle.

Make sure you have an understanding with the group members: they share the
, responsibility for the meeting. They are free to criticize and are responsible for
letting the facilitator know, what is going on and what their reactions are.

honest with the group at all times.

-Try to anticipate problems you might have. Catching them early can help avoid
them.

209
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IMODULE
VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE

REFERENCELEARN ING

REFERENCE SHEET VI( -5
SOME SAMPLE INTERVENTIONS WHEN Thlt LEARNER IS THE,FOCuS

BYPASSES FOR ROADBLOCKERS

1. BULLDOZER: "It's got to go this way."

Possible intervention: (We've agreed to abide by majority rule.)

2. MULE: "I won't let you!"

Possible intervention: (Are we'ready for a recess?)

3. RECOGNITION-SEEKER: "I need another medal."

Possible intervention: (One medal per meeting is our limit.)

4. GROUP-SNATCHER: "If I'm funny enough they'll join me. 1:il try clown
antics and then a funny joke or ridicule."

Possible intervention: (I sense you're. not happy with our group goal.)

5. WINDY: "Now my twentieth point is..."

Possible intervention: (Let's appoint a timekeeper to ring a bell after
. anyone has spoken more than 3 minutes.)

6. DRIFTER: "Have you heard about...that reminds me of..."

Possible intervention (Let's appoint a subject-keeper to ring a bell when
we get off the subject.)

4,,7. MANIPULATOR: "I'll trick them into voting to have it my way."

Possible intervention: (I don't think you're giving us your real reason.
Could we look at your proposal below the surface?)

8. HELPLESS: -"Someone do it for me--I'm so dumb."

Possible intervention: (Why don't you just .watch for a while until you
gain confidence ?.)

9. SELF-CONFESSOR: "I'm no good--I'm always doing it wrong."

Possible intervention: (You may be right.)

10. PARTISAN: "My side is the right side."

Possible intervention: (You may be left.)

210
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REFERENCE SHEET VII-
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Cohen, A.M., and Smith, R.D. The Critical Incident in Growth Groups: Theory and
Technique. Textbook offering theoretical information and practical guidelines to
sharpen, intervention strategies and skills. Critical incidents provide the foundation
for a behavior-based theory of group development.

Cohen, A.M., and Smith, R.D. The C itical Incident in Growth Groups: A Manual
for Group Leaders. . Useful for both re rch and training purposes, the manual
allows users to classify and compare interventions and to identify styles,,

Freedman, A.M. Types of process interventions. The 1978 Annual Handbook for
Group Facilitators,

Lippitt, G. Selected guidelines for laboratory--group trainers. In: Modern Theory
and 'Method in Group Training.
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MODULE VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNING WSUALS

FOCUS

Individual

Leader group

VISUAL
INTERVENTIONS

.Interpersonal -group

Materials/environment

IMMEDIACY

Content Process

There and then Here and now

Facts Feelings

RESPONSIBILITY

Leader takes responsiblity Group members are responsible for
the group

Encourages leader/member Enco-urages member-to-Member. interactions interactions

fi
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MODULE
VII: FACILITATION: INTERVENING TO ENHANCE LEARNINGiiim -MMIMME.11.1.

VISUAL VII-2
INTERVENTIVE PROCESS

Is this a critical point or incident?

Shduld I be more or less active?

Is learning hampered? Will group
work toward goals? Is anyone
being hurt by this situation?

Where should I intervene?

Is it immediate? Is responsibility
placed correctly?

Does group skirt? No impact?
Is process sped Up?

VISUALS .1

Keep in mind group stage

Identify condition (its source)
that may require intervention

Decide whether to intervene

Decide focus,

Intervene

213 20.9
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MODULE VIII:
ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE DESIGN PROCESS

RATIONALE;

The purpose of this module is to help trainers adapt packaged' training programs to-
groups of learners who have needs which may be different from those needs
addressed by the planned activities and subject matter of the packaged curriculum.

One assumption underlying most packaged education programs is that there are many
persons in the package's intended general, target audience who need knowledge,
skills, and/or attitudes.

Another assumption is that the sequence of topics and the methods selected and
designed into the package provide ,the best learning climate for most prospective
learners.

If a packaged training program has been carefully prepared, it will be frequently
effective with equally carefully selected grr.ups of participants, drawn from the
intended target group.

A thorough learning needs assessment of the target group is part of- careful prepa-
ration prior to course design. The curriculum is'supposed to teach what the learners
need to learn.

Also, participants should be carefully selected and admitted to the course based on
their need to learn- the knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes taught in the packaged

curriculum.

The above assumptions about the design and the selection of the participants are
often not completely fulfilled. When this happens, problems arise in the training
workshop. The signs of discontent can vary from rnuffled yawns to outright confron-
tation to storn4, walk-outs. All too often, the traiher diagnoses a process problem or
believes he or she has facilitated poorly when the real problem is a mismatch between
the course content and the learning needs of the participants.

Moreover, the principles of adult education theory pees ed in ModUle I suggest that
every package needs some adaptation, 'even when VI thP,above assumptions are
true. The principle of readiness -to -learn implies that evcice participant must be
ready and willing to lean now, in this climate,. th this f'ainer, with the-se col-
lEagues. If not, the workshop may be rejected even though the need has been care-
fully documented. Otherwise, readiness-to-learn may require additional exercises in
which un-ready participants may . confront their need to know and establish it before
moving on. Each learner moves at his or her (An pace. Packages sometimes overlook
individual needs in a group. Given the need to adapt a packaged training program,
then, how best to do it?

This module takes the position that understanding the design process itself is the
most useful tool for trainers in diagnosing what is wrong and what needs to be modi-
fied.

217
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Knowledge of the rationale behind each step of a systematic process of needs assess-
ment and curriculum design will provide the/ trainer with a framework for surfacing
potential mismatches between packaged programs and selected, target groups. When1
such aivance warning is not possible, knowledge of design will enable trainers to.
more accurately diagnose which of the four training variables--1) learner, 2) trainer,
3) method, and 4) environment- -may be the source of workshop problems.

.111.11,

Once the cause of the problem is correctly diagnosed, the trainer has a better chance
of choosing the correct strategy for modification.

A caveat about the extent of this module's coverage of program design is required
here. Competence in program design cannot be achieved in a 3-hour module. There-
fore, participants will learn only the theory of design, and will not practice each of
the steps. The purpose of_this modUle is to provide a cognitive framework for suc-
cessful adaptation of packaged designs. .

SYNOPSIS
44

After a brief overview nnd rationale, the trainer facilitates dyadic and large group
discussion of participants' experier(ces with adapting training packages. This is fol-.
lowed by analysis of training problems that might lead to curriculum modifications.
During thisc analysis the pa; Zicipants develop a number of critical incidents they will

. further analyze at a later point in the module. The trainer then presents a lecture
on the design process which supplies a framework for the previous work... In a
lengthy exercise, partiCipants then apply design process concepts in furthep diagnosis
of training problems and in adaptations of inappropriate curriculum designs. This
activity is followed by summarizing module outcomes.

if
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VIII: ADApTING TRAINING PACKAGES: r. . 3 HOURS

MODVLE UNDERSTANDING THE DESIGN PROCESS TIME0#10 MINUTES

GOALS

To enable participants to effectively accomthodate packaged training programs to
particular needs of specific target groups

To present the rationale for systematic program development process as a useful
diagnostic framework for identifying The learning assumptions underlying the
educational technology of packaged curriculum designs.

.OBJECTIVES -,

At the end of this module, participants wil: be able to:

Recognize the need to modify or expand packaged training programs by relating
personal experiences of ineffective training due to rigid adherence to packaged
curriculum plans

, Identify the steps in a systematic program development rfrocess which ensure
that the principles of adult education will be adhered to in each 'training exercise

Identify the adult learning assumptions underlying each step /
Identify what data are generated in each step to specify the design, trainer's
role, learner participation, and environment.\y

.

MATERIALS .MATERIALS
.

Flip chart or newsprint .
Easel/tape
Felt-tip markers
Overhead projector and transparencies (optional)

. Participant Manual .

. ..

..

-
e #

A .

219 .
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VIII:
MODULE

ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE
DESIGN PROCESS

TIME, MEDIA,
AND- MATERIALS -OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

10 MINUTES

.

. ..----
f

.

,

,

a

'

.

w.it.

.

1,

.

1. MODULE OVERVIEW

Outline the purpose of the session by stating
. the 'goals and objectives. Review the rationale

for the module.
%.

Make the following _points iris this overview:

-,- The purpose of the module is to help,
trainers 4lake effective, adaptations to
packaged designs whenever necessary.

- . The session will present a theory of pro-
gram deSign for use as a framework for
diagnosing apparent mismatches between
curriculum goals and goals of the learner

. audience. :
.

, .

- Knowledge of design theory is not only
helpful in modifying packaged curricula
well in advance of the 'everiti but' it-can
contribute to a more accurate diagnosis of
the probable source of dysfunction during
the course of a training event.

- The sequence of exercises will be
experience-oriented and problem- centered.
Participants will be asked to share per-
sonal experiences of dysfunctional training
events. After listening to a, lecture pre-
sentation bn design theory, they will
re-examine those design experiences using
design theory as a diagnostic tool.
Finally, participants will be asked to apply
their new analytic techniques to a section
Of a selected curriculum package and sev-
eral critical incidents.

30 MINUTES

.

- -

.

.

2. DISCUSSION: GROUP EXPERIENCE OF NEED FOR
ADAPTATION\
The purpose of this incident-sharing discussion is to
establish ,an awareness on the part of-the group that
its members have experiended the need to modify or
expand packaged programs for specific audiences.

The activity will be successful if many examples of
ineffective training events due to rigid application of

221
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Vp:
MODULE

ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THEDESIGN PROCESS

TIME,
MEDIA,

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTA? !TIES

.
S

14 t

........

.

Flip Chart/ Isel
Newsprint
Felt-tip Markers

.

.

-

$

r

. .

packaged curricula are cited. Useful, too, will be
examples of effective training events -which occurred
after modification and changes had been made to
packaged curricula.

Begin the digcussion by describing an experi-
ence wherein a training event failed to meet the
needs of the participants even though it was
conducted "by the book." . _

4 a,Divide group into dyads.

45 Instruct dyads to share incidents- of a similarnature.
.

Have participants turn to the person next to
them and share personal .experiences of an
effective or ineffective- training event due to
use or nonuse of adaptations.

.

Ask for volunteers to share results of dyadic ft,
discussion with the larger group -Of partici-
pants.

Record responses on newsprint using the follow-.
e ing headings:

Curriculum Intended Problem Adaptation
Descriptiotc Audience Encountered ReqUired

.
.

Record at least six incidents beneath each head-
ing.

,-
Conclude discussion by indicating that th.e nextactivity will analyze these same incidents in
greater detail.

60 MiNUTES

.

3. DISCUSSION: PROBLEM ANALYSIS ,

The purpose of this activity is to give participants
an experience of analyzing training problems and the
need to modify curriculum without the benefit of an
organized, systematic process for doing so. Theactivity will be successful if many questionsprompted by adult learning theory (Module I) are
asked about the incidents recorded on the news-print. It- is hoped that participants will ask the .

222 ...._
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11: ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE

MODULE DESIGN PROCESS

TIME, MEDIA,.4
AND MATERIgS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

.

right cuestions and end the activity with an aware-
ness of the need for a more organized framework to
ensure such problem diagnosis in the future. .

. .
Sete Ft one incident which has been recorded on
the( newsprint to be used as an example, or use

AII the personal example whioh -started off the
dyadic discussion in the preVious activity.

Lead a large group brainstorm of an. analysis of
the incident using the following questions as a
frimework:

I. -

. . What are the objectives of the curriculum?
.

1What assumptions about the needs of thy'
-- learners were made?

.
..

What facts or :data 'are required to validate
these assumptions?

- How can these needed facts or data be
. ' gathered on short notice during the train-

v ing event itself?

Divide participants into groUps of four.
..

Ask participants to use the principles of adult
learning reviewed in Module I to further diag-
nose the problem described in the critical inci-
dents on newsprint as well as any evidence of
mismatch of curriculum and learning needs: of
this ad hoc NDACTRD TOT event.

it

Give the following instruction:

"Examine the list of critical incidents on
, the newsprint, and select one which some-

one in your group has knowledge of."

- "Analyze the incident using a question-and-
answei format based on the principles of
adult learning which were reviewed at the
start of the workshop." Refer- participants

Worksheet' VH1-1 to Worksheet VII I -1 in the Participant
Manual.

.
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VIII: ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNbERSTANDING THE
MODULE . DESIGN PROCESS...-... _____.
TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

\,

II.

...

"Next, apply the same question format to
our experience together in this workshop,
which is now,in its third day.

"Select a reporter td share your group
analysis of either this event or the
selected critical incident (time does not
permit reports on both), and suggest a
possible adaptation given .the new data
generated."

Give 'participants 20 minutes for their analysis
and suggested adaptations.

1,

Request 5-minute reports from each group.

a Summarize the activity with the following points.

Many new pieces of information were
unearthed by the questiogs asked.

These questions were . prompted by the
theory of adult learning.

The questions asked were haphazard but
useful, and some effective program adapta-.
tions were suggested.

The purpose of the next presentation is to
offer a more structured, organized process
for such analysis.

' \

LECTURE: WHY-LEARN THIS THEORY?

The purpose of this lecture presentation is to
demonstrate that an organized, step-by-step process
of needs assessment and curriculum design is the
best guarantee that the principles of adult learning
will be adhered to and will shape the four v.1Nables
which affect the training event- (i.e., learner,
trainer, environmen/ methods).

( LThe steps of the process contribute_information nec-
essary for the trainer to successfully manage the
four variables affecting the training event. The
steps of the process yield data which confirm or
deny the assumptions inherent in each of the. train-
ing variables. Acquiring an understandingof design

`- 224
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VIII:
MODULE

ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE
DESIGN PROCESS

TIME MEDIA, I

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

,

Visual VIM-1

. ..

.

-

-

di

?

,

...

A

theory will help a trainer pinpoint the source of cur-
riculum problems and construct adaptations more
efficiently and effectively.

Steps in the Design Process: Sequence

e Project the flow chart (Visual VIII -1) on the
screen and describe the nature of each step,
the data yielded by each step, and how the
problem gets into clearer focus as the process
proceeds forward.

Cover the following points:

The major design categories are:

Needs Assessment

- Organization analysis
- Performance standards analysis

Conduct actual performance analysis
- Analyze deficiencies
- Training group analysis

.

Curriculum Building: Macro Design

- Define training goals
- Sequence topics (content)
- Select general method
- Select evaluation

Curriculum Building: Micro Design

Define. specific behavioral objectives
.. Select specific training techniques

,.- Develop content required
- Develop matecials and .media./ .t Review the following factors of each step of the
process:

- Definition of step/purpose

- Principle activities
1

- Products -generated by each step

- Assumptions behind the step

225
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VIII:. ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THEMODULE DESIGN PROCESS

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

%

lected Reading VIII -1

.

- Adult learning principles evident

- Relationship to four training , event vari.-
ables.

NOTE: Additional back-up material can be found
in the Participant Manual, Selected Reading
VIII -1.

Call for questions to Classify participant&
understanding of the design process rationale.

60 MINUTES

.

.

4

5. EXERCISE VIII-1: APPLYING THE DESIGN PRO-
CESS

The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate how
-"the training event problem" gets sharpened into
better focus by viewing it from the perspective of
each step of the design process sequence. Each
step yields information about what the trainer can
and cannot assume about the learning needs and
learning readiness of the participants.

Select one of the previously reported "critical
incidents" and review the learning assumptions
able to be made by "walking through" each step
of the design process

.

Show how more and more is known about the
problem as the design= sequence is followed

Suggest several possible adaptive changes based
on information yielded by this diagnostic review.
For example:

- Reorderfris of content

- Add-on activity to allow for more experi-
ence sharing

- Restate the relevance of the topic to par-
ticipants' jobs

- Rewrite case examples

- Eliminate excessive self-disclosure activities

.
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VIII:
MODULE ,- .

ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE .

DESIGN PROCESS

TIME, MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS

. 1

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

- Design a mini-lecture outlining the knowl-
edge, attitudes, and. skills to be learned

.

.

Divide .partitipants into groups of four and
instruct each group to re- anal%'ze the same ,

.

'

Worksheet VIII-2

"critical incidents" reported earlier. This time,
ask- the groups to use the design process as a
diagnostic tool and to suggest possible adapta-
tions to 'the - packaged curriculum Use the
handout (Worksheet VII 1-2) provided in the. .

Participant Manual to guide the design-oriented
diagnosis.

Have the group work for 20 minutes and report
as follows:'

. If each step of the design process was fol-
lowed in developing the curriculum used in
the "incident," what assumptions , can be
made about each of the four variabFes
affecting the "problem event"?

What steps, in the process should yield the
most useful data for possible adaptation?

,.

- What steps may have to be redone to clear
up any ambiguity about the learner's
trainer role, methodology, or environment?

- What on- the-spot adaptations ar-----Iled for
a result of this new diagnosis?__as ,

_
---7---. --__ -,

- If this diagnosis hacrbeenclone 2 weeks in -

adVance of the "problem --event," what
adaptations cciuld have been possible?

.

1

Ask for comparisons between the first and
second diagnostic exercises. Hopefully, the
second exercise which used the design process
framework will have yielded a richer variety of
possible adaptatioris.

Deliver thikrainer summary comment:

The key to effective adaptation is to know as
much as possible about the background of the
curriculum in order to help the learners con-
front their need to learn what the curriculum
proposes to teach.
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MODULE
VIII: ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDERSTANDING THE

DESIGN PROCESS
.

TIME, MEDIATIME, ,

AND MATERIALS OUTIJNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES . .

.

.

.

10 MINUTES 6. MODULE OUTCOMES .

Close the modulf by:
_-, -Facilitating a review of the goals, objec-,

tives, rationale, and content of the mod-
ule. Were the objectives achiev_ed? Will
the fearpings be useful?

- Facilitating a brief discussion of the mod-
ule as a model: methods and media used,

4 trainer style and skills, etc.

'

. .

s
,

-,.,

.

.

,

.

.
, .

4.

END OF MODULE VIII
.

s

.

. .
.

,... .

..

4

,
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VIII: ADAPTING TRAINING PACKAGES: UNDER-

MODULE STANDING THE DESIGN Pik0C S$ WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET VIII-1
ADULT EDUCATION QUbSTION FORMAT

1. What were the assumptions abdut the LEARNERS?

Motivation

Readiness to learn

Ability to learn

Individuality and autonomy

Experience of the group

2. What were the assumptions about the TRAINER?

Adaptable style

Agreed-upon role

Knowledge of topic

Leidership

Facilitation skill

3. 'What were the assumptions about the ENVIRONMENT?

Psychological appropriateness

'.,Physically conducive to learning

Size of group

Composition of the group

,4. What were the assumptions about the METHODOLOGY?

- Self-directed activities

Experience-based activities

Problem-centered activities

Learnings which are able to be immediately applied

Practical application of skills back on-the-job

229
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L iiIII' AD,p-iv rRA11 NG PACKAGES: UNDER;
MODULE_ STANDING DESIGN PROCESS WORKSHEET]

NNW,

WORKSHEET VIII -2
DESIGN 'PROCESS DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

A. Organization Analysis

What priority of need does organization place on having these .partici-
pants learn these new knowledge,'.skills, attitudes?

What does the salary level indicate?

Is the job essential to the organization achievinb its goals?

Why 'has the organization asked for this training?

B. Performance Standards Review

What is the standard for performance of this behavior on-the-job?

What tasks does the profession usually expect?

What is a minimum example of competency?

What would be a maximum example?

Whose performance will be analyzed?

What level of knowledge am I looking for?

'What level and types of skills am I looking for?

C. Performance Analysis

Hbw does the observed performance of each task compare to what is
required?

What knowledge is lacking?

What attitudes are lacking?

What skills are lacking?

Can training solve all the problems identified?

D. Training Group Analysis

What deficiency areas are shared by enough people to warrant a train-
' ing event?

Are there any knowledge deficiencies in common?

230
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Worksheet V111-2, eontin

Are there any skills lacking for the total group?
,,

Is ttie whore group lacking in any basic attitudes necessary to do its
job wellf

How many varieties of knowledge deficiencies have emerged?

Can these workers be sent elsewhere to be trained in this isolated
deficiency?

Is there a sufficient variety of attitude deficiencies to warrant a spe-
cial training focus on' attitudes alone?

'e HoW many persons carry the same characteristic?

How aware of the characteristic are they,?

Do they think of themselves as a group?

Should training groups be assembled on the basis of one or several of
these characteristics?

Is the worker "teachable" at this moment?

Is the Jorker interested in spending time to learn now?

Is the boss requiring cooperation?

Does the worker realize his knowledge, skill, deficien'cy?

II. CURRICULUM BUILDING: MACRO DESIGN

Are the goals of the program related to the needs of the participants?

Does each goal statement express some general measure of how and when I
will know that the desired result has been achieved?.

What topics are usually appropriate for achieving the goals?

Is the sequence of topics the best for the participants' experiences and ,

interest?

Is the overall method of the event the most appropriate for these partici-
pants?

How will the learning be evaluated?

III. CURRICULUM BUILDING: MICRO DESIGN

Are instructional objectives clear?

Is there a variety of activities?

I
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Worksheet VI 11-2, , Continued

Is each small group task clearly stated?
11!

Is each activity: self-directed, problem-centered, erienced-based,
applicable immediately?

Is there sufficient time to move from room to room?

Fatigue factor?

Is there time to relax and assimilate?

Is a "getting accit..fgh-cted" exercise needed?

I

6

.s:
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MODULE-
EI AA ND AD PiTti GI N TG TE R AD EI Ns II NG PP AXE Gs SE S

VUINDI
VISUALS

VISUAL VIII-1

I. NEEDS ASSESSMENT

ORGANIZATION PERFORMANCE CONDUCT ANALYZE TRAINING
ANALYSIS STANDARDS ACTUAL DEFICIENCIES GRQUP

ANALYSIS PERFOR- ANALYSIS
MANCE

II. CURRICULUM BUILDING: MACRO DESIGN

DEFINE SEQUENCE SELECT SELECT
TRAINING TOPICS GENERAL EVALUATION
GOALS (CONTENT) METHOD

III. CURRICULUM BUILDING: MICRO DESIGN

DEFINE SELECT ,SEQUENCE DEVELOP DEVELOP

SPECIFIC SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES CONTENT MATERIALS

BEHAVIORAL TRAINING REQUIRED AND

OBJECT IVES TECHNIQUES MEDIAI.p=16
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RATIONALE

4

MODULE IX: PRACTICUM

This module requires that participants- fully, assume responsibility for their learning.
In it, participants present a brief learning piece, process it, and receive feedback.
from their peers. Although this brief presentation in no way approximates the train-
er's conduct of a total training event, it. does represent an opportunity to integrate
delivery and processing dle.ills, techniques, methodology, and $o on. No Training of
Traihers course would be complete without this "hands-on" practice.

SYNOPSIS '
After a brief .overview of the module, participants will be asked to deliver and pro-
cess their .Mini-presentations to the members of their small group. . Those who are
listening will use an observer sheet in order to provide feedback to the presenters.

The presentations are followed by a discussion of nodule outcomes.

4

237
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3 HOURS
MODULE IX: PRACTICUM TIME: 25 MINUTES

GOALS .

To give participants. an opporlunity to design or redesign a learning 'task using
methods with which they have little experience

To give participants an opportunity to receive feedback on their style, delivery,
processing, and/or interventive skills.

Li
OBJECTIVES
At the end of this module, participants will be able to:

..

Given a topic, write or modify goals and objectives for a learning activity appro-
priate .to a particular audience

Given acceptable objectives and an audience, design or redesign a learning
activity that is appropriate for the audience

Deliver and process a learning piece..that the participant has modified
_ 1.

Hayin-6 presented and processed a learning -iece, obtain feedback from col-
leagues. ,.

MATERIALS
:

.

_ __

.
Participant Manual .
Other materials as needed for trainees' presentations

.

i
./

.

i

.

. ) .
.
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM .1
TIME MEDIA,I

AND MATERIALS

,

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
.

10 MINUTES

.

.
1. '' MODULE OVERVIEW

Very little intrcduction/overview will be required for
this module. . .

. %

Navin() completed the previous modules, participants
should be well prepared to take over the delivery of
the content of this module.

. '
. o Briefly review the goals and objectives of the, module as listed in the Participant Manual.

2-3 HOURS

.

-
.....

.s.

2. PRACTICUM
. .

In this module, the trainer facilitates participant
presentations.

Every participant should have the chance to deliver
a learning piece that he or she has designed -or re-
designed from an existing course segment.

NOTE: The trainer will have been preparing par-
ticipants for these presentations from Day
2 through Day 4 so that everyoree should
be ready.

Keep in mind that each presentation will
take 20 minutes at the very least. Some
additional time (5 to 10 minutes) will be .

alloted to feedback after each presenta-
tion. Additional breaks may be necessary
between presenters.

.

. Groups of four participants, then, might

(

Worksheet IX-1

.

,
;

be able .to comfortably complete presenta-'
tions in 2 hours. For larger groups (7,
participants at a maximum), 90 minutes can
be set aside for additional presentations
during the afternoon before beginning
Module X.

Identify the four alternatives from which participants .

may choose material for their presentations (see
below). Refer participants to Worksheet IX-1, Pre-
sentations Checklist.

,.

. .

..

. . 241 . .
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM

TIME;I i

AND MATERIALS OUTIJNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Worksheet IV-2
.

Worksheet IX-2

Worksheet IX-3

'

Worksheet IX-4

.

.

c...-, .

-
NOTE: Three of these' alternatives appear in detail

,

I

.

.

I ,

in the Participant Manual . The other alter-
native, adapting some piece -of this 'course,
does not appear in the manual since partic-
ipants may choose any piece from Days 1
through 4.

' The 'four alternatives are:

Adapt objectives or target audiences and learn-
ing activity from this TOT package, and deliver
and process it. (No materials are provided for
this alternative; a participant wishing tc choose
this woyld have to confer with the trai ler -and
use his lir her materials).

. .
Adapt one of the four learning activities from
Worksheet IV-2 in the Participant Manual to a
particular target audience and deliver and pro-
cess the activity.

Adapt the learning piece from Worksheet IX-2:
Women in Treatment I, Module III.

Adapt e piece from Worksheet IX-3 on third-
party payments.

Now that participants are ready to make their pre-
sentations:

Facilitate the breakdown into small groups (usu-
ally of four each).

Remind ,participants about adhering to the time
constraint of 20 minutes maximum.

,

Require participants to share the goals and
objectives and any other pertinent information
before beginning their presentation.

Ensure that those who are observing use the
appropriate instruments in Worksheet IK,73,
which provide feedback.

NOTE: If videotape capability is present, you can
make ifs use available to participants.
However, many group riejnbers resist
videotape use for a variety of reasons.

-
.

,
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM '
.

TIME MEDIA,,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Feelings about it must be elicited and
respected.

.
.

15 MINUTES

,

.

C

3. MODULE OUTCOMES

o Briefly go over the extent to which objectives
were met.

o Review the format of the "modeling" discussion
in terms of what may be changed. Each partic -.
ipant's presentation might be looked at in terms
of what is modeled.

o Lighten the atmosphere by leading an informal
"awards ceremony," in which you request rec-
ommendations for:

- The best delivery . /
- The best processing

I- The most innovative presentation
- The most exciting presentation

Etc. .

.

,

END OF MODULE IX I..
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET IX-1
PRESENTATIONS CHECKLIST

This list is for you to use as a checklist in preparing your presentation.

A. TRAINING DESIGN

Plan to begin your presentation with a brief explanation of the following elements in
your .training design:

1. Behavior& objectives: Glve 1) desired terminal behavior, 2) criteria,
and 3) conditions.

2. Trainee characteristics: Give your assumptions about your learning
audience. .

3. Strategy selection: Name media and methods and relate them to
your objectives and your tralnees' abilities.

4. Presentation.

5. Processing: Plan to process the activity.

B. TRAINING DELIVERY (PRESENTATION)

Think about the following points as you conduct the training:

1. "Confidence. Communicate to trainees that you know 'what you're
doing, believe in what you're doing, and enjoy doing it.

2. Content master%: Demonstrate that you know the subject being pre-
sented.

3. Expression: Use voice (volume, tone, pitch, and talking speed), Pos-
ture (poise), and gestures (alive body and facial expression) to create
excitement, interest, and enthusiasm.

4. Sensitivity to audience needs: Keep aware of the group's messages to
you and respond/adjust in ways to keep trainees with you.

5. Time: Stay within the time allotted to you.

6. Evaluation: How appropriate was your evaluation activity in terms of
trainees' energy, time constraints, etc.?

C. AUDIENCE RESPONSE

1. Interest level: Did the trainees look/act interested in what was going
on?
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Worksheet IX-1, Continued

2. Involvement level: Did the trarnees take part in the training event 411
doing and speaking as well as by looking and listening?

3. Satisfaction level: Did trainees indicate a positive response through
the evaluation activity?

235
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET IX-2 .

WOMEN IN TREATMENT I: ISSUES AND APPROACHES

The module you haVe been given is Module III:. Characteristics of the Female Addict.

MODULE III: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

o

PURPOSE

Together, Modules III 'and IV stimulate trainees to re-examine
their beliefs about the female addict. The purpose of Module III
is to ensure that all trainees have,a common base of knowledge

,, about, the female addict.- This module includes:

Characteristics of the Female Addict as Depicted _in
the Literature

The Female Addict Today

Assessing Client Needs

LEARNING-OBJECTIVES

At the end of the module, and without the aid of notes, the
trainees will be able to:

' Identify at least four characteristics of the femple
addict as described in the lecture

Identify at least two methodological problems in
research on the female addict .

In a simulated assessment interview--

identify at least four kinds of information needed for
a client assessment and

i
c

identify at least two needs and two problems of the
client

From the lecture material and the readings, select the
most appropriate response on, the posttest given a
situation in which the concepts apply

247
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MODULE: III

23

TITLE: Characteristics of the Female Addict

TIME 1ASK/CODE
MATERIALS &
ESUIPMENT FORM

_

WHO ACTIVITIES

9:10-
9:40

.

Lecture:
haraCteris-
tics of the
Female Addict
(continued)

(III -B -1)

.

.

.

.

T

-

,

.

Has a diminished capacity to:experieace
joy and pleasure without ,the use of drugs.

Psychological Dynamics (MMPI scores)
Shows a lack of selfr-confidence, narrow-
ness of interests, tendency to worry.

May be extrapunitive, relies on a power
orientation.

Drug Use Patterns
Generally turned to drugs for "kicks.
Tends to use medical narcotics (morphine,
etc.) and sedatives more than men do.

Seems to become addicted more quickly
than men.

.

Relationships with Men
. Exhibits multiple problems in close rela-.

tionShips. "
Frequently has a spouse or partner who
is involved in illegal activities.

Fears being physically harmed by spouse.

Homosexuality
Engages in homosexual relationships more
frequently than do males.

.

.

Health
Rarely receives proper health care, even
for serious conditions.

Has more gynecological problems than non -,
addict.

Pregnancy
Believes that heroin is a' contraceptive.

.

23:J
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MODULE: III TITLE: Characteristics of the FeMale Addict

TIME

r- MATERIALS &
TASK/CODE EQUIPMENT FORM

,

WHO
.

.

ACTIVITIES

9:00-
9:10

Introduction
to Module III

(III-A)

.

LG T Introduce the module by relating the content
of Module II (attitudes, myths, and stereo- -

types about women) to the female addict.

"People View the female addict through the
filter of their attitudes, myths, .and stereo-
types about women. Often this.leads to as-
sumptions about the female addict: what she
is like;how she should act, and why she
takes drugs. As treatment staff, we need to
continually re-examine/bur beliefs about the
female,addict, since those beliefs influence
our behavior towards her."

9:10
9:40

,

'ecture:
_haracteris-
tics of the
lemale Addict

(III-B-1)

.

t

Lecture
outline on
newsprint

LG T Lecture on the characteristics of the female
addict (see p. 93 for the complete lecture).

MethodolOical Problems in the Research
Limitations in Sampling
Chei.n, The Road, to H
Interpretation of Data
Curlee, alcoholic women

.

Family Background
May be closer to father than mothet.
Is a product-of battering and emotional
neglect.

Was subjected to strict sex-role 'Social-
ization.

Shows a lack of affective and cognitive
resources.

23a



MODULE: .ITI

A

TITLE: Characteristics of the Female Addict

---.--
.

...

....

TIME TASK/CODE
...MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT FORM WHO ACTIVITLES

9:10-
9:40

\

Characteris-
tics of the
Female Addict
(continued)

.

(III-B-1)

/

.

.

*

.

T N Does not actively plan birth control.
Does not :tolerate well the normal dis-
comforts of pregnancy.'

. -

Unrealistic.Expectations about Pregnancy
Belieyes everything will be fine now.
Feels' pregnancy will serve as impetus to
"straighten out." -

Anticipates that baby will bring many
fringe benefits.'

Education,.Skills and Means of Support
Has a disadvantaged. educational back-
ground. .

Shows .a history of difficulties in school.
May engage in prostitution.
May engage in shoplifting.
.Ma pfactice other criminal activities.

9:40-
10:00

rt)

.

Discussion

III-B-2
Newsprint
Markers ,

Masking tape

T
and
t

T

T
and

1 t

.

/

Discuss the characteristics of the female
addicts in the trainees' treatment priNgraMs.

.
..

.

Facilitate the discussion by asking trainees
to describe 'how the female addicts they
treat are similar to or different from those
described in the readings and the lecture.
List on the newsprint the characteristics of
the female addict as described by the

r

trainees.

Then discuss the probable effects of societal
conditioning on female addicts.



MODULE: IfI TITLE: Characteristics of the Female Addic0111
-

TIME TASK/CODE
MATERIALS r
EQUIPMENT FORM WHO ACTIVITIES ---

9:40- 'Discussion
10:00 (continued)

(III-B-2)

.

..

T

T

.

Facilitate the discussion by asking trainees
to think about the myths, stereotypes, and
attitudes about women discussed in Module II.

Ask trainees if they think the addicted
woman has internalized some of these beliefs.
If so, which ones? If the addicted woman
feels that she does not meet the standards
does this affect her self-concept and be-
havior?

List on newsprint the effects of societal
conditioning on the female addict as identi-
fied by the trainees.

10:00-
10:15

Break Break

10:15-
10:25

Assessment
Interview
Exercise

1(III-C-1)

1

Client
History

Treatment
System
Overview
Client Needs
Form

.

LG

.

T
2

Define "Need" and "Problem" (see definitions
in Instructions p.105).

Explain the exercise. The exercise is a
simulation of the first of a series of
assessment interviews with a female client.
The purpose of the interview is to identify
the client's needs and problems. At the end
of the interview, trainees will be asked to
describe the client's needs. .

Give instructions for the'exercise (see full
instructions on p. 105).
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MODULE: III
TITLE: Character 12U.....csoftliaEmaielagjar,__________

'TIME
MATERIALS &

TASK/CODE EQUIPMENT FORM WHO I

..........1004,
ACTIVITIES

10:25- PreparatiOn T Discuss how she will play the part of the
10:35 for the client.

Interview
(continued)

(III-C-2a)

Ask her to fill out Client Needs Form and
copy on newsprint her assessment of the
client's needs.

.

.

Vol.
t

Discuss,with the trainer, characteristics of
the c1ient.

Fill out the Client Needs Form identifying
the client's needs, then list those needs
on newsprint.

Review the Client Needs Forms; have extra
available for trainees.

o
Select a group member to be timekeeper (or
the trainer can be timekeeper).

Select a group member to be the first inter-
viewer. .Continue to the right around the

__circle to choose the next trainee to play
the interviewer.

1-0-135- Assessment SG T Ask client to rejoin the group.
11:10 Interview

t Interview the klient for four minutes each.
(III-C-3)

Take notes on the needs and problems of
the client. 2

.

2,1
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MODULE: III

lor
TITLE: Characteristics of the Female Addict

TIME TASK/CODE
MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT .FORM WHO

......

ACTIVITIES

10:15- Assessment T This will be a role play in small groups.

10:25 Interview
Exercise
(continued) .

a

(III-C-1)

A volunteer will play the client. The
other trainees in the small group will
act as counselor-interviewers, each having
four minutes to interview the client. Each
interviewer should build upon information
obtained by past interviewers. After all
the trainees, have interviewed the client,
the group should have enough information to,
identify the client's needs and problems.

Divide trainees into three small groups;
assign a trainer and a small-group room to
each.

Ts Take small groups to their assigned rooms.

.

10:25- Preparation Newsprint T- Prepare the total group for their role in the

10:35 for the exercise (5 min.)

Interview .

(III-C-2a)
Ask the group?, members to read the Client His-
tory and Treatment System OvelVew (in
Trainee's Workbook) while you are out of the
room. After that each small group member
should think about four questions silt would
want answered,in an assessment interview.

Explain/to,the small,group that you are going
to take the next, five minutes to work with
the clienttvolunteer about her role.

Take the client volunteer outside the large-
group room to prepare her for the exercise.
Give her the Client History to read.
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TITLE: Characteristics of the Female Addict
41.1.11

C.110.11110.1

0. ..O.P......m s......e.....gms
MATERIALS &

TIME TASK/CODE EQUIPMENT FORM WHO ACTIVITIES

11:10- Identifying Client Needs SG t After the role play is finished,-write. on
11:15 i needs and

problems
Form Client Needs Form the needs and problems'

of the client as they were presented in
the interview; then list on newsprint.

(III-C-4)
T TWe the client outside the room and.help

her get out of the role she played:

11:15- Discussion- Client's SG T In the small gro6p, review the client's
11:50

.(III-C-5)
assessment
of need's (a)

written on
newsprint

and
t

description of her needs.

Discuss the client assessments.
. .

Ask trainees to compare their assessment
with the client's assessment of her needs.
How do they differ: How are they similar?
Why? What happened in the interview?

,

Facilitate the discussion to explore the
ways in which the female addict i...; stereo-
typed. Did participants stereotype the
client? How does stere female
clients take place in

(

treatment programs?

Discuss the waysan which stereotyping
-%. occurs in treatment programs.

11:50- Review of T Return to the large group to summarize the
12:05 Assessment

Exercise .

and
t

mornings activities.

(III-C-6)
Review the module. Ask the trainees to
describe what they learned from this module.
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, PURPOSE: To give trainees an overview of the characteristics of the female addict as portrayed in the literature

LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

9:10-
9:40

The literature on women addicts is very sparse compared to the

reams produced each year that deal with men;. _researchers have
overlooked the special problems of women addicts and have been

content to generalize from the data about men (Waldorf),

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE RESEARCH

There are problems existent in any research effort, especially when that effort involves as diverse

a population as women in treatment. Marty of the mythpand stereotypes about the female 'addict

emanate from these imperfections in research methodology. For example, Damman wrote that the

...conclusion that the female addict is sicker and more deviant than
her male counterpart results from: (1) research in opiate and alcohol

abuse that was deficient in methodology, data, and interpretation;
and (2) attitudes found in our society that condone different types
of behavior for men and women and hence endorse the idea that

women who do certain things are more deviant than men who do the

same things.

She notes that the literature creating a profile of the female addict as sick and deviant resulted, in

part, from a very small number of women entering substance abuse treatment programs, from

limited research attention paid to them, and from poor rnetholodogy employed when studying

them.

Prior to the sixties, the tendency was to either exclude women from studies on addiction or lump

them together with. men. The findings (which pertained primarily to male addiction) were pro-

jected upon the female addict' population. In the sixties, however, there was some acknowledge-

ment that lumping male and female addicts together might distort the data and its interpretation.

)netheless, the initial awakening of research interest in female addicts in -treatment was not

necessarily beneficial. As with most minority groups, female addicts received separate but unequal

"treatment" from social science research.

Limitations in Sampling

An example of this trend can be found in The Road to H, an.early comprehensive study of heroin

abuse. Isidor Chein et al. (1964) were among the first researchers who ecognized the methodolog-

ical problems presented by using the small sample of women opiate addicts in the general study of

addictiOn. In discussing this methodology they commented:

If female(s) are not materially different in relevant aspects of their
drug use from males. . .then, in excluding them from the study we
have sacrificed little. . . . If. . .there are materially relevant differ-
ences, including [women) obfuscates the ,picture for all, Why not
study all groups separately?

Shortly after, Chein conducted a study in which male and female addicts were .discussed separate-

ly: one chapter was devoted to summarizing the findings on 20 female addicts, the rest to a care-

fully controlled examination of 202 men: The men were divided into four groups, which were con-

trolled for a variety of factors, including history.of delinquency, drug use, and institutionalization
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CONTENT 01 THIS PACE: Methodological problems in the research, continued. Family Background

TIME/ . LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

CODE

9:10
9:40

111.6.1

1

None bf the controls used to study the men were applied to the women; therefore the colizlusions

about the female addict were researched without employing a uniform research design and without

controlling for variables.

Although Chein for the most part avoided commentary about overt sextinked differences between

male and female addicts, other writers commenting on the study have suggested that Chein found

the female addict to be sicker and more deviant than her male coursterpart (Zahn and Ball, 1974).

This process by which profiles containing implicit comparisons are interpreted as if those compari-

sons had been explicit occurs frequently in social science literature This is the process by which

myths are created. Chein's study merely reported on 20 female addicts; it did not purport to be

exhaustive. Nonetheless, the chapter summarizing one exploratory study on the 20 females was

entitled "The Female Addict," not Study of 20 Female Addicts." This chapter is cited in vir-

tually all the literature appearing on female addicts. In the absence of contradictory data, the

image of the female addict as sick and deviant became generalized by this process of citation; the

picture was further supported by societal attitudes about females in general (Ehrenreich and

English, 1973; Freud, 1963).

Data Interpretation

The interpretation of data is another methodological problem to be considered: One example in

volvea study by Joan Cur lee of 100 men and 100 women of middle to uppermiddleclass back-

grounds to investigate the contention that alcoholic womer' demonstrate a higher degree of serious

pathology than alcoholic men (1974). Cur lee concluded that the women had been judged to have a

higher degree of serious pathology on the basis of the amount of previous psychiatric treatment

they had received and were thus considered psychologically sicker than men. She disappr,oved of

this basis: A history of psychiatric treatment episodes is suspect as an index of sickness because

women receive more cultural support than do men for seeking 'psychiatric treatment and women

do so more often. Treatment per se is therefore not necessarily Indicative of sickness (cf. Chesler,

1972).

Notb to Trainer:

For additional examples of limitations in sampling and problems in data interpre tat on, see Note

following this lecture.

FAMILY BACKGROUND

Most studies have found 'that female addicts generally come from predominantly bluecollar back

grounds. One study found that although more women's fathers than men's were professionals,

women also had a higher proportion of fathers with criminal records enc sporadic employment

histories.

Women addicts describe their parents differently than do men. They seem to relate better to their

fathers, whereas males say they related better to their mothers. Women described their mothers as

distant, authoritarian, and cold. Fathers were often described as indulgent and Seductive; in fact,

many women addicts (25 pert:ent in one study by DensenGerber) have experienced sexual rela-

tionships with fathers or father surrogates.
Nimmememenr. Ammire
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CONTENT ON THIS PAGE: Family Background, continued

tee atr

TIME/
CODE

LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OFJTHE FEMALE ADDICT

9:10
9:40

111-13-1

Women addicts also report that they have experienced less compatability within their family of 0

origin than have men. In Waldorf's study, 25 percent of the women (compared to 11 percent of
the men) stated that they got along poorly with their families before beginning to use heroin.
White women were found to have had worse relationships with their families than did black or
Puerto Rican females. Chein found that 70 percent of his female sample ". were recurrently in

--trouble with their parents."
.1.,

Many women addicts grew up in a home with an addict or alcoholic relative: Waldorf found that
45 percent of the women in his sample (compared to 26 percent of the men) grew up in a home
that had alcoholic or addict members.

In his book The Road to H, Chein reported on the incidence of deprived home situations among
female addicts. More than one fourth of his sample had lived in foster homes as children. Fathers
were found to have been frequently absent during their early or later childhood and parents were
either exceedingly strict or overindulgent. Fifty percent of the parents of these women had alcdhol
problems, compared to only 30 percent of the males' parents.

One prevalent characteristic of women addicts is that they come from emotionally disadvanta.ged
family backgrounds, Chambers et al. report that 54.8 percent of the addicted women they studied
were raised in broken homes. Family dissolution occurs more frequently and at an earlier age
among female addicts than among males.

As children, these women were deprived of nurturance and warm, loving care. Their parents made
unrealistic demands and had expectations inappropriate to the child's age or development. When
they could not satisfy these demands they were criticized and punished.

The addicted women studied by Mondanaro paint a very dismal picture when asked to describe
their home environment, and how their parents (or guardianitdemonstrated love. Toys and books
were usually' none. istent. Parents were not involved in the children's schoc! work and accomplish-
ments, parents taught them few skills to cope with the demands --the home environment or to
prepare them for adult living. O.

In Mondanaro's study, she discovered that female addicts were often the products of strict sexrole
socialization. Girls were raised to be girls: passive, dependent, feminine, coy, and nonassertive. Ac-
cording to Bem, this type of strict sex-role socialization "...correlates with high anxiety, low self
esteem, and low self acceptance."

Emotional neglect as an inf,, parents' expectations of premature performance, and strict sexrole
socialization fostered a sens . personal inadequacy in these women. As a result of this upbringing
and the fear of failure, criticism, and punishment it engendered, many addicted women seem to
have a diminished capacity to experience joy and playfulness, and are afraid of taking risks in rela-
tionships with other people,

The female addict appears to be a product of battering. The sense of failure and low self-esteem
derived from an emotionally deprived home experienceare reinforced by society at large. In a soci
ety that judges human worth by material power (crass), by color of skin (race), and by the ores-
vice of a penis (sex), poor people, nonwhites, and women are considered less worthy (Mondanaro).

The family of origin and society both echo and re-echo words the child hears and ultimately be-
lieves that she is no good. Some victims of this type of battering use drugs, some demcnstrate
other self-deprecating behaviors.
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CONTENT ON THIS PAGE: Psychological Dynamics; Drug use patterns; relationships with men

4 4.ws...........s.orn
LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

9:10- PSYCHOLOGICAL DYNAMICS
9:40

III-B-1

Using the Minnesota Multi.phasicPersonality Inventory to analyze the psychodynamics of male

and female addicts, Olson found that

...the males were significantly more defensive and guarded and the

women were more frank and indiscreet with a noticeable tendency
to be more critical of themselves. The higher D (Depression) score in

the female group suggests that they were characterized by a lack of
self-confidence, narrowness of interests, and had poor morale, a

-tendency to worry, uneasy self-concein, and 'dissatisfaction, with
their immediate situation. The significantly higher Pa (Paranoid)

score suggests that the women were using the paranoid mechanisms
of projection, extra-punitiveness, and reliance on a power orienta-

tion.. .the high Pt (Psychasthenia) also suggests that the women
showed more doubts, perplexity, and apprehension, or unreasonable

'fears, than did the men.

Ellinwood et al. found that women addicts were more frequently diagnc.sed as neurotic and psy-

chotic, whereas men were more often labeled as having personality disorders or being sociopathic.

Waldorf notes that "...when women become addicts they suffer more guilt and remorse because it

is harder for them to go against society's prescription for femininity and its laws and mores." Be-

cause little deviation is allowed women within their sex -role socialization (for example, it is not

oermissible. for a female to "sow wild oats"), they usually feel more, constraints to abide by the

established norms and legal, code of the culture. Thus, when they do deviate, they may suffer

about it more than do men.

DRUG USE PATTERNS

Chambers et al. found that the majority (57 percent) were initially turned on to illicit drugs

through a friend, and did so for "kicks" or because of curiosity. Thirty-one percent started to use

drugs through medical or quasi-medical channels, the drugs used were legally manufactured, a pat-

tern more prevalent among white addicts than blacks. A third group, 11 percent of the sample,

were introduced to drugs by an addicted family member. _

Several studies have revealed that male and female addicts seem to differ; in 'some respects, in

terms of oatterns of drug use. Ellinwood et al. found that medical narcotics (e.g., morphine and
Demerol),-alcohol, and sedatives were more frequently used by females than by males. Women

seemed to become addicted more quickly than men and took a longer time to attempt abstinence.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH MEN

Generally female addicts have been married, but the relationship is usually fraught with multiple

problems. The family and societal environments that bred the woman's feelings of loW self-esteem

and lack of confidence are usually repeated in her relationships.

The addict's spouse or partner is often, but not always, involved in drugs. He is usually not gainful-

ly employed. His "work" may be stealing, boosting, passing bad checks, dealing drugs, and pimp.
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CONTENT ON THIS PACE; Homosexuality; Health; Pregnancy

-I
TIME!
C-ODE

9:10
9:40

111-8.1

LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

ing. He may be violent, taking out his frustrations by beating his wife and child. The wife's fear of
being physically harmed by her spouse, should she decide to leave, cannot be under-estimated.,
Many women maintain these relationships because there are moments of love and warmth within
them and the alternative seems to be having no relationship at all.

HOMOSEXUALITY

Although many women seek and find love in homosexual relationships, these, too, may pose
problems. Waldorf notes that "American society stigmatizes addicts, prostitutes, and homosexuals
and often the female addict is at least two of themsometimes three. . . .>Thus, in addition to
feelings of guilt about prostitution, the female addict may suffer considerable emotional pain from
violating society's norms concerning homosexuality. One study reports that many more female ad-
dicts than males are homosexual: 29 percent of the females compared to only 3 percent of the
males admitted to being either homosexual or bisexual.

Twenty-three percent of the women also reported having engaged in homosexual prostitution
while in the streets. Many female addictsseem_to-betome lesbians as a result of suffering abuse by
men while prostitutes.

-

HEALTH

Female oddicts also frequently have problems in the area of health. One study found that many
vvomeh addicts suffer from thyroid disorder, hypertension, asthma, and hepatitisconditions that
require, liut rarely get, proper treatment. Another study notes that "most women caught in the
criminal-addict treadmill have had one or more abortions," which may have caused gynecological
damage. One gynecological study of female addicts found that 90 percent had had venereal disease,
and 63percent were infertile during the period of drug abtise. .

PREGNANCY,

The addicted wpmag normally does not plan to get pregnant. Since heroin interferes with normal
ovulation and menstruation, the wombs is accustomed to missing periods frequently. The notion
that the addict is protected from conception while using heroin is videspread. A woman may go
for years without using birth control and not get pregnant. Although pregnancy may create great
hartiships,.rnanylemale_ as:10'm_ will elect to continue!their pregnancy. Some writers have described
this as a symptom of women's passivity and inability to act on the world. Many addicted women
do not actively plan birth control, and when they find themselves pregnant, they again do not ac
tively think through their various options (abortion, adoption, detox or methadone maintenance,
heroin continuation, barbityrate continuation).

Addicts do not tolerate the normal discomforts of pregnancy well. When they experience difficul
ty sleeping, irritability, fatigue, nausea, and other pains associated with pregnancy. womeri main-
tained on methadone often feel that the4ses are not high enough. There is also a high incidence
of obstetrical complications such as toxemia of pregnancy (pat:iological disorders generally mani
fested as metabolic problems), breech presentations, placental abnormalites, and postpartum
hemorrhage. Many babies are premature and /or addicted and many show evidence of retarded in-
trauterine growth. Some experts believe that these babies may become predisposed to drug addle
tion later in life. .filsomimillkwir,

1

1
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CONTENT ON THIS PAGE; Education ills and Means of Support; Summary

V

i

TIME/
CODE

9:10
9:40

111.8-1

fr4

LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT4k.

The incidence of enegraincy among addicts has been found to be increasing, especially among those

under 21 years old; who account for 50 percent of all such pregnancies.

Many mothers frequently talk about "guilty feelings- during their pregnancy. Mondanaro states

that many pregnant addicts may be saying that thy will feet guilty when and if the child experi-

ences withdrawal.

Unrealistic Expectations Resulting from Pregnancy

Many women believe that now, since they are pregnant, their own mothers will accept and love

them; their husbands will get it 1 c ther, get straight jobs, stop drinking, lose weight, rent a larger

apartment, pay more attention to
t

hem, stay home more, be helpful around the house: in general,

the qualify of life will improve. They also believe that they will not use f%roin or other drugs be-

calm that will hurt the baby and they don't want to do that. Many feel being pregnant will give

them impetus to "straighten out."

When questioned about difficulties and disappointments they can foresee surrounding the birth of

the baby, the women usually see no obstacles to their happiness, and truly believe that the child

will bring many fringe benefits. Anyone who has been a parent can relate to the unrealistio.aspects

of these beliefs.

EDUCATION, SKILLS, AND MEANS OF SUPPORT

Female addicts have been found to have had disadvantaged educational and occupational back-

grounds. Most studies indicate that approximately 66 percent of this group have not completed

high school and have usually dropped out of the tenth 3r eleventh grade after a long history of

learning difficulties, misbehavior, and chronic truancy.

Among female addicts in the New York Civil Commitment Program, 65 percent had arrest records.

Prostitution and shoplifting were the most frequently used means of financial support during an

addiction career, although onethird of the sample also reported having committed burglaries,

armed robberies, and/or muggings.

SUMMARY

We have discussed characteristics of the female addict as described in the litcrature: her back

ground, her relationships, her feelings about herself and her role. We have also mentioned a few of

the problems inherent en the interptetation of research data. Your resource manual contains sev-

eral reference papers you may want to reao for further information.

r Some of the characteristics that t have mentioned may pertain to clients in your own programs.

Some of the female addicts you have treated may have other characteristics. What are some of the

similarities and differences you have noted?

Note to Trainer:

Following are more examples of methodological problems that can be used if needed for discus.

sion.
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CONTENT ON THIS PAGE: For Discussion: Other examples of Methodological Problems

TIME/
CODE

0.

9:10-

9:40

LECTURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

III-13:1

Facilitate distussion of characteristics of female addicts in trainees' treatmentprograms by asking
trainees to describe how their clients are similar to or different from those described in the read-
ings and the lecture, See also Note to Trainer for examples of characteristics as identified by
trainees during the field test 0

OTHER EXAMPLES OF METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

Other examples of limitations in the sampling procedure are evident in studies by Mellinger and
Parry. In 1971, Mellinger et al. found that psychotherapeutic drug use was greater among women
than men. Parry et al. (1973) studied use of prescribed tranquilizers/sedatives and found daily use
to be most prevalent among lower income, more poorly educated housewives. _

fThe format in both the Mellinger and Parry studies suggests that sampling procedures may have led
to underrepresentation of street drug users. The data generated by these studies were collected by
interviewing respondents who were "selected by rigorous sampling methods in order to form a
cross selection of American adults in households" (Parry et al., 1973). The restriction to "adults in
households" suggests that institutionalized adults were not considered, also, that persons not living
in a stable residence may have been excluded. A footnote suggests that, if represented at all,
"street people" constituted a very small portion of the total sample since, "Those few women who
were neither employed nor full-time housew:ves, e g., nonworking, unmarried students, were
omitted from our analysis." t

Finally, by restricting their sample to adults, the authors biased their description of the patterns of
drug use by not including persons under 18. Unlike the street drug user who may represent a small
portion of the population, persons under 18 represent a singificant percentage of the population in
most metropolitan areas. For example, they represent 30 percent of the San Francisco Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) populatioh.

Data Interpretation k

A study by George De Leon (1974) involved 148 men and 60 women to measure the extent of and
change in psychopathology during the course of treatment. The author used seven selfreport
scales. On the basis of these scales he found differences related to both sex and ethnic background.
Females in each ethnic group (black, white, and Puerto Rican) scored higher (indicating a greater
degree of depression, anxiety, or other indicator of pathology) than their male counterparts.
"These findings'," the author notes, "point to the possibility that for women, especially white and

'Hispanic (Puerto Rican), addiction may relate to or express a more serious and complex psycho-
logical disturbance." However, what De Leon fails to note is that self-report scales are particularly
vulnerable to cultural norms: high scores may reflect a self-perception of deviance from those
norms, rather than sickness, per se. It may be that women report themselves as deviant because
they believe they are. However, s;nce deviance from norms is not necessarily sickness, to interpret
the elevation of self-report scales as sickness, without\considering cultural and ethnic norms, is to
overlook the probable impact of labeling. An interpretation (of self-report scores) such as the one
offered by De Leon can become part of an invidious tautology. female addicts score higher on
scales purporting to measure psychopathology, therefore, they are judged to be sicker, are told
they are sicker, are treated as if they are sicker and, therefore, score higher on scales measuring
sickness (psychopathology) (cf, Chester, 1972 , Broverman, 1970, Gorgon and Hall, 1974),

1111111111MMINIMIIIMMIIIIIMMIV'
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TIME/
CODE

9:25-
9:45

III-8-2

NOTE TO TRAINER: DISCUSSION ABOUT CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE FEMALE ADDICT

This list represents the viewpoints of one group of trainees. The trainees in your session may

generate different items. This brief exercise gives the total group information about hoW individuals

view the female addict. The data give the trainees a "feel" for the group and a starting point tc

help individuals analyze their approach to women's treatment.

The following are sortie of the characteristics of the female addict as identified by trainees during

the field test.

low self-esteem

bad self-image

no direction

lack of confidence

heavy family conflicts

guilt

lack of skills

broken home

confusion between love and sex

diff' ulty dealing -nth feelings of dependency--dependency or counter-
dependency

poor adult models

no sense of belonging

not feeling good about other women, hence not feeling

good about themselves

no elementary life skills (eg., communication, problem-solving)

"I'm competent, but my 'sister's not competent"
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I TIME/
CODE NOTE TO TRAINER: ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW EXERCISE

10:15-
11:45

The purpose of this exercise is to identify both the information needed for assessment and the

needs of a female client.

FORMS

The Treatment System Overview is used to set the stage for the interview. This form gives basic in-

formation about the treatment project so that all group members have a common frame of refer-

ence. The interviewers assess the client's needs and later (if there is time) discuss whether they

think her needs can be met through this treatment system.

The Client History Form provides basic information about the client. It gives the interviewers data

they can use to formulate their assessment questions, it gives the client some data from which to

develop her characterization of the client.

To assist the client-volunteer in developing her characterization, she should be asked to fill out the

Client Needs Form before the interview. This will help her focus on the needs and^problems of the

client she's playing and will help her to remain in the role during the exercis

After the interview, each smallgroup member fills out the Client Needs Form. Then the small

41 group writes a. composite list on newsprint to help them compare and analyze their perceptions of

the client. This is then compared,with the client's perceptions of her needs.

Because each small group uses the same forms, a common frame of reference is established for the

large group discussion that concludes the exercise.

-To-ensure that the small groups have as similar an experience as possible, it is extremely important

th.ar you discuss how each of you will conduct this exercise. While the small Mtoups are reassem-

bling in the large group meeting room, you should meet briefly with the other trainers to review

what each cove-ed In the exercise.

In the process of this exercise several things happen:

I. Since each trainee has an opportunity to interview the client, the exercise reveals a sample of

the various interviewing styles used by smallgroup members. This provides experiential data

that can be referred to throughout the course when examining (a) the effects of interviewing

styles on clients, (b) the problems in eliciting information from clients, (c) the interactions

between counselor and client, and (d) the ways in which the client is stereotyped (as per-

ceived by either counselor or client). You should point out:

The way in which information is transmitted and interpreted and how it affects assess-

ment of the client

How Interviewing styles influence t}-e amount and kind of information given by the

client in the interview

2. As small group members discuss their owil perceptions and the client's perceptions of her

needs, they become aware of information they have missed, assumptions they have made,

and conclusions they have drawn in interpreting the interview data. This assists trainees to

sharpen the7rosessinent skills.

Trainees will further develop these skills in Modules IV and V when they analyze videotaped inter-

views:
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PURPOSE: To give trainees practice in assessing client's needs

TIME/
CODE

INSTRUCTIONS: ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW EXERCISE

10:15
11:45

Ill-C

Title

ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW EXERCISE

Space Requirements

One large-group room

Two small-group rooms

Seating Arrangement

Each small group sits in a circle. In the center of the circle there should be two empty chairs: one

for the client and the other for the interviewer. rm

Materials

Client Histories

Client Needs Forms

Treatment System Overviews

Trainer Instructions

Define "need" and "problem":

"Need" is.a lack of something necessary, desirable, or useful; implies urgency.

"Problem" is a complex, unsettled question; a source of worry or concern.

Adapted from Webster's Dictionary

Explain the exercise.

The exercise is a simulation of the first of a series of assessment interviews with a female

client. The purpose of the interview is to identify the client's needs and problems. At the

end of the interview, trainees will be asked to describe those needs and problems.

Give instructions for the exercise.

Trainees will be divided into three small groups. Each small group will participate in a role

play to assess client needs. A volunteer will play the client. The other trainees in the small

group will act as counselor-interviewers, each having four minutes to interview the client.

Each interviewer should build upon information obtained by past interviewers. After all the

trainees have interviewed the client, the group should have enough information to identify

the client's needs and problems.
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TIME/
CODE

INSTRUCTIONS:

10:45
11:45

WC

.1

ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW EXERCISE
s

.,_

Divide trainees into three small groups; assign a trainer and small-group room to each.

Take small group to assigned room.

Select a volunteer to be the female client. Explain to group that for the next five minutes
you will be working with.the volunteer to help her establish her role. -

Give trainees the Client History and Treatment System Overvietv to read while the volunteer
and trainer are out of room.

Ask each trainee to think about four questions she would want answered in an assessment
interview.

Take the client volunteer outside the large-group room to prepare her for the exercise,give
her the Client History to read. :

-Discuss how she will play the part of the client.

Caution the volunteer to wait until the third interviewer before she fully states her problems.

Review the Client Needs Form with the volunteer. Ask her to fill it out, and then copy it on
newsprint. (This will help strengthen her characteriiation.)

Reviewwith the Imall grOup their role as counselorinterviewers. In order to have every
trainee participate, the interview will be divided into fourminute segments, each segment
having.a differeqt person as interviewer. Each interviewer is to build on the information ob-
tained by prior interviewers. _ ._ . . ..... . ._
Review the Client Needs Form in trainees' workbooks.

Tell trainees to take notes on the needs and problems of the client as they are disclosed
during the interview.

Select a group member to be timekeeper (or take the role of the timekeeper yourself).

Select a group member to be the first interviewer, start the role play, continue around the
circle to the right to select the next trainee to play the interviewer. ,

After the role play is finished, give trainees five minutes to write out the client's needs and
problems and write a composite list on newsprint.

While the small-group members are writing their observations, take the "client" outside of
the room and help her get out of the role she played.

In the small group, review the client's description of her needs (written on newsprint).

Discuss the client assessments.

Ask trainees to compare their assessment with the client's assessment of her needs. How do
they differ? How are they similar? Why? What happened in the interview? Can the treatment
system meet the needs expressed by this particular client?

Facilitate the discussion to explore the ways in which the female addict is stereotyped. Did
participants stereotype the client? Flow does stereotyping of female clients take place in
treatment programs?

Discuss the ways in which stereotyping occurs in treatment programs.
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Name:
Age:
Marital Status:
Number of Children:
Drug:of Choice
Employment Background:
Present Employment:

CLIENT HISTORY

Form III-C-1

June Dendy
28
Separated
2 girls, 8 and 10 years
Heroin
Clerk typist, Sales'girl, Waitress
None

Client got pregnant with first Child during senior year in high
school. DrOpped out of high school and got married. After her
second child was born client went to night school to get her
high school diploma. History of marital problems--husband drank
and was verbally abusive to client and children. Separated from

'husband five years ago. Client moved in with her mother and
held various jobs to. support herself and children. Client's
mother currently is taking scare of both children.

.Client has been unemployed for seven months, during which time
her heroin habit has_sone.from moderate to severe. While she
was employed; she was using heroin once or twice a week, for
about three months. When in high school, she had tried grass and
pills several times but had stopped when she discovered she was
Pregnant. But, during the last few months of her employment, she
began usipg heroin on a daily basis, and selling "hot" merchandise
at her job to supplement her income. She says Frank, whom she
met six months ago and has been dating regularly since, encouraged
her to use heroin more often, saying she could support her habit
by fencing his stuff. Although she was never caught, she was
afraid, and her fear was one reason for her leaving her job.

Since leaving her job, she has devoted most of her, energy to
fencing stolen goods around the neighborhood and prostitution.
Her mother is becoming increasingly resentful of caring for the
children, and is putting pressure on June to get treatment and

get a job. June feels that her mother is being unreasonable,
but does recognize that getting off heroin is a good idea. She

feels at loose ends when not on dope, butQ more importantly, she's
worried about getting busted, especially since Fra k was busted
three weeks ago for housebreaking.

She says she's really scared and wants help getting herself together.
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FORM III-C-2

TREATMENT SYSTEM OVERVIEW

METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM

TYPE OF PROGRAMPriVate, nonprofit program under direction of

the County Regional Drug Abuse Commission. Provides 90 percent

of its outpatient care'to narcotic addicts and provides in-

patient care through General Hospital, which also works with

other area drug abuse programs. Center located in a converted

residence.

Li

SERVICES -- Methadone maintenance, medical-surgical treatment.

Also: chemical and drug free detoxification, crisis and legal

intervention, educational and family counseling, encounter and

self-awareness groups, other group interaction, group and indi-

vidual therapy, - vocational training, job placement, meditation,

recreational therapy, social services, supervised work assign-

ments, therapeutic community, Big Brother and Big Sister Program,

referral. F

ADMISSION - -Must reside in county, be 18 or over, and have no

severe medical or psychiatric problems. Hospital patients must

meet 0E0 poverty criteria.

CLIENTELE - -All age groups 18 and above but predominantly 21-28.

Greatest number use natural opiates, but some abuse of all drugs

except tranquilizers. Majority unemployed, unskilled.
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STAFF--(Combined personnel of Center and Hospital working with

Methadone Treatment Program) Full time: psychologist, 3 R.N.s,

business administrator, 3 counselors. Part time: 2 psychiatrists,

physician. 2 vocational rehabilitation personnel, program adminis-

trator, 2 pharmacists, community worker. Volunteers, part time:

physician, psychologist, R.N., nursing aide, 3 paramedics, 22

counselors, 5 clergymen, pharmacist, 2 public education personnel.

Former'drug abusers: full-time caseworker, part-time caseworker.

Center budgeted v;cancies: psychologist, R.N., 3 counselors.
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Form I1I-C-3

CLIENT NEEDS FORM

Your Role:

\*In the space above, write whether you are acting as the
client, or akran interviewer. State your assessment of
he client's needs based,on the information obtained in
the interview.

S
.

CLIENT NEEDS .

,

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

. ,

.
.

.
.

/ ....7.-

1--,

.



MODULE IX: PRFTICUM WORKSHEET

WORKSHEET IX-3
THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS

Th,e module you have I:igen given is Module I: Introduction to Third Party Payments.

SESSION I

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this session is to establisli an appropriate learnihg environment by outlining the

course content, explaining the course structure and providing a general explanation of the third

party payments system. r

At the end of this session participants will be able to

define "third party payments";

identify the three parties in a third party payments system;

identify at least five implications for a drug abuse treatment program seeking

third party payments ;

identify the two methods by which service providers are reimbursed in a third party

payments system;

identify the two types of third party payers.
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SESSION: I

SESSION REQUIREMENTS

PERSONNEL

TLME

EQUIPMENT

Trainer

2 hours

MATERIALS

FACILITY

Chalkboard

Flip chart easel

Pretests

Prepared flip charts (F-I, F-2, F-3)

...tote pad and pencils for each pafticipant

Handout H-I (Sample Daily Schedule)

Large group meeting room

272
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Session 1: INTRODU, TION

TIME/
FORM

30 min.
LG

Pretest PRETEST

Administer pretest. .

is min.
LG
n-L/D

Chalkboard INTRODUCTION

Handout (H-1)
(Daily Sched-
ule)
Flip Chart
(F-1)

Introduce each trainer/facilitator.

t'xillain purpose of the course:

T;lis eourse c :-rcvide

t;,a; 7:.' Z: (a) asrers
o' :':rd Tart

Fai....7en:o and r2-) detrr--Ze reouired
fcr (Write on

chalkboard.)

Note that the course provides auidelines
but cannot snecif" each step re,luired to

obtain TPPs.

Outline the course ccntont nd daily

(WrIte ne:,:rInt and sec sar-

p/E- cL.Irt at enj c" sheots.)

Discuss th. re,

Answer any .vlostions.

WAP."-up EXrPCISr.

71:1-:1')so oc. fhc oxercase:

45 rin.
LG

Use whatever technirTue "ou have found to
he useful to help trainees identify names
and/or -ner associations (c.a., tte4tnent

re: :".sent .

INTRODUCTION TO THIRD PARTY P7:Y:IENTS

o Define third party payments:

A f;r
:' :ca ;):

zn ;"

%;. 7;.t"
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Session 1: INTRODUCTION

TIME/
FORM

04ATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT/
REFERENCrS

. "/ .

c

N.TIVITIES

.

. 18

Flip Charts
F-2, F-3

Figure 1.1
Figure 1.2

.

.

....

INTRODUCTION TO THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS (CONT'D;,.

Explain key terms: . -

client (service recipient)
provider (service provider) , .

third party (e.g., John Hancock Co.,
Medicaid).

service (assistance given to client)

Explain interrelationships among client,
provider, and payer. (See samale flip charts)

Distinguish types of third party payers:

Public reimbursers

Federal/state programs supporting services
4

to various categories of individuals, i.e.,
Medicaid, Medicare, title XX, Vocational
Rehabilitation, etc.

Private reimbursers

../Profit making (e.g., Aetna, John Hancock)

Nonprofit (e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield)

Discuss the fact that-public reimbursers
presently provide most payments for addicts.

..

Note that to obtain TPPs, the eligibility
of the client,.provider, and service must
be established. %

Mention that each type of eligibility will
be discussed in greater detail in a later
session. .

.

Note some of the difficulties existent with-
in the third party payment's system, for
example:

Federal regulations regarding eligibility vary
considerably between programs. :

State criteria vary between states and within
each program (i.e., no two states have the same
set of criteria for Medicaid).
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Session 1: INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT/
REFERENCES

15 min.
LG
D

ACTIVITIES

pp. 23-26

c

INTRODUCTION TO THIRD PARTY PAYMENTS (CONT'D)

List some of the benefits offered a drug
treatment program by third party payments,
for example:

Sources for required "match" funds

Reduction of dependency on a single funding

source

Expansion or improvement of the program

Preparation for National Health Insurance

Improved p.:Ngram credibility

DISCUSSION

- Conduct discussion about implications for
treatment programs of TPPs.

-The purpose of this discussion is to help
you identify important issues relating to
TPPs (e.g., charging clients, staff require-
ments, confidentiality, record keeping, etc.)

Identify those issues that will be discussed
in the course.

Answer any questions.
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COURSE CONTENT

INTRODUCTION

NSF REGULATIONS

KEY ISSUES

THIRD PARTY PAYERS

CONFIDENTIALITY

MANAGEMENT & STAFF ISSUES

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

PROJECT /SSA PLANNING

Sample Flip Chart

276
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DIRECT REIMBURSEMENT

OF SERVICE PROVIDER

I
CLIENT

i

.4M
BILLS &

FORMS

Ai

,

Sample Flip Chart F-2
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INDIRECT REIMBURSEMENT

OF SERVICE PROVIDER

r

62V1

e#14

if4 40.

A41110

CLI ENT

/ L.

is*

$ $

BILLS &
FORMS

Sample Flip Chart F-3

278
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MODULE IX: PRACTICUM ) WORKSHEET .

e

WORKSHEET IX-4
INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

.,

As each individual makes his/her presentation, take notes in the space provided
below. Then fill out the two feedback forms that follow:

g

1
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FEEDBACK ON TRAINING DESIGN

Please circle the number,. next to each question, that most closely approximates your perceptions of the
training design. If you wish to comment, space has been provided below each question.

Now well

1. the training goal reflect the training need
selected?

r.)
co 2. the behavioral objectives relate to the
c) training goal?

3. the behavioral objectives specify:

terminal behavior? v

criteria?
conditions?

4. Were the behavioral objectives realistic?

`27

Needs Much
Improvement Excellent

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

c

0. 1 2 3 4 . 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

() 1 2. 3' '4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

J



FEEDBACK CV TRAINING DESIGN: continued

Now well did--

5. the learning tasks relate to the
behavioral objectives? .

6. each training method lead to accomplishment of
the behavioral objectives?

Method #1
Method #2
Method #3

7. the tine periods indicated in the design
match the actual time required in delivery?

.

8. the materials and equipment facilitate

learning?

280

Needs Much
`Improvement

0 1

0' 1

0 1

0 1

.

0 1

0 1

Excellent

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 ' 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

!

7, ..e

k'.-, . r 3 4 5

I, .

\
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FEEDBACK TO WE TRAINER(S)

IMME OF TRAINER:

Please circle the number next to each question that most closely approximates your perceptions of the
trainer. If you wish to comment, space has been provided below each question.

ry
co
ry

How well did the trainer,

1. state the objectives? (Comment)

2. help the group to understand the purpose
of what they were doing as they went
along? (Comment)

3. give instructions? (Comment)

4. explain or clarify information? (Comment)

5. encourage discubsion by asking good
questions? (Comment)

Needs Much

Improvement

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

Excellent

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5



FEEcootao*THE TRAINER(S): continued

Bow well did the trainer--

6. encourage discussion by letting others
speak? (Comment)

7. encourage and accept criticism from
others? (Comment)

8. show sensitivity to the group's
feelings and needs? (Comment)

co

9. help the participants to share their
ideas and experiences with one
.imather, (Comment)

0

Any general comments or suggestions?

284

Needs Much
Improvement Excellent

0 1 2 3 4' 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
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MODULE X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE

RATIONALE

Although it is oft'n taken for granted, a major trainer role is to help trainees evaluate
what they have gotten so that they are able to use new knowledge and skills. Often,
this evaluation is informal, occurring through ongoing processing of knowledge gained

__and_experience...___Sometimes,_it _formal ,._ as _witty _posttests _which_ may be written __in
the form of simulation. Sometimes they are extremely informal, as with exercises to
provide closure for the' training itself.

In this module, concepts of evaluation--formal-and informal, ongoing and final - -will be
presented to build trainees' knowledge and skill' in evaluating the effectiveness of
training.

SYNOPSIS

This, the final module of the TOT, opens with the trainer's overview of the, activities
ancLobjectimes_a_minutes.),.

. The module is focused on formal and informal evaluation re-entry issues. A very
brief (10 minute) trainer lecture outlines the parameters of these issues and leads
into guided small group discussions (30 minutes). The final activity of the module is
one exercise or a series of exercises that facilitates expression of feelings and closure
of the TOT (1 hour).

This is followed by the module wrap-up and critique. Finally, the course's Posttest
takes place at the, end of this final module. (See the Pretest and Posttest section at
the back of this Trainer Manual.).

287 2S
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X: FORMAL AND INFORAL EVALUATION: 2 HOURS
MODULE , PROVID(NG CLO URE

M
TIME.. 50 MINUTES

GOALS .
,

.

. .,. ..
.

. .
:. .

To impart knowledge of evaluation procedures , ..

To enable trainers to experience closure and to begin to build a model 'for clos-
ing their own training events-. .,

To give all participants an opportunity to get feedback from the . group for them-
selves. es

. ,

OBJECTIVES ..

/
- . .

At the end of this module, participants will be able to:

a Describe at leasttwo techniques that move a group to closure_
Describe at.least one technique for coping with re-entry difficulties
. .

Define the following terms:

- Reaction
- Learning
- Behavior change .

.
-- Results. .

- ..

Name one formal and two informal means of evaluation. ,

./..:.-

MATERIALS' . .

a- Flip chart or newsprint
.Easel/tape ,

Felt-tip markers _

C--`-.)Participant Manual
Photocopies of the Posttest and the Posttest Answer Sheet .

, .
.

. ,

- - / -

,
.

, .

, .

, .

. -

s ,
. ,

289
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MODULE X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: 'PROVIDING CLOSURE

TIME, MEDIA
AND MATERIALS OUTUNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

10-MINUTES-- .MODULEOVERNEW

State that since this course tries to model an
ideal training event, this, the last module, is' designed to help participants:

Continue to pull together--integrate--their
learning;

Become conversant with evaluation tech-
niques;'

Begin to look at how to ese evaluation
techniques;

Leave the training environment in a way
that ma.kirnjzes what they are, able to take
home. NS.

o Preview the activities to be accomplidhed and
discuss their relationship to the module objec-
tives.

20 MINUTES LECTURE: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION

Acknowledge that evaluation occurs throughout
the design, development, and delivery phases
of 'training.

For example, when:

Assessing learning needs
Pilot-testing a course
Determining whether objectives are met.

Give examples of formal evaluation:

Walk through some of the samples in the
Participant Manual (pre-, post-, attitudi-
nal).

Discuss &mains of learning in relation to
formal evaluation.

NOTE: Cognitive learning might be tested by
multiple choice or true-false questions;
attitudinal change or learning might use a

291
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MODULE X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE

TIME, MEDIA,,
.

AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

. -

------------------.
,

scale;' and psychomotor might use simula-
tion' of work sample.

41, Review some of the informal evaluations of this
course by initiating: .

- Discq,ssions about whether Objectives were
met

- Discussions as to whether parts of the
course model appropriate behaviors,----.......matem' Is.,....me-thod-s--=-

.

Selected- Readings X-2
through X-5

- Closure tissues (to be discussed below).

Refer participants to Selected Readings X-2
through X-5 for background information on
evaluation.

,

-

..

20 MINUTES

0

,

3.
. ..

DISCUSSION: EVALUATION

Ask participants to devise a formal evaluation
tool for the learning .piece they presented in
Module IX.

.

Parallel the selection of a means to evaluate
learning to the selection of an appropriate
methodology. Have par-Licipants keep in mind
the appropriate learning domain.. .

After 10 minutes, lead a discussion which
enables participants to share some of the evalu-
ation exercises they have come up with. Allow

, questions and comments to be voiced in the
large group.

20 MINUTES /

..

v

4.

.,

LECTURE: CLOSURE AND RE-ENTRY

Develop a brief .presentatiqn on closure and
re-entry issues.: The following are points to
highlight:

_ _
Every trainin'g event needs closure--: termi-
nation is a natural part of almost every
interpersonal activity requiring processing
of what has occurred in order to move on
to something else.
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MODULE X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE

TIME, MEDIA,
AND_MATERALS--

f

7

Selected Reading X-5
Reference Sheet. X-1
Reference Sheet X-2

_QUTLJNE-ORTRAININ-G--ACTIVI-T-IES-

When an activity has been particula-ly
intense and/or sufficiently different from
day-to-day experiences (as with, for
example, a 3-day therapy marathon) the
issue of re-entry comes up. The term
re-entry is used because going back tb the
everyday' world is experienced as difficult,
less rewarding,. or even as a return to a
hostile environment.

Attention_to_ "r.e-.entxy. issues!!_i_s__iMpOrtant
at the close of any intense expeqenc. It
is extremely important not only to do, but
to model, so that participants will attend
to this issue with their own groups of
trainees when necessary.

Participants often need a structure for
dealing with complex issues of:

a) Built-up intimacy and attachments

b) Intense positive or negative feelings
about training content, personnel,
and/or the learning itself

c) Transition back home where family
members or fellow staff may have,feci
deserted, left behind, or rejected.

Outline some of the 'parameters for the
"re-entry" problerri before opening these isues
up for discussion. Helpful information can be
fou d in Selected Reading X-5, "Taking Learn-
ing Back *Home," and in Reference Sheet X-1,
"La ndry. . List. of Re-entry Issues," both of
whic appear in the Participant Manual. (The
bibli raphy for this module, Reference Sheet.
X-2, ay also be helpful. )

Let participants know that to bring this TOT to
an end, a discussion of several '`exercises to
bring about closure will be engaged in. In
addition, if in the trainer's judgment the group
needs a re-entry experience for their own
learning or for anticipated difficulties, a

r-entry exercise can be added.
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MODULE X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE

TIME MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS1,..S OUTUNE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

30 MINUTES--

.

.

-

,
.

.

r

5.

.

DISCUSSION: DEPROGW\AMMING FOR CLOSURE

important task that all participants willhave to
age in over the next weeks and months is an '

e luation of their experiences .ind learning during'
the TOT and what will be meanffigful and usable to
them back homp. To help them begin this process:

.

Facilitate a discussion that helps participants
address the following questions:

- How do you 'see putting to use what you
learned during the TOT?

- How might your learning in the TOT be
put to use in training particular courses
or pacliages you are called upon to train? .

- How will youi experience and learning be
received by your boss? By your future
trainees? -

- Do participants feel that the Participant
Manual will be a help to them? What wOulc0-
they like to add to it?

- IHow might others -- spouse, roommate- -see
yOur sojourn at training?

- What other. courses or opportdnities or
career development are open to you?

.. - As a final activity, what kind of closure
does this group need or want to choose?
What kind of pre0-ration for re-entry?

30 -MINUTES

-

.

6. OPTIONAL EXERCISES: DEPROGRAMMING FOR
RE-ENTRY .----,

Before the formal course evaluation and other
formal closing activities begin, you may lead an
optional closing and/or a re-entry exercise,
which has 'a twofold purpose: it gjves partici- .

pants an opportunity to express feelings pri-
marily about each other ' before leaving, and is
provides cloSure.

, .
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MODULE X:
- . -

FORMAL ANP INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE..---..
TIME, MEDIA,

.:-.-

AND MATERIALS

.

OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

s.,',

.

,.
,

$

.

r
Newsorict
Tape ,
Felt-tip Markers

i
...

*

.

.

.
,

' ^ ..

Worksheet X-1

a

. ,
.

NOTE: If you choose not to conduct one or more,
=

'

of the three optional exercises described
below, this module will only be I hour, 50. minutes long instead of 2 hours, 20 min-
utes. ,.

4

Whatever exercise or exercises are chosen,
allowa few minutes at the end for group mem-
bers' comments. Lengthy processing. is not
necessary.

.

Optional Exercise A
,. 4 s

Develop some mini-case-study type quotes such
as the ones below, Place them on newsprint
around the room.

A.

"What do you mean the week made you feel
very loving?...Here I Was taking care of
three kids by myself and you.."

"You went to TOT last month./ How come
you're still doing boring lectures?"

.

- "Now we can't have any of that reflective
therapy-typestuff in ttis setting."

"I wanna take the trainer home With me."

"Can we schedule a reunion of the TOT
group in 6 months?"

,
.

Optionai Exercise B
\

Another optional exercise is a sentence completion
exercise (Worksheet X-1)..,such- as:

/
- "I think what is going to happen when I go

home is that...."
.,

(

Optional Exercise C

Yet another technique is that of a silent goodbye
that allows some physical contact as the group mills
around.

.cyr
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MODULE X: FORMAL , AND INFORMAL EVALUATION: PROVIDING CLOSURE

ME; MEDIA,
AND MATERIALS OUTLINE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES .

10 MINUTES
. 1

.

.

,
7. MODULE OUTCOMES .

Facilitate a discussion as to the extent:)

- That this module enables participants to
.' meet its objectives _

- To which thi$ module successfully modeled
the kind of training event facilitators want
to engage in.

i

30 MINUTES

'

.

.

Copies of .Posttest and
Posttest Answer Sheet

-

f
..

8. ADMINISTERING THE POSTTEST .

NOTE: Materials for the Posttest are contained in
.

the back of the Trainer Manual only, in ,

the Pretest and Posttest section. You will
need to ha-ve adequate numbers of photo-
copies of the Posttest and Posttest Answer
3"heet made in advance of delivering Module
X. ; .

Pass out photocopies of the Posttest and Post-
test Answer Sheet.

Read the Posttest instructions.. -

4dminister the test, pointing out that partici-
pants' answers should be entered on the Answer
Sheet. Remind participbnts to write their names
on the top of the Answer Sheet before turning

. it in.
.Thank participants for their work.

.

.

. .

END OF MODULE X

'
I

a ,

.

.
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ObULE
FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION:
PROVIDING CLOSURE WORKSHEET'

PURPOSE:

ORKSHEET X-1
GUIDED DISCUSSION

11011.11

To provjde a ''structure through which participants can anticipate what awaits them
upoil---their return home.

MATERIALS:

None

INSTRUCTIONS:

Take turns completing the following sentence:

"I think what is going to happen when I go home is

TIME:

II 1

20 minutes

297 29.5
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REFERENCE I

so ea

LMODULE
X: FORMAL AND INFORMAL, EVALUATION:

PROVIDING tLOSURE

REFERENCE SHEET X-1
"LAUNDRY LiST" OF RE-ENTRY ISSUES

AntiCipationofreception -at home by spouse, significant other(s), roommate.

Anticipation of reception of colleagues, boss, clients.

Feelings about TOT group and leaving it.

Finding a network for continuing professional growth.
-

Feelings about living and learning in a close environment -- attractions, disadvan-
tages.

tv
Achieving closure.

Strategies for change in one's own training behaviors (action planning).

298
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MODULE

.1 I

:. FORMAL AND INFORMAL EVALUATION:
PROVIDING CLOSURE REFERENCE

I
REFERENCE SHEET\X-2

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Bloom, B., Hastings, J.T., and Madaus, G. Handbook on Formative and
Evaluation of Student Learning. New York: McGraw-Hill) 1971.

Craig, R., and Bittel, L. (eds.). Training and Development Handbook.
McGraw-Hill, 1967.
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GLOSSARY OF TRAINING TERMS

...ACCEPTANCE NtEDS: a phrase referring to an individual's desir4 to be' liked and
oaccepticf.

ACCOUNTABILITY: responsibility. , In training, accountability requires that the
desired results be specified (irr.behavioral terms) and that respohsibi ity, for achieve-
ment of the behaiorel objectives be assumed by both trainerst Sand trai ees . ,

ACHIEVEMENT NEEDS: a phrse referring to an. individual's desire to successfully
perform tasks. (\See TASK - ORIENTED.) - -,

I.'

ADAPTIVE: showing ability to adjust to the environment..., The term was originally'
used to describe an individual; it is now also applied to groups and organizations.
Gener-ally,'this -term is used to summarize a 'number of specific actions or events that
indicate an individual's ability' to adjust to his environment. .

.
AFFECTIVE 'LEARNING OBJECTIVE: a behavioral objective :'r-3quiring a change fn

.

attitude, values, interest/ app ..reciation, motivation, etc. .- ,,

1

AMBIVALENCE: simultaneous attraction toward and repulsion from an object, person,
or action. When one says he, or she is.' ambivalent, he may mean that his feelings .are
mixed or that he isconfused. ./ *o

ASSEAMENT: estimate, appraisal. The firt step in the training process an
assessment is made to identify the training needs.

.....-i ; ,
.41. ',

AUDIENCE REACTION TEAM: gerterally consists of two .to five participants who react
to a presentation. 1 --4.-----=

. ; ,

. . ----------.: cr 4 q

AUTHQRITY: pow to director influence a group that is derived ,either from one's
role in the group, or frop having information that -oi her group members do not have
access to. ,

.

- A p r ,

BACK HOME: jargon used in training to refer, to the job or situation from which a
partici,vint has come and to lixhIch he or she will return. One might speak of "back-
home" problems.

BEHAVIOR CHANGE: a change in the way one conducts oneself; used in training to
refer especially to e desired 'change in job performance. i j
BEHAVIORAL' OBJECTIVE (also LEARNING or PERFORMANCE OBCTIVE): arspecific
statement' of the change In knowledge, skill, or attitude expected as a result 8f train-
ing'. 1t ,should be stated in terms of perforMance and should be ,measurable. Behav-
ioral objectives must include a description of the expected behavior, the criteria. (to
what degree of proficiency the learner should perform ,the behavior), and the condi-
tions under which the behavior will bd demonstrated.

BRAINSTORMING: 'a free-wheeling technique where creative thinking is more impor-
tant than .pradtical thinking. Participants spontaneOusly present ideas on a given
topic. o, idea .is di ?missed or criticized. Anything offered is written down. This
techniq is used to generate as many ideas as possible; participants stimulate each
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other's thinking. After listing of ideas is completed, the group cla.-ifies, categorizes,
or discusses one item at a time -- depending on the situation.

BRIDGING ACTIVITIES: activities that assist individuals to translate relating from
one situation to another,. For example, an action pla'nning activity at the end of a

'training session serves as a bridge to. the work 'environment.

BUZZ GROUP (SMALL-GROUP DISCUSSION): a technique-that involves members of a
training group directly in the discussions. The Igrge group is divided into .small
groups of three or fout- persons each for brief discussions in which each trainee con-
-tributes his or her ideas. .

CAS STUDY: a detailed account of a real. or hypothetical occurrence (or serves of
eve s) about a problem. Usually the problem is one that trainees might encounter
on e job. The age is analyzed and ,discussed, and trainees are often asked to
arrive at a plSh of, ction to solve the problem. Case studies, can be presented ver-
bally, in writing, on film, or with .any combination of media.

CLINIC: a meeting or extended series of meetings involving analysis and treatment of
specific conditions or problems.

CLINICAL: an orientation toward reality usually involving a desire to deal with
wholes and concrete facts, rather than_with parts and concrete facts. A clinical ori-
entation usually involves an attempt to solve problems rather than to merely analyze
them

CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM: ,a system that continually functions in this established pat-
tern.

CLOSURE: a sense of having reached a natural stopping place, a feeling of comple-
tiOn.

COGNITIVE APPROACH: an approach involving knowledge and perception. This
term is applied to an intellectual rather than emotional approach.

COGNITIVE LEARNING OBJECTIVE: a behavioral objective that requires trainees to
remember facts, figures, methods, policiesitstc., or to solve some intellectual task,
by determining the essential problem and reorde irig or combining the information with
previously acquired knowledge.

COLLOQUY: a modified vergion, of a panel consisting of three or four resource per-
sons and three or four trainees. The trainees express opinion , raise issues, and
ask questions thAt will be discussed by the resource persons. e PANEL.)

COMMITTEEt a committee consists of a small group of trainees selected to fuJfill a

function or Derform a task that cannot be done efficiently or effectively either by the
entire training group or by one person.

CONFERENCE,: a meeting of people in large or small groups. The participants usu7
ally consult together in a formal fashion on problems to which they gib the most ser-
ious consideration.

CONFRONTATION: the process by which one person attempts to make another person
aware of aspects of his own behavior, usually without consideration of that person's

S
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desire for feedback. The phrase, "a confronting style," is sometimes' used to
describe a person who habitually gives such feedback to thers; f.

ONGRUENT: in agreeMent with, fitting, or appropri e. (For example, if you are
teaching people how to write behavioral objectives, en the behavioral objective of
your training session must l2e congruent with the cri/t ria you teach;)

CONSENSUS: a decision-making process in whi61 all parties involved agree to the
final decision. It does not mean that all parties are completely satisfied with the final
outcome, but that the decision is acceptable/

CONSORTIUM: an association, society.

CONSULTANT: a resource person; one who has special skills or expertise in a speci-
fic area and is brought in temporarily to assist in training or other activities.

CONSULTATION: a discussion between two or more people in which one of the people
provides technical assistance. included are telphone conversations', letters, and
on-the-job visits. (See TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.)

CONTENT: the subject matterinformation, concepts, principles, or skills. Communi-
catkon consists of two levels--content (what is being communicated) and process (feel-'
ings oneself and others during the communication.)

CONTEXTUAL ELEMENTS: r a group member's relationships outside the group. Con-
textAl 'elements include physical and social contacts, emotional relations, contractual
relations, and cultural interchange.

ONVENTION: an assembly of people from local groups who are members of a parent
organization, either district, State, or national.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE: a self instruction course using print and/orf4nprint
materials as the educational media. Such courses es may .include tutorial or'small group
sessions, consultations from a trainer, written assignments, examinations, and grades.

COUNTERDEPENDENT: a technical term in personality theory that refers to behavior
that is overly Independent. A counterdependent person consistently resists the
at4hority, 'structure, and leadership of -others.

COURSE: an organization of subject matter and related learning experiences provided
for the instruction of trainees on a regular or systematic .basis, usually,for a prede-
termined period of time (e.g., a semester, a regular school term, or a ,?-week work-
shop).

COVERT: hidden.

COVERT INTENT: the aim or purpose is not easilvobservable. Can refer to a
behavioral objective in which the desired behavior is not necessarily visible; for
example, thinking, adding, solving, discriminating.

7C0j/ERT RESPONSE: a reaction that is not necessarily visible; for example, discrim-
,-inating-,-,, understanding, and fantasizing.
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CRITERION REFERENCED:- (See NORM REFERENCED.)

CRITERION TEST: a test designed,,sto measure mastery of a behavioral objective
based on a predetermined standard of achievement. This test focuses on job perfor-
mance capabilities rather than on details of content that are not essential to job per-
formance..

CRITERION TEST ITEM: a written and/or actual performancg_item that is used to
measure the achievement of an objective and is based on a pre-aetermined standard.

CRITICAL INCIDENT: a contrived or dramatized educational experience in written,
audio, and/or visual form that simulates real-life events. It generally requires
trainee to make decisions and act these out in a laboratory setting. It is often used
to give trainees experience in handling interpersonal situations that may arise on the
job.- For example, the technique could be used to teach foremen how to handle a
recalcitrant employee, or to teach interviewers how to obtain information from pros-
pective employees.

CUE: An indirect message, often nonverbal, that indicates.a:certain feeling, desire,
or state. of mind. They are often unintentional hinls, but they may be given on pur-
pose.

CULTURE: a technical term with many definitions. It is used typically to refer to a
behavior characteristic of a group or class:

CURRICULUM: the planned course of study, involving _trainee interaction with
instructional content, resources, and processes for the purpose of attaining the
behavioral objecti'ves.

CURRICULUM DEVEL ENT: ' a part of the training design process, involving selec-
tion of content, development of learn-ingtasks_,___and organization of the content.

DEFENSIVE: resisting or preventing potential or actual aggression or attack.

DEMONSTRATION METHOD: a presentation that shows how tq use a procedure or
how to perform certain actions. Basically it is, a visual presentation, accompanied by
discussion, in which behavioral skills are taught.

DEPENDENT: subordinate; relying on another for support; being influenced by or
subject td another. ti

DAVELOPMENTAL TESTING: part of the validation process in which the training de-
sign is successively tested and revised to identify and correct weaknesses. Revisions
are made after each test', until the acceptable standard is achieved. (See FORMATIVE
TESTING.)

DISCUSSION: a method in which a specific 'topic is talked about in a more or less
structured way. It may take several forms--roundtable discussion, guided-group dis-
cussion, buzz groups, panels, brainstorming, etc.

DISCUSSION GROUP: a meeting of two or more people to informally discuss a topic
of mutual concern. It is generally based on a common background achieved through._
assigned,readings or shared educational experiences.
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DISCUSSION STIMULATOR: anything used to brings about a discussiON such as a
picture, a quote, a case study, a questionnaire, a list of ambiguous statements which
trainees are asked to agree or disagree with, a true-or-false test, a tape recording,\a statement, a movie, etc.

DOMAIN OF OBJECTIVES: an indication of the type of learner performance specified'
in the behavioral objective.

o

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVE: those statements specifying the acquisition of particu-
lar knowledge or information.

. AFFECTIVE OBJECTIV,ES: those statements specifying the acquisition or partic-
ular. attitudes, values, or feelings.

PSYCHOMOTOR OBJECTIVES: those statements specifying the acquisition of
.particular muscular and motor skills.

DYAD: pair; two people.

DYNAMICS: the driving physical, moral, or intellectual forces of any area or the
laws relating to them; the pattern of change or growth of an objector phenomenon.

DYSFUNCTIONAL: impaired or abnormal functioning.

EDUCATIONAL GOALS: general statements of what the training should' accomplish.
They are developed from the needs assessment and are used to write specific behav-
ioral objectives.

EIAG. PROCESS: a structured way of learning from experience t forms the basic
model for the design of most, training sessions. This four-ste process is based on
the concept that people learn best by being actively involv in the;r own learning.
The learner has an experience, identifies the elements that experidi#e-,., analyzes
why the elements occurred .as they did, and generali es about the knowledge and
skills acquired in this speCific situation so that they can be applied in other situa-
tions.

EMPATHETIC: from empathy; to be capable of participating' in another's feelings or
ideas.

ENTRY-LEVEL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE: the level lof skills and knowledge the
trainee brings with him or her to training. Training should be designed to bridge
the gap between the entry-level skills and the job performance requirements.

ENTRY PROCESS: jargon phrase for the highly complex set of conditions by which a
consultant begins to exert influence. The entry process involves important actions
separate from the main work of the consultant, although they are naturally closely
related.

ENVIRONMENT: used to refer to the physical and social context within which any
person,, group, or organization functions.

EVALUATION: evaluation of, training involves the measurement of participants' reac-
tion to the program, the learning gained, changes in job-related behavior, and tangi-
ble results of the training.
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION: yeilds information that is used during the develop -'
ment of a curr;culum.to help improve it.

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION: is conducted ,after the curriculum is completed. It
provides infor;mation about the effectiveness of the training and is the, basis for

' course revision.'

EXERCISE: A- patterned activity used in a group to promote awareness of learning.
Exercises can be used tckdemonstrate or practice a concept, or to cause the partici-
pants to become more aware of themselves or their interactions with others. (See
STRUCTURED EXPERIENCE.)

EXHIBIT: collections of related items displayed to facilitate learning process onto
carry an educational, informational, or. inspirational message.

EXPECTATIONS: participants' anticipations about 'content or the group situation.
0.

EXPERIENTIAL: a term for a kind of learning process in which the content is exper-
ierced as directly as possible, in contrast to being read about in 'a book or talked
about in lecture and discussion. The term applies to a wide variety of training tech-
niques.

FACILITATE: to make easier; to help bring about. In training, to help bring about
the maximum 'amount of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor learning.

FIEE,DB4CK: a report to a person or a \group about how the person Or group affects
the, reporter. Feedback'is a corrective mechanism through which a person or group
learns how well behavicas, matches intentions. .

FIELD TESTJNG: a stage in the validation process, following developmental testing,
that involves trying out, s'the training design on groupof trainees in field situations
or in the work environment.

FIELD TRAINING: training that is ,conducted in the actual work situation. It is
used in conjunction with classroom instruction and allows trainees to apply what has
been learned.

FIELD TRIP or TOUR: ,a visit'Wa training gr;:)up to a place of educational interest
for direct observation, and study. Field trips usually involve less than 4 hours, while
tRuns include visits to many points of interest and require from 1 day to several/
weeks to complete.

^N.

FISHBOWL: an experiential training technique in which some members'of a grOup'sit
in a small inner circle and diseuss a topic while other members sit in an outer circle
and 'observe. It is useful as an intergroup training technique.' Sometimes each mem-
ber of the outer group is instructed to observe a particular member of the inner
group. /
FLIP CHART: a visual aid that consists of large sheets of paper mounted on a pad.
(Each sheet is easily flipped over to reveal the next sheet.) Usually refers to collec-
tions of charts or illustrations used during demonstratkon-lectures. Also used to
refer to blank pads of newsprint paper .used instead of a blackboard. Sheets are
easily torn off and taped on walls for a record of thediscussion or fecturf.
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FOLLOWUP EXPERIENCE: a phrase referring to a carefully planned activity that fol- it
lows anti- reinforces training.

FORCE-FIELD ANALYSIS: a training technique for analyzing problems. , It consists
of listing, side by side, forces that seem to be helping and forces tha seem to be
hindering the achievement' of a stated goal (or resolutionof a problem) ThisOisting
helps to clarify and cdefine the problem. In addition, possible strate es for dealing
with the problem are usually made clear: thase forces that help achievement of the
goal should be encouraged or Strengthened, while those that hinder this achievement-
should be eliminated or weakened.

FORMATIVE TESTING: testing of trainees during the training pr9cess that measures
the degree of attainment of the behavioral objectives.

FORUM: an assemblage of trainees where everyone has an opportunity to express his
or her views. This expression of views is used to facilitate discussion after' a topic
has been introduced by a speaker or by a panel, film, or other technique,

FREE DISCUSSION: a discussion that encourages the expression of attitudes and
values. The purpose of this discussion is to recognize and clarify differendes within
the group so that they can be reconciled. '

FREEING-UP: jargon, referring to the .process by which an individual is able to
become less defensive; 'more open, more "-free." It is related to Kurt Lewin's use of
the term "unfreezing" to describe the firstostep in any change process.

FREEZE: to limit oneself to a single, n'ar'row mode of behavior or perception, while at
the same time failing to see other poSsible modes.

FRONT END ANALYSIS: (See NEEDS ASSESSMENT.)

FUNCTIONAL: that which facilitates the attainment of goals.

GAMES: may refer'. to various techniques
employed

make certain phenomena more real
and immediate. For example, games have been' mployed to simulate conflict, 'ba ain-
ing, leadership struggles, ,group norms, etc.

GAT'EKEEPING: a term used in group dynamics to describe a person who regulates
interaction patterns by asking people for their ideas, suggesting to others that they
talk less, etc,

GESTALT: a schciol of thought in psychology. Phenomena are studed and inter-k
pretefi as patterned wholes rather than as aggregates of parts.' It has ,had major
effects on contemPorary, personality theory. It is now used as 'a shorthand way of
referring to, an overall view of anything: a "big pictgre" approach, e.g., "My
gestalt on the issue It is also used increasingly to refer to a collection of

, techniques that are purported to-. help people identify and, then reorganize their+ own
view of reality. ,.

GOAL: 'a general statement of what the training should accomplish. Goals are dexel-
oped from the needs assessment and are used to write behavioral objectives. (See
also._ EDUCATIONAL GOALS.) .
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GOAL-SETTING: to establish the aim or desired result of training.

GROUP: three or more persons who shareitile following characteristcs:"

o The members think of thelselves as a group with an ,identifable member-
ship.

o They share a common purpose.

o ' Each member's contributions are valued,

o An .open and trusting climate develops.

o The members pay attention to how they wortClogether.

o They can, when they c Dose to, act together as a single entity.

GROUP DYNAMICS: the study of the forces at work within a group that affect the
way it works.

I

GROUP MAINTENANCE: those behaviors exhibited by group members that help main-
tain harmonious working relationships among members.

GROUP PROCESS: the actual behavior in a group. It is concerned with how things
hippen (who talks to whom, how participants develop roles, how decisions are,made,
how the group handles conflict) rather than what is talked about.

, GROWTH: a widely used term, reflecting theorists' and practitioners' concern fo
improvement in personal, group, and organizational behavior. It is constantly i
danger of becoming an ideological cliche. Identification of growth stages, rates, and
directions is a major fOcus of contemporary, theory andresearch.

GUIDEQ-GRQUP DISCUSSION: a structured discussiOn whose purpose is to cover
certain predetermined areas or points. Using an one or list of "discussion
points," the trainer, guides the discussion to be sure desired information is shared
and discussed.

GUT 4EVEL: jargon to describe statements involving feelings or emotions, as opposed
to20d level.

'HELPING RELATIONSHIP: derives from the "client-centered" therapies introduced by
' Carl Rogers, and otVrs. It is used to describe a relationship established to help

someone increase his or her ability to cope. It is distinguished from other possible
relationships that one could establish with another person; e.g., a casual friendship,
etc.

HERE-AND-NOW: a phrase describing the focus of attention on the present; e.g., a
fr,cus on what is happening as it occurs. ,

HIDDEN AGENDA: a personal expectation or motivation which affects how that person
behaves in a group or feels about a group,..but which is now known to others in the
group. A person may have a hidden agenda or a private goal not necessarily identi-
cal with the group's goal.
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INFLUENCE: the power to cause an effect on others in indirect or intangible ways.
As a verb, to have an effect on the condition or development of something or some-
one.

INFORMATION SHEETS: commonly called "handouts." Information sheets are learning
aids given to trainees in support of a presentation. They may beffn narrative or
outline form, written by the trainer, or copied from published materials.

INPUT: one's contribution to a system, particularly in the form of ideas.

INSTITUTE: a escries of events that is designed to assist a trainee*to change his or,
her behavior in order to meet spetified behavioral objectives.

INSTRUCTION: a series of e nts that is designed to assist a trainee to change his
or her behavior in order to meet specified behavitral objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS: (See TRAINING AIDS.)

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN: (See TRAINING DESIGN.)

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT: the application of research concerning the learner,
the learning task, and the trgining delivery to the design and production of instruc-
tional products and the evaluation of these products according to prespecified cri-
teria.

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: (See GOAL.)

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL: an indication of the general nature and difficulty of,*
instruction; e.g., elementary instructional level, secondary instructional level, and
postsecondary instructional level..

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: (See MATERIALS.)

INSTRUCTIbNAL MEDIA: (*See MEDIA.)

INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE: (See MODULE.)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (See BEHAVIORAL 013ECTIVE.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE: everything needed to carMvut the training. In self-
instructional programs, this would include everything the trainee would need to pro-
cr sd with the course.

INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCT: any material or group of materials produced for instruc-
tional purposes; use of this term in educational technology is limited to items that can
be reproduced.

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE: deterpination of the particular order in which skills
and concepts will be presented during training. Decisions regarding sequencing are
based on the previous analyses of the learner, task, and content.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM: a system containing the following elements (activities):

o Needs Assessment
o Goal Development
o Statement of Behavioral Objectives
o Training Design
o Training Activtty
o Evaluation
o Validation

I

c

INTERACTION: virtually any behavior resulting from interpersonal relationships. In
human relations it includes all forms e communication, verbal and nonverbal, con-
scious and unconscious.

INTERPERSONAL: the generic term for relations betWeen persons--usually two. It is
a prefix for many phrases, such as interpersonal relations, interpersonal aspects,
interpersonal conflict, etc.

INTERVENTION: an interruption of a group activity that influences the direction,
content, behavior, or affect of the group.

INTERVIEW: a presentation in which one Or more resource persons responds to ques-
tioning by one or more trainees. It is used to explore a topic in-depth where a for-
mal preentation is n8t desired by either trainees or resource persons.

. _

JUDGMENTAL: expressing an opinion or evaluation that is believed or -asserted.

LAB: a shorthand term for any of p wide variety of programs that derive from the
"laboratory method of training," 'an approach that is primarily experiential. The term
"lab" has been added to describe many types of training; e.g., "Conflict Lab," "Per-
sonal Growth-Lab," etc.

LABORATORY METHOD: a basic training approach in which learning comes from both
the task and the behavior of trainers and participants in the group. A central con-
cept of the laboratory method is that feelings influence learning; therefore, tnis
method of training attempts to deal with emotional reactions as well as with knowledge
and skills.

LEARNER ANALYSIS: the identification of the intended audience for an instructional
product, 'arid of the significant raits, aptitudes, and proficiences of that audience.

LEARNER TASK ANALYSIS: an identification of the main skills to be acquired by the
learner and the breakdown of these skills into their basic components. It indicates
the performance and knowledge requirements for a particular skill.

LEARNING: a change in behavior as a result of practice or experience. The change
can be through acquisition of knowledge, attitudes, or skills based on learning in the
cognitive, affective, or psychomotor domains.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: actions or activities that result in an interndized change of
behavior or response on the part of the person performing the actions or activities.

LEARNING CONTRACT: a plan of instruction, adaptable to individual differences,, in
which the course content is divided into a number of long-term assignments. ,The
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student receives a cont Act and is allowed to proceed frog one step to the next as. -

each is completed

_LEAtRNING DEFICIENCY: the difference between the minimum (criterion-referenced)I_

: level, of performance required and the actual performance of the trainee prior to train-
i-ing.re J

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: (See BEHAVIORAL DBJECTIVE.)

LEARNING PACKAGE:: (Also called PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION), a self-contained
unit of study that enables the learner to-move at his or her own pace to reach speci-
fied learning objectives.

. .,

LECTURE: a carefully prepared, formal, oral' presentation of a subject by a qualified
expert. Ani effective lecture will have a clear introduction and a .clear summary, and
will be limited to what is important.

LECTURE SERIES: a sequence of speeches extended over a period of several days or
presented intermittently during Several weeks or months.

"ft

LECTURETTE: a: short informative talk on , limited subject during which questions
and comments are discouraged. In training, the purpose is usually to stimulate dis-
cussion, summarize preceding discussion, or comment on a specific event.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: a r5reJetermined degree of proficiency to be attained dur-
ing training. ,

I.

:.,t

'LISTENING TEAM: a team that listens, takes notes, questions the presenters, and/or
summarizes a training session. The team is used to provide interaction between a
speaker and the trainees and is.,especially useful where the speaker is not especially
knowledgeable about an agency's -unique problems. .

, .
. . .

LISTING ,EXERCISES: a form of discussion in which a coup devises a list of ideas,
concepts, etc., and 'discusses each item as it is suggested. The finished list consti-
tutes: record and summary of.the discussion.

. .

MANAGEMENT-BY-OBJECTIVES: a management strategy developed by Odione that
makes the establishment and communication of organization objectives the central ninc-
tion of a manager. It is based on the assumption that supervision and leadership will
work best under conditions in which both superiors and subordinates have "contracts"
(i.e., agreements) establishing directions, priorities, and objectives.

,

MASTERY: a demonstration of behavior by the trainee ih lihich he or she shows that
he achieved a specified level of learning.

: .
MATERIALS: anything used in the training process; for example, books, films,
papers, or other training aids.

----, r
MATRIX: a chart that is used to display the relationship between variables.

. . -
MEASURE: a unit of measurement to which reference may be made fco purposes of
description, comparison, and evaluation.
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MEDIA: any means of conveying an instructional message; a channel of communication
used to facilitate learning; for example, television, videotape, printed test, graphics.

.MEDIATED INSTRUCTION: instruction that is conducted With caltridnications media
rather than through direct interaction of the teacher with the student.

METHOD: a basic approach to instruction; for example, lecture, site visit, program-
med instruction, and small group discussion.

DEMONSTRATION: (See DEMONSTRATION METHOD.)

METHODOLOGY: the organization of methods to achieve specific learning outcomes.

MINICOURSE: a -self-contained instructional packagaZir7rwith a single concept or
skill.

MODEL:
imitation

a descriptiA or analogy used ''to help visualize something; an example for
or emulation.

'MODULE: a unit o. instr, ction that covers a specific content area within .\a given
period of time. (See UNIT QF INSTRUCTION.)

MOTOR OBJECTIVE: (See PSYCHOMOTOR. LEARNING OBJECTIVES.)

NEED HIERARCHY: as described by Abraham MaSlow, needs are arranged in a hier-
archy from the most basic biological needs to more variable psychological needs. The
highest level is. self7actualization. The theory Says. that '!higher" needs. cainnot -be
realized until "lower" needs are relatively satisfied. Thettheory has led to a variety
ofe shorthand phrases for describing "where a person is" in the need hier arcliy at a
given time; e.g., "esteem level," "social level," "security level," etc. This particular
theory was also the basis for McGregor's THEORY X--THEORY Y fortnulation.

NEEDS: a ,central concept in psychology, referring to all of the biological and psy-
chological requirements for the maintenance and growth of the human animal; some-
thing which an individual or group feels it must have in order to achieve a sense of
well being. .
NEEDS ASSESSMENT:: an appraisal of the existing situation in the work environment,
including any interpersonal problems or any lack in knowledge or skills on the part of
'prospective trainees. The final part of the process is an analysis Of those needs-to
determine how they may best be met. r

. r

NEWSLETTER: a document that may include an announcement or report. It is mailed
to many people and often carries training information. It is a trainer's way of per-
sonally communicating with many people.

litONDIRECTIVE: the name for a method of interviewing first introduc ,ed by. Carl
Rogers. He used it to refer to therapy in which the patient is in charge.,of the
pace, content, and direction of the interchange. The term is now used to refer to

_any similar approach used by a person in authdrity; e.g., a teacher or-trainer.

NONVERBAL: 'involving minimal use of language; being other than verbal. It Has
come to refer to a number of training techniques that do not use language; .for exam,
ple, body movement.
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NORM: a p6nciple of right action established by a group and binding upon the
members of-that group that serves to guide, control, or regulate proper and accept-
able behavior. A standard by which members of a group are evaluated.

NORM` REFERENCED: the assessment of learner performance in a given area in rela-
tion to the performance of some norm or reference group. This is distinguished from
criterion' referenced, which refers to assessment of performan ..e based on an esttab-
lished standard or criterion.

OFP-SITE: away from, the regular place of work.

ON-SITE TRAINING: training conducted in the office or center where the trainees
are based. On-site training is not the same as field training or on-the-job training
where trainees are in an actual fork situation.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING: *raining that takes place while the trainee is actually doing
his or her job under supervision. It differs from field training only ,slightly in that
field training is usually part of a larger program in which trainees apply their train-
ing on the job, then return to the classroom to share and discuss what they have
learned. (See FIELD T I WAG. )

OPEN-LOOP SYSTEM: a dynamic system with feedback capability that has a continu-
ing influx and .outplyt'of information.

ORIENTATION: adjustme'ht and familiarization to a situation or environment, such as
to a new job or 'new responsibilities.

OVERT: visible, manifest. '

OVERT RESPONSE. observable behavior that is measurable; thet level at 'which the
learner can demonstrate a skill.

OWNERSHIP: jargon for the quality. of 'feeling personally committed and hence pre-
Nomably entitled to influence a situation, as in "I feel some ownership in this pro-
gram.",

PANEL: a training method involving a discussion among four to eight people on an
assigned topic in front of the training graJp. Panel members are often expect& .in
the field under study, but usually represent various backgrounds, or opinion
moderator ensures that order is maintained, that each resource person gets equal
time, and that the'topic is cOvered in depth.

PARTICIPANT (LEARNER, TRAINEE): the person from whom the training activity
created and to whom it is presented.

PARTICIPANT-OBSERVER: a group participant who acts as an observer for all or:,ka
portion of a training session. In this role he observes and records the activities
other members and then describes these to the group.

PARTICIPATORY TRAINING: the absolute or comparative levels of behavior required.
to .determine achievement of specified behavioral objectives.

POSTTEST: a type of test given at the end of a unit of instruction that measures
the amount of information learned by the trainees during that session. The questions
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are based on the behavioral objectiyes and the course content for that unit. The
word "posttest" can also be used to describe any type of evaluation measure given
after training. These measures can be written, verbal, or a demonstration of skills..
They ;are Listed to determine how well the trainees have attained the objectives and
help identify what changes should be made in the training to improve it. The post-
test,may also serve asO a diagnostic tool to identify remaining performance deficiencies".

POWER: the ability to exert influence .over a group or over an individual in making
decisions, establishing' norms, or performing an activity.

...0'

PRETEST: an assessment made before instruction to determine the level of knowledge
or 'skill that a learner brings ,to instruction. The questions deal with the factual
material that is included in the training program. Results are compared to those of
the posttest to measure the amount of learning accomplisVied during training.

PROBLEM-ORIENTED TRAINING: training geared to . the actual problems that face the/
people being trained; emphasis is on practicality, not theory.

PROCESS: as a compOnent of communication, the feelings, about oneself and others
iduring the communication. Also, a continuing development involving changes; a par-

ticular method of accomplishing a task, usually involving a number of steps. In
training, process means the steps through which the trainees learn.

. _

PROCESS ELEMENTS: internal and external influences that affect the group process.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION: a self-instructional teaching format,, using. print
and/or materiali as the training medium. Questions are ordered in such a way that
correct knowledge is reinfdrced and mistakes or errors corrected. Examples include
programmed textbooks, teaching machines, computer-assisted instruction, and dial-
access information retrieval systems.

PROTOTYPE: a near-final model of an instructional product that is tested to
.
deter- _

mine what modifications of structure and
made

are necessary. Based on the
success of the prototype, decisions are made concerning the continuation and possible
mass production or reproduction of the model.

PSYCHOMOTOR LEARNING OBJECTIVES. a behavioral objective emphasizing motor or
muscular skills, or neuromuscular coordination, usually involving manipulation of
material or objects. i

QUESTION PERIOD: an' organized followup session to a lecture or speech in which
trainees ask the lecturer questions. It is during this time that trainees ask for clar-
ification of points made in the formal presentation, and ask for information that was
not covered by the speaker but is of interest to them.

REACTION PANEL: several trainees placed between the lectbrer and the audience
and to the side of the lecturer. This panel asks questions during the lecture.to.clar-
ify the speaker's points. After the lecture, they present their reactions as a group.
This is a device to encourage audience involvement in the lecture.

N

RE- ENTRY: jargon for the process of moving back' into or's work situation from a
temporary training situation.
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RESOURCE PERSON: an individual whose role in a qr'oup is to provide information on
a subject that the group is interested in.

R-ESULT DEMONSTRA TION . a demonstration that shows by example the doncr to o
come of a' pr;actice. It often deals 'with operational costs, production procedu es, or
with the quality of a product, and generally requires a considerable period of time to
complete.

ROLE: a pogition assigned or assumed; a function.

ROLE PLAYING: a training technique in which a small group of trainees acts out a
real-life situation in front of the other trainees. Role playing may be rehearsed
beforehand in order to produce a specific effect; it may be 'spontaneous in- order to
allow the trainees to define their roles within a -specific situation; or it may be struc-
tured by the trainer, who will assign specific roles to the trainees. There is no
script. Those trainees not assigned a role discuss the performance in relation to the
situation or problem under consideration. The training also offers criticisms and

' suggetions.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS: discussions usually involving 8 to, 12 participants, all
of whom are considered equally "expert." The leader may or may not be the trainer.
The leader's role is limited- to monitoring participatibn and keeping the discussion
focused on. the topic.

F-ACTUALIZATION: a phrase quite widely used to refer to the process by which
dividual reaches the highest level of functioning of which he or she is capable.

More nceete definitions are difficult in ,;that, theoretically, self-actualization is dif-
ferent every person. Self-actualization is t e top level in Maslow's need hier-
archy. (S NEED HIERARCHY.)

.
SELF-AWARENE a positive goal of most training techniques that aim at behavior
change. Self-awa ness means becoming aware of one's existing patterns of behavior
in a way that allows one to compare these with other behavior patterns wthout reac t.--

ring defensively. ...

SELF-CONCEPT: refers to the picture ore holds -of oneself. --This is a collection of
feelings,, hopes, and beliefs that would be difficult to define. major object of self-
awarfeness is to identify one's self-Ionbept more accurately and co pletely.

-. .

SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGES: packages that contain all the instructional
'materials needed for independent study of a course.

,,,,, (SEMINAR: a type of discussion group, usually led by a recognized expert who
engages in a discussion among a group of trainees studying a glacialized topic. The

. leader generally opens the seminar with a brief presentation, often covering prdvoca-
tive issues, and then guides a discussion in which all trainees participate.

SENSITIVITY TRAIN.ING; methods for improving the individual's sensitivity to him-
elf or herself and others. .Alth.ough variations exist, common ingredients seem to be:

(1) the guidance of a trained person .or persons; (2) intense interpersonal experience
by the trainee;, and (3) a relatively protected environment, free from ordinary pres-
sures and distractions. ___ C

°54
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SEQUENCE: the order in which different aspects of the instructional program are
presented.

SESSION: an ambiguous term that usually refers to a *portion of a training program;e.g., "the morning session," the first day's session.", Generally it is used to refer
to a period of time of a day or less.

SET: a preparatory adjustment or readiness for a particular kind of action or exper-,
ience.

SHORT COURSE: a period of intensive training on a specific subject, usually simpler
and less concentrated than courses taken for college credit, but having more depth
than the- s +ngle- meeting.

-SIMULATED TASK ANALYSIS: identification of job performance requirements in an
artificial setting (e.g., in a class) using knowledge of jobs and the imagination.

SIMULATION: a contrived educational experience, iri audiovisual or model form, that
has the characteristics of a real-life situation. Simulation allows the trainee to make
decisions or take action in a laboratory setting prior to interacting ''At.i.th people andthings in a real,-life situation. Examples include driver/trainer simulators, and educa-
tional "games" such as Monopoly, Blacks and Whites, or CLUG ommunity Land Use
Game) that require actions by the trainees.

SKILL: technical expertness, proficiency; the ability to u e one's knowledge effec:-
tively and readily in performing or executing something; a d veloped aptitude or abil-
ity.

jSK I LL-BU I LDI NG: refers to anything that promotes proficiency or expertness.
.. ,

SKIT: A brief, rehearsed, dramatic presentatio involving two or more trainees.
Working from -a prepared script, the trainees act o t an event or incident that drama-
tizes a situation.

STRATEGY: a planned series of activities that involves the choice of une approach,
over another.

STRUCTURAL: pertaining, to the structure of an organization as it is described in
organizational charts, job descriptions, and task assignments.

STRUCTURED EXPERIENCE: an experience that is designed to achieve a certain
purpose. The written 'design must include a ,goal statement, a description of the pro-/ cess, a notation of grOup size and time and materials required, and a description of
the physical 'setting.

SUMMATIVE TESTING: (See EVALUATION.)

SUPPORT PERSONNEL: those persons who provide assistance in the training effort.
They may be working in the areas of recruitment, field services, accounting, facility
management, material procurement, A-V, library, public relations, evaluation, or
research.
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SYMPOSIUM: a series of prepared lectures given by two to five resource persons,
each speaker presenting one aspect of the topic. The presentations should be brief
and to the point, and should generally not exceed 25 minutes.

.

SYSTEM: an organized assemblage of interrelated components designed to function as
.a whole to achieve predetermined objectives.

)
SYSTEMS, APPROACH: a manner of designing and evaluating systems that minimally
includes specification of objectives in measurable terms, restatement of objections in
terms of capabilities and corrgtraints, development of possible approaches, selection of
appropriate approaches, as a result of a tradeoff study, ifitegration of the approaches,
and evalua ion of the effectiveness of the system in attaining objectives.t
SYSTEMS THEORY (GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY): describes the relationship
between complex interacting components and organized wholes. (See OPEN-LOOP
SYSTEM and CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM.)

TARGET AUDIENCE: that portion of the total learner population_ selected for expo-
sure to instruction. This group is generally' identified in terms of certain common
social and/or learning characteristics.

alTASK GROUP: a group of people who work together to complete a specific task.

TASK LEADER: a role that commonly emerges in any group, the task leader is the
person who exercises the most influence ion the way the group attempts to accomplish
its main task.

T-ASK--ORIENTED: -mostly-interested- in -accomplishment of-the-task.

EACH.ING: the term commonly used to indicate face-to-face instruction. Teaching is
usually subject-oriented, whereas training is problem-orienteddesigned to solve a
speciri_c problem.

TEAM:. a number of persons associated together in work or activity.

TEAM-BUILDING: improving relations within a -group or team.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: the provision of technical services in response to a

request.

TECHNIQUE: activities tha,t are used as a tool within a certain method. More gen-
eral in nature than exercises, techniques are not an end in themselves. Examples are
brainstorming, using a fishbowl, pairing, and using audiovisual aids.

TECHNOLOGY: a standardized, communicable way of achieving a practical purpose.
It is used increasingly in organizational development to refer to ways of making inter-
ventions, as in "team-building technology."

THERAFtY: an activity that has as its purpose the improvement of the physical
and/or mental functioning of a person.

TRAIT ER: one who conducts etraining. This term may also be "applied to one who
develops a training program. Trainers should be able to conduct needs assessments,
develop training, and conduct and evaluate training.
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TRAINING: a sequence of experiences; a series of opportunities to learn in Which
one is exposed in a more or less systematic way to certain materials or events.

TRAINING ACTIVITIES: the actual learning experience to which a trainee is exposed
during training. Training activities can include use of different methods and tech-
niques such as: guided-group disucssions, buzz groups, written exercises, lectures.

TRAINING AIDS. these convey informatidnW and ideas to participants by appealing to
their senses of sound, sight, and touch. Training aids can greatly facilitate the
learning process. Some examples are flip charts, overhead projectors, etc.

TRAINING DESIGN: a detailed, step-by-step plan that describes how learning will
take place during the training. It is an arrangement of methods into a detailed plan
for a training session. A functional training design should include: (I) behavioral
objectives; (2) what the trainee will learn--the topic to be covered, task to be per-
formed, or activity to be undertaken; (3) how the trainee will learn--description of
the methodology; (4) time allotted for accomplishing the methodology; and (5) materi-
als and/or equipment needed.

TRAINING MATERIALS: (See MATERIALS.)

TRAINING PACKAGE: (See INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE.)

TRAINING PROCESS: Includes four phases--needs assessment,' development, deli-
very, and evaluation.

UNIT OF INSTRUCTION: a unit of instruction is a planned series of learning activi-
ties or experiences. that has: (I) predetermined, stated objectives; (2) a definite
beginning and a definite end; (3) a specified learner populatiOn; and (4) some speci-
fied_ means of assessing the learning that has taken place as a .result of the interac-
tion between the learner and the unit of instruction. Although no particular length
is prescribed for ,a unit of instruction, it is usually thought of as shorter in length
than a course.

VALIDATE: to confirm the soundness ofrlo verify.
9

VALIDATED INSTRUCTION: instruction that -has been showrt to do what it was
intended to do.

VALIDATION: the process of developmental testing, field testing, and revising a
training activity to be certain its behavioral objectives are achieved.

VALUES CLARIFICATION: a process which helps an individual identify his or her
basic values. This process often involves using exercises. '

VALUING: showing preference for selected activites; becoming commit-Led.

WORKSHOP: 'a training method that permits extensive study of a specific topic.
Fifteen to 20 people meet together to improve their proficiency, to collectively develop
new operating procedures, or to solve problems.
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PRETEST AND POSTTEST INSTRUCTIONS

his section contains two sets of test items: Form A, the Pretest, contairis 15 true/
alse questions and is to be administered to all participants who take this course.

Form B, the Posttest, contains 15 multiple choice items to be completed by teach par-
ticipant at the end of the course.

instructions for Test Administration

The Pretest arid\ Posttest are included in the Traine anual only. The following are
the procedures for adminisWrirtg each of the tests.

Prior to actual training delivery, detach Forms A and B from the Trainer Man-
ual.

Duplicate (by photocopying or any other suitable method) one copy of Forms Ax
and B for each participant scheduled for training.

Pretest (Form A)°
After registration of participants, but prior to any part of the trai Ing delivery,
have each, participant complete Form A.

Collect the completed test forms from participants.

Score the completed test forms at the earliest time possible using the
Answer Key provided.

o e: You are advised to score the test forms in privacy and after the training
activities for the first day have been completed.

Record each participant's score.

Posttest (Form B)

At `the end of (Module X, have each participant take the Posttest, recording his
or her answers on the Form B Answer Sheet provided.

Collect the completed test forms.

Score the test using the Answer Key provided.

Record Posttest scores.
;

.Test Score Recording Form

The Pretest/Posttest method of evaluation is designed to approximate the learning gain
of each participant as indicated by the difference between his/her Pretest and Post-
test scores. The Test Score Recording Form contained in the back of this section is
provided to facilitate recording and calculating of Pretest and Posttest scores.
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Name

PRETEST, FORM A

.lnstructions

Read each of the following statements. carefully. Indicate whether the statement is
true or false by circling T or F in the column next to each item. Do not guess. If
you do no't know the correct answer,-do not circle either. letter.

1. The process, of learning for adults is genetally the- same

children.

2. Training is a specil form df learning and the
same as a teacher's role.

3. The trainer's primary responsibility is to know
question that the participants might ask.

4. Theories of learning are unrelated to training.

as it is for
T F

,trainer's role is the -

T F

the answers to any
T F.

T

5. The training group is similar to, the classroom, and the trainer must
control the process in the group. T F

.6. The most important thing for the _ trainer is
integrity against attacks by group members.

,7. The primary purpose of training trainers
style(s).

to protect his/her
T F

is to develop trainer
T F

8. 'Cultural considerations like race and ethnicity
influence on how people respond to training.

9. Training is a special form of- faciaating
material through exercises.

have little or no
T F

learning of cognitive
T F

10. The letters EIAG in training mean energy, industry, action, group.

14.4 Trainers . should observe and intervene only when
request intervention.

12. Trainers should intervene periodically just to
position as the authority in the training event.

T F

the participants
T

reinforce his/her
T F

13. Packaged training materials reflect the state-of-the-art
and should not be modified by trainers.

14. Good training need- not be subject to special evaluation.

15. The most important test of a training event is how the
feel when it is over.
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F

. F.

3. F

4. F
--..../
5. F.

6. 'F

. .
.

7. F i

8. F

12. F

13. F

14'. F

15. F

4

ANSWER KEY
FORM ,-(-PRETEST)

., \

..:`,: .

:,*

-.,
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POSTTEST, FORM B

tIpInstructions

Thee are multiple-Choice items Each subset has instructions; in 'each instance,
circle the letter representing the best answer.

On the answer sheet, circle the best answer to the following questions:

1. A functional troinjng design must include:

a. behavioral, objectives, core curriculum, what, -how, time, and a bibliography
Li

b. behavioral objectives, *title of session, what, hbw, and materials and equip-
.

ment

c. behavioral objectives, what, how, time-, a. d, materials and equipment

d. behavioral objectives, what, how, time, and training aids

e. objectives (cognitive or behavioral), what, how, time, and a bibliography

2. II... a sequence of experiences, a series of opportunities to learn, in which...
(you are) exposed in a more or less systematic way .to certain materials or
events" is the definition of:

a. learning

b. methodology

c. .training -

d. training design

e. programmed instruction

3. A training design is important because it helps the trainer to car efully develop:

'a. a logical, sequential, step-by-step training session

b. an evaluation based on results,

c. core curriculum
..1

d.' learning tasks

media presentationi
lt

4. Choose the answer that is the least important reason why a needs assessment
should be conducted:

a. because staff members must achieve the performance standards set for their
jobs
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b. because time, money, and effort can be wasted through training that is not
based,on,valid present or emerging needs

c. so people will behappier and be ready for advancement

d. to increase knowledge and skills; to explore attitudes that may be hindering
staff members' effectiveness

e. all are equally important

5. Choose the response that includes at least three methods that era most effective
for building skills:

a. buzz groups, lectures, brainstorming, programmed instruction

b. informal open-ended discussion groups, simuiations, role-plays, demonstra-
tions

c.. lectures, panels, films, readings

d. simulations, videotape feedback, demonstrations., programmed instruction

e. brainstorming, demonstrations, guided group discussions, slide/tape pre-
sentations

6. Learning is frequently thought of as a composite of:

a. skills, abilities, and knowledge

b. knowledge, skills, and attitudes

c. practical experience, information, and abilities

d. sensitivity, education, and knowledge

e. education, attitudes, and abilities

7. Lectures, panels, films, and readings are methods that are best applied when:

a. building skills

b. changing attitudes

c. communicating information

d. reinfor,cing what has already been learned

e. all of the above

8. Pretests and posttests are used to evaluate

a. behavior change

b. learning
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c. reaction

d. results

e. Opinion

. Select the answer that contains at least three climate interventions:

a. clarify goal(s); humor to ease tension; remain silent to build tension
or encourage group participation; suggest a division of labor
for tasks needed tom, complete job

b. offer an analysis and/or clarification of material that has been covered so
far; movement from a question to an exercise to intensify climate; a story
or analogy .to illustrate a point; diagram or write out what has been spoke))
to provide clarity and/or focus

c. remind group members of why they need to complete their task (e.g., to
get an earlier break, or it's required before the next step can- occur);
identify resources that might be useful; review critical issues

d. silence to build tension or encourage group participation; trainer self-
disclosure to bring out trainees' attitudes and feelings; empathy for verbal
and none f rbal climate; observe how much time is left, or, if/ the group
membersoaidn't budget their time, suggest that they do ,so

e. surmarize material; identify resources; remain 'ilent to enco rage group
participation; trainer self-disclosure

Sz:ect the riesponse that includes at least three methods that are most effective
in changinglattitudes:

a. buzz groups, lectures, brainstorming, programmed instruction

b. informal open-ended discussion groups, simulations, role-plays, demonstra-
tions

c. lectures, panels, films, reading

d. simulations, videotape feedback, dentonstrations, programmed instruction

e. informal open-ended discussion groups, brainstorming, prograMmed instruc-
tion, panels

11 four phases' in the training process are:

a. delivery, evaluation, design, and needs assessment

b., development, evaluation, presentation, and needs assessment

c. evaluation,- design, development, and ,needs, assessment
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d. needs assessment., evalpation, development and delivery

e. either cor d

12. Which of the following is the primary purpose ill'training (as defined in the
TOT)?

a. to facilitate more effective communication

b. to provide, personal growth

c. to teach new information

d.. all of the above

none of the above

4p

13. Which of the following items does not include at least three phases of group
development?

a. dependency, intragroup conflict, interdependence

b. orientation, organizing to get work done, problem-solving

c. dependency, organizing to get work done, interdependence

d. all of the above

e. none of the above

14. Which of, the following items includes only the task functions members perform' in
groups?

a. coordinating, encouraging, elaborating, gatekeeping, giving opinion

b. encouraging, gatekeeping, standard setting, following, expressing group
feeling

c. giving 'information, giving opinion, initiating activity, (seeking opinion,
seeking information

d. initiating activity, expressing group feeling, seeking opinion, following,
seeking information

e. none of the above

15. "Present infz:rmation in a clear, understandable sequence, beginning with the
basic ideas that make up more complicated concepts. Tell the learner what your
goal is and how you expect to get there."

Choose the principle that best illustrates the training/design guideline written
above:
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a. "Cognitive feedback confirms correct knowledge and corrects faulty learn-

. ing. The, learner Wies Something..:and then accepts or rejects what he
does on the basis of its consequences."

b. "Generalization and discrimination suggest the importance of practice in
varied contexts, so that learning will become... appropriate to a _wider...
range of stimuli."

c. "Reinforcement is important; that is,...desirable or correct responses
should be rewarded."

d. "The organization of knowledge should be an essential concern of the
teacher or educational planner so that the direction from simple to complex
is not from arbitrary, meaningless parts to meaningful wholes, but instead
from simplified 'wholes to more complex wholes."
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1. A B C D E

2.ABCDE
3. A B C D E.

4. A B C 13 E'
5. A B C D E

6. A B C D E

7.A B C D E
\.8./CBCDE

9. A B C D E

10. A B C D E

11.A BCDE
/12. A BCDE
13. A B C D E

14. A B C D E

15. A B C D E

i

ANSWER SHEET
FORM, B (POSTTEST)
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1. C

2. C

3. A

4., C

5. D.

_6. B

7. C

13. B

9. ,D

10. B

11. D

12. E

13.- E

14. C

'15. D

11

ANSWER KEY
FORM B (POSTTEST)
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TEST SCORE RECORDING FORM

Course Title Date

Participant Pretest PostteSt
Name (Form A) (Form B) Difference (Form A-Form B)

Trainer(s) Signatures:
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(CONTINUED FROM INSIDE FRONT COVER)

Participant Manual

The Participant Manual has two primary purposes: 1) to provide resources
that are essential() to understanding course content, and 2) to Nrovide
materials that enable participants 9-4, e actively involved in the learning
exercises.

Other Materials

The following list represents the _minimum materials required for the course.
Visuals are provided in the modules of this manual and can be used as
overhead transparencies or as a guide in preparing flip chart training aids.

Flip chart(s) and easel(s)
Newsprint
Felt-tip markers
Masking tape
Pencils
Legal pads or paper
Participant Manuals
Overhead projector
Participant list
Registration sheet
hotocopies of Pretest, Posttest, and the Posttest Answer Sheet (one
er participant).

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

.This course requires one large workroom (suitable to 20-24 participants) equipped
with chairs and tables, -or chairs and a suitable writing surface. The room should be
sufficiently large so that participants are uncrowded and reasonably comfortable.

Two smaller rooms (sufficient to accommodate a maximum of 8-10 persons) are also
required for small group activities. These rooms should also be equipped with a
chair and a suitable writing surface for each participant.

LENGTH OF COURSE AND EVALUATION

Training of Trainers is designed as a 5-day, 35 contact-hour course. At a minimum,
an additional 5 hours will be required to complete supplementary reading assignments.

Two standards are used to evaluate each participant's performance in this course:
1) attendance at the course delivery sessions, and 2) the score on the posttest. Par-
ticipants who are certified as having successfully completed the course must have
been present for not less than 32 of the 35 scheduled hdurs and must achieve a score
Of not less than 75 percent on the posttest.
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